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CHAPTER 0 . INTRODUCTION.
ss=assssasssassBS=sssasss=e

Already in strongly simplified models of plasmas we encounter a sub-

stantial amount of difficulties when we want to find the solutions of

the set of integro-differentiai equations that form the basis of the

model.

When we restrict ourselves to low-amplitude waves it makes sense to

linearize the set of basic equations with respect to the amplitudes.

It is possible to derive linear dispersion relations for the oscilla-

tions that appear in the plasma. Moreover, the linear initial value

problem can be solved completely. A next step concerns the treatment

of weakly non-linear interaction up to second order in the amplitude.

In terms where products of amplitudes appear, we insert the relevant

first-order solutions. This is a standard procedure in the so-called

coupled-mode method. Although the coupling terms under consideration

are second-order in the amplitu-e, they may have a crucial impact on

the evolution of the plasma oscillations. This is even more the case

in turbulent plasmas. Turbulent plasmas are plasmas that are charac-

terized by the presence of many different oscillations with random

phases. We will restrict ourselves to low-amplitude waves in weakly

turbulent plasmas, i.e. plasmas where the field energy is much smal-

ler than the thermal energy.

In the literature different types of wave-wave interaction can be

found. A first step towards a complete understanding of the interac-

tion mechanisms is the description of coherent 3-wave interaction,

i.e. the interaction between three well-defined waves. The phases of

these waves are also completely determined. Certain combinations of

interacting waves (arising from turbulence) give rise to growing so-

lutions. When the amplitude of a growing solution exceeds signifi-

cantly the level of noise, we pass to the so-called parametric situa-

tion. Then the wave with the enhanced amplitude may serve as a pump

wave. This means that it has an amplitude much higher than those of
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the interacting waves, but still small enough to use its amplitude as

a smallness parameter. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to extend

the discussion to the breakdown of linearization. The parametric si-

tuation is also relevant in cases where externally generated waves in-

teract with plasmas.

The study of coherent 3-wave interaction serves as a prelude to the

treatment of the initial value problem up to second order. Although

this problem can be treated along the lines of the classical Landau

problem, a more accurate discussion, without neg^jct of terms, requi-

res an extensive amount of algebra. This is reduced by the use of the

more sophisticated formalisms of Van Kampen and Case. The use of these

formalisms requires a good understanding of the manipulation of some

generalized functions, namely the Cauchy principal values and the Di-

rac-delta functions. The current literature on this topic appears to

be somewhat deficient with respect to the interpretation of products

of these functions. Once these properties have been studied and inter-

preted systematically, a revision of the definition of products of

Cauchy principal values provides us with a clue to a straightforward

manipulation of such functions.

The contents of this thesis has been organized alomg the lines that we

just sketched. We have restricted ourselves to a very simple non-rela-

tivistic model, that does not include effects of inhomogeneities, nor

effects of external (electromagnetic or gravitational) fields. We also

disregarded collisional effects, although in many particular problems

we assumed a (shifted) Maxwellian distribution function.

Let us give a review if the contents of this thesis:

In chapter 1 we discuss the linear problem, with drift velocities in-

cluded. We extend the linear theory to composite plasmas, i.e. plasmas

that contain more than one ion species, and study the new ion modes

that may appear in this case. We are concerned in particular with mar-

ginally stable solutions. The three types of waves that are possible

when no drift is present (ion waves, electron waves and electromagne-

tic waves) are coupled by drift. We will derive properties of this

coupling.

Chapter 2 discusses the different cases of coherent 3-wave interacti-

on. Drift is assumed to be absent there. As in chapter 1, we treat the

problem using both the hydrodynamical and the kinetic theories and the

connection between the results is discussed. Coupling coefficients for
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the different cases are calculated for arbitrary directions of the wa-

ve vectors (provided they are real and exactly matched). For the cohe-

rent interaction of three unidirectional longitudinal waves the calcu-

lation of the coupling coefficients is completely worked out.

In chapter 3 a review is presented of coherent 3-wave interaction in-

cluding parametric processes. In the latter case threshold values for

the amplitude of the pump wave are derived. We relax the condition of

exact real matching, a condition that is usually presupposed in other

works. In near-resonant cases we obtain threshold values in a straight-

forward way and the properties of the frequency shifts are analyzed.

In addition to this discussion the case of a damped or growing pump

wave is included. The evolution of the waves then ceases to be harmo-

nic but can be described in terms of Bessel functions.

A case of double coupling (a combination of near-resonant forward- and

backward scatterinrr'I is studied. This type of coupling can be descri-

bed by expressions that have the same structure as those for pure 3-

wave interaction. An inventarization of general coherent 3-wave inter-

action (in which the interacting waves have comparable amplitudes)

brings to light properties like phase locking and explosive instabili-

ties. Phase portraits visualize the domains where stable (or unstable)

solutions occur. The boundary between these domains can be constructed

approximately. They can be considered to be bifurcation lines. The

plots give insight in the range of initial values required for insta-

bility.

Chapter 4 presents a review of the Van Kampen theory for the longitu-

dinal and the transverse waves. A unified theory and formalism opens

the way to a more generalized treatment of the initial value problem

as is necessary if one wants to describe all the coupling mechanisms

that are presented in the preceding chapters. Especially the instable

solutions give rise to complications, but it is possible to include

them in the formalism. We w-11 present two methods of calculation, na-

mely the (classical) Van Kampen's method and Case's method. The latter

turns out to be a universal tool. Van Kampen's method is closely rela-

ted to it: Both methods are species of the Hilbert transform.

We will end by an attempt to reduce the enormous amount of algebraic

manipulation that is required for a second-order \bn Kampen calculati-

on even when all the waves involved are unidirectional.
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It turns out to be possible to derive a rather simple expression for

the second-order field that is suited for further generalization. The

new poles, discovered by Best, and even some more that are not pre-

sent in the linear Landau theory of second-order effects, reappear.
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CHAPTER_Ii_ssLlNEAR_THEORY.

!.O. INTRODUCTION.

Because we want to analyse wave-wave interaction in plasmas,it is

useful to give a review of the linear theory of plasma waves.

Within this scope we study a rather simple model,namely a homogene-

ous,infinite,collisionless plasma without external magnetic and elec-

tric field.Furthermore we restrict ourselves to a non-relativistic

description.In such a plasma we assume the occurrence of oscillations

with an infinitesimally small amplitude.For linear theory it is es-

sential to neglect terms that contain products of these amplitudes.

There are two methods to describe plasma waves in such a configura-

tion:the (magneto)hydrodynamical(MHD)- and the kinetic description.

In both theories we start with the linearized collisionless Boltz-

mann equation,also named Vlasov equation.This equation is only valid

if the individual character of the charged particles,involved in the

phenomena under consideration,can be neglected,a condition that im-

plies a restriction on the wavelengths.To estimate the k-range in

which this individual character can be neglected (the relevant do-

main), two quantities are involved:the Debye length and the plasma-

parameter .

The Debye length A^ is a length-scale that characterizes the depth

of penetration of an electric field in a plasma.Its inverse is named

the Debye wavenuniber K .The inverse of the plasma parameter g (22) is

proportional to the number of particles in a sphere with radius X_.

The wavelength of the oscillations must be such that in a sphere

with a radius equal to this length many particles are present,in or-

der to eliminate statistical fluctuations.This means that the model

used here is more accurate with increasing wavelo.ngth.
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In the hydrodynamiaal theory it is essential to restrict ourselves to

a limited number of moments of the Vlasov equation; the kinetic

theory takes into account the detailed distribution function. A des-

cription of these basic theories can be found in many textbooks,

cf (1). In order to obtain the collisionless Vlasov (or Boltzmann-)

equation we had to close the chain of equations named the hierarchy

of kinetic equations by neglecting the individual character of the

particles. In the MHD-description we face another chain of equations:

the hierarohy of moment equations. We also close this chain. In doing

so we loose information due to the integrations that are carried out

by the calculation of certain moments. It is proved (3) that we need

the unclosed (i.e. infinite) chain of moment equations in order to

conserve the exact information that is included in the distribution

function. In the kinetic theory, however, no such information is left

out. In particular the information concerning the resonant particles,

i.e. the particles with a velocity equal to the phase velocity of a

certain wave is essential for the establishment of the Landau damping

or growth. The importance of these particles has been noted first by

Bohm and Gross (4) while Dawson (S) has worked it out in detail. Thus

if there are relatively many resonant particles, the MHD-description

becomes less reliable, especially for stability analysis.

We derive, using both methods, general dispersion relations for the

plasma oscillations. We assume the equilibrium distribution function

of the different charged particle species, to be composed of one or

more Maxwellians. We account for drift, so the Maxwellians may be

shifted. The drift velocities are taken in arbitrary directions. The

dispersion relation for a wave with an arbitrary direction of propa-

gation with respect to these drift velocities is derived. In general

coupled longitudinal-transverse solutions arise. Decoupling takes

place in special cases.

The dispersion relations will be analyzed and we will compare the

results of hydrodynamical vs. kinetic description (6). Especially we

study the two-stream instability (7-11) i.e. the case where electrons

move with respect to ions. Furthermore we will consider the stability

conditions in a plasma with two ion species (1231S). Phenomena like an

increase in damping caused by light-ion contamination have been ob-

served in these plasmas (14).

Often we will suppose -especially in approximate formulae- the damping
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coefficient to be small in relation to the real part of the frequency

of the oscillation under consideration.

The dispersion relations form the tool for second-order calculations,

where the linear dispersion relations are extended by coupling terms.

These terms include products of first-order amplitudes and a coupling

coefficient. In the 2nd chapter these coefficients will be established.

1.1. BASIC EQUATIONS.

We consider a Vlasov plasma, i.e. a plasma in which the particle

dynamics can be described by a set of collisionless Vlasov-Boltzmann

equations:

{3 + v.8 + (q /m )(E + vxB).3 } F = 0 (1.1.1a)

t — —r s s ~ — — —v s

The index s indicates the species of the charged particle. Derivatives

with respect to a vector v are represented by 3 ; r and v are the

— —v — —

place and velocity coordinates respectively, t is the time.

F(r,t;v_) is a particle distribution function. ]2(r,t) and ]i(r,t) are

the magnetic and electric fields.

This model is only correct if the collective behaviour of the plasma

dominates the effects caused by the individual character of the par-

ticles {fluid limit). This is justified for small values of the plas-

ma parameter (25).

In order to describe plasma oscillations, our model must be completed

by Maxwell's equations:
I P 3 / e o ( l . l . lb)
s

0 (1.1.1c)

j^xE = - 9 t B (1.1.Id)

i r 4 = I ^ £ 3 + 3 t i / c2 (1.1.le)
s

e and y are the dielectric constant respectively the magnetic per-

meability in vacuo, and c the vacuum velocity of light, with:
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The following local specific quantities are defined:

Particle density : N (r,t) := / F dv (1.1.3a)
S ™— S ~~

Drift velocity : U (r,t) := (/ vF dv)/N (1.1.3b)
™~s — s ~~ s

Charge density : p ( r , t ) := q N (1.1.3c)
S ~~ S fa

Current density : j (r,t) := q N U (1.1.3d)
—s — S S—S

Because we assumed the perturbations on the stationary state to be

very small, wa can linearize the ŝ -tem (1.1.1). Because we have an

unmagnetized and unelectrized plasma, the following expansions are

relevant:

F(r,t;v) = F(0)(v) + £ ( ] ) (r_»t;v) + f (2) (£,t;v) + ... (1.1.4a)

E(£,t) = !(1)(£»t) +E(2)(r,t) + ... (1.1.4b)

B(r,t) = ^ ( D ^ t ) +l(2)
(£'t> + ••• (1-1-4O

and the derived quantities according to (1.1.3). The (i)-suffices in-

dicate the order in 15. In the linear theory where only zeroth and

first order terms are considered, these suffices can be omitted. We

have to realize that quasi-neutrality is required in a plasma, hence:

I P(o) = 0 (1.1.5)
s

In the linearized set (1.1.1) Maxwell's equations are written like

(l.l.lb-e) with £ instead of Ê , and so on. Indices (!) are omitted

without loss of univocality.

Vlasov's equations are written as:

(9 + v.^ Jr* + (qs/mg)(^ + vxB).3vFs = 0 (1.1.6)

If we consider plane wave solutions with real wavenumber 1c and complex

frequency w, where e.g.:

(1.1.7)
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then we obtain the Fourier-transformed Vlasov-Maxwell system of

equations:

k.E = -i I pg/eQ (1.1.8a)
s

k.B = 0 (1.1.8b)

kxE = OJB (1.1.8C)

kxB = -i I y j - wE/c2 (1.1.8d)
s

(k.v - *}<=, - i(q /m )(E + vXB). 3 F = 0 (l.I.8e)

If a definite form of F is required, the Maxwell distribution function

is used. When drift is present, we take a shifted Maxwell distribution

function:

F = N (21rvo
2)"3/2exp {-(v - U )2/(2vc

2)} (1.1.9)
S S S S S

In (1.1.9) v , the specific thermal velocity, is defined as:
s

IC being the Boltzmann constant, T is the specific temperature.

In general, (1.1.9) is only an approximation of the physical reality.

We will need sometimes the "one-dimensional" distribution function:

F (v) := // Fa(v)dv = N (2ITV
 2)~1/2exp {-(v-U )2/(2v 2)} (1.1.11)

where we have integrated with respect to the components of v, perpendi-

cular to, e.g., k_.

1.2. DISPERSION RELATIONS.

1.2.0. Introduction.

We consider waves that propagate in a plasma with frequencies high

compared with the inversed relaxation time between electrons and ions.

Consequently we can consider an ion temperature different from the

electron temperature.

We start with the derivation of dispersion relations D(k,ijj) = 0 of
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plasma oscillations, where tjj = w + iy (w,y £ Re) is the complex

frequency. In general we need, for a correct treatment, the kinetic

description that accounts for Che detailed characteristics of the

distribution functions. When, however, high-frequency oscillations are

studied, the hydrodynamical theory is often sufficient. That is the

case when the influence of the resonant particles with velocities

close to the phase velocity is negligible. We then speak of a

relatively cold plasma. This is valid for electromagnetic waves and

for electron plasma oscillations with relatively small wavenumber.

Then the hydrodynamical theory, in which much information on the dis-

tribution function has been removed by integration with respect to v_,

van be used.

This theory is also used for the description of the (low-frequency)

ion-sound waves, provided T » T.. (The suffices e and i indicate

electrons and ions respectively.) In other cases the resonant particles

oause a substantial linear damping or growth and their influence can

no longer be neglected.

1.2.1. Hydrodynamical theory.

1.2.1.1. General dispersion relation.

If we multiply both sides of Vlasov's equation with powers of v,

diadic products included, and integrate with respect to v, we obtain

so called moment equations. In the hydrodynamical theory we work with

a truncated hierarchy of such equations. I£ these functions of v_ are

m and mv, we obtain the zeroth and first moment respectively. The

equations represent:

Mass-balanoe equation:

m{3tN + j3r.(NU)} = 0 (1.2.1)

Momentum balance equation:

m O (NU) + 3 .(NUU+ P/ra)} « qN(E + U*B) (1.2.2)
t — —r — " — — —

UU and P are tensors. The pressure tensor P is defined as follows:

gs

In this definition the miorosoopic velocity w is:
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w := v - U (1.2.4)
—s — —s

In this way, much of the information that is present in the exact

distribution function is disregarded.

Let us assume that the equilibrium distribution function F are
s

Maxwellian. Because of (1.2.3) we obtain, after linearization:

i-wy (l>2-5a)

When T is the unit tensor.

If heat transport is neglegible, the processes proceed adiabatically

and for the pressure we have the relation:

i + 2 S
= C s m s ( N s + V i (1-2'5b)

We have assumed the first-order function to be isotropic, according

to many authors. As we will see in calculations based on kinetic

theory, this assumtion is not completely correct.

Here y is the adiabatie index:

y = c /c
P v

In this expression c and c are the specific heat at aonstant pres

sure and volume respectively. E.g. for an ideal 3-dim. gas:

c = 5/2; c = 3/2 hence y = 5/3. C is a constant, to be obtained

with use of (1.2.5a):

c
s • V ' V 7 v . (K2-5c)

This expression is inserted in (1.2.5b) and we find for the derivative

with respect to space coordinates:

In the isotherm case, we have to use, instead of (1.2.5d):
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and in other cases we often can insert some yvalue that depends on

the circumstances.

If we perform the linearization and take a plane-wave solution, the

set of equations (1.1.8) is replaced by:

k.E = -i 7 q n /e (1.2.6a)L 's s o

k.ji = 0 (1.2.6b)

kxE = uB (1.2.6c)

k x B = - i J p q ( n u + n U ) - t o E / c 2 ( 1 . 2 . 6 d )
L o s s—s s—s —
s

k.(n U + N u ) = wn (1.2.6e)
— s—s s—s s

(k.U - oi)(n U + N u ) + (k.u ) (N U ) + yVn v 2 =
s s-s s-s s s—s — s s

= -(iq /m )(E + U X B ) N (1.2.6f)
s s — —s — s

Let us restrict ourselves to the isothermal case, where y= 1, as has

been done in the literature (21). In other cases we replace in all
2 , ~ 2

expressions: v by Y v

The general dispersion relation can be derived from this set.

From (1.2.6c,e) we find expressions for B and n :
s

B = (kxE)/w (1.2.7a)

n = -N k.u /(k.U - to) (1.2.7b)
s s — —s — —s

We include them in (1.2.6f) and decompose (U .E). Then we calculate

the dot respectively the cross product with k and obtain:

i q ti)-k_.U
k.u =—5- 9~

s , , w(k.E)+(kxU ).(kxE) (1.2.7c)
~ S win (oj-k.U r - k v / ~ ""^ ~ "

iqs
kxu = — - uXE (1.2.7d)

torn
s
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We end up by inserting the expressions for B̂  and n in (1.2,6d). Dot

product and cross product with It give respectively the longitudinal

and transverse dispersion relation:

eL(k,w) k.E = l£s.(kxE) (1.2.8)
s

[eT(k,a))-k
2c2/to2] k*E = I Cg [k.E f (kxj^/w). (kxE)] (1.2.9)

s

with:

Longitudinal dielectric coefficient:

<o 2

e (k,oi) := I - I £§ j—y (1.2.10)
L s (u-k.U ) - k v *

—* ~~s s
Transverse dielectric coefficient:

e_(k,w) := 1 - I to 2/<o2 (1.2.11)
T - g ps

Coupling vector:
2

a)

2 r
(w-k.U )^ - k v

s s

kxU
: 1 ^ ( K 2 - 1 2 )

In these expressions i s a) the plasma frequency:
ps

(1.2.13)

(1.2.8-9) give the general dispersion relations in a homogeneous,

unmagnetized collisionless plasma. The longitudinal and the transverse

part of the field are -in general- coupled by the drift, and do not

appear independently. When we have defined a configuration, we are

free to select a k-value and the amplitude of one component of E.

The frequency and the other two components of E_ are then fixed by the

equations (1.2.8-9). In this way we have hybrid modes, which are

known as longitudinal-transverse modes.

It can be seen from the expressions that at near-resonant frequencies

i.e. (o - k.U ^ kv , the results of (1.2.8-9) remain valid.s s
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1.2.1.2 Special cases.

When all drift velocities are parallel or zero, and this is always re-

alistic in a two-component plasma after an appropriate Galilei trans-

formation, a simplification is possible. In fact we deal with a confi-

guration in which three directions are im-

portant: the k-axis, the £-axis and the

£xk-axis. In this case the system (1.2.8-9)

gives the relation between transverse and

longitudinal components of 12. (1.2.9) shows

that k_x]5 is in the C-direction, and conse-

quently the component of 12 in the C-direc-

tion constitutes an independent mode. It

satisfies the (transverse) dispersion

relation:

fig. 1.1.
Configuration when all
drift velocities are
•parallel.

2 2 2
eT(k,(o) - k c /ID 0 ( 1 . 2 . 1 4 )

and is is called E^.

The other two components form a longitudinal-transverse mode. Its

disperion relation reads, when C represents the component of C along
s ~~s

the C-axis:

[£T(k,w)-k
2c2/w2]£L(k,u)) =

= (I C )2+e (k,ai) I [C 3{(u-k.U )2-k2v 2}/u)2
g s L - g s --s s psJ

(1.2.15)

The ratio of its longitudinal and transverse components, indicated by

ELT i s :

(1.2.16)

s

One may be tempted to consider the case J C = 0 , the hybrid mode
s s

would decouple and a purely longitudinal mode, with dispersion rela-

tion:

eT(k,w) = 0 (1.2.17)

would be possible, however this condition can not be reconected with
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quasi-neutrality and therefore the condition can not be met.

When, in particular, waves are considered with a direction of propa-

gation parallel to all drift velocities, there can exist two indepen-

dent transverse components, each with dispersion relation (1.2.14),

and one purely longitudinal wave, with dispersion relation (1.2.17).

1.2.1.3. Two-stream case vs. two-beam case.

The most simple cases that are physically relevant are the two-stream

case and the two-beam case.

In the two-stream case a zeroth order current is present. The related

zeroth order magnetic field has been neglected (22). The current is

caused by the motion of the electrons with respect to the ions of a

plasma. The current may also be caused by an external electric field

(2). The two-beam case refers to a passage of a neutral beam of char-

ged particles through a (bulk) plasma. Then there is no net current.

The dispersion relation is composed of contributions of the bulk and

the beam. Identical particles in the bulk and the beam are treated as

different particle species. In formulae, primed quantities refer to

the beam. Equivalents of the dielectric coeffincients (1.2.14,17) are

in the two-beam case:

2 w <2 i

,21 J
S

(u)-k_.U') -k v

eT(k,u>) = 1 - 1 (w p s
2 + w p^

2)/w 2 (1.2.19)

1.2.2. Kinetic theory.

1.2.2.0. Introduction.

We now turn to the kinetic description of plasma waves. Here we

account for resonant particles and consequently Landau damping and/or

growth appears in our results. '.I though this method is mathematically

more sophisticated and the results are -at first sight- less clear,

they appear to be easily treatable (.6,10,17).
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1.2.2.1. General dispersion relation.

When a Maxwell distribution function (1.1.9) is considered as equili-

brium dispersion function, we make -in our calculations- use of the

plasma dispersion function Z(£). (18).

1 2
Z(O := (I/A) — P ; * } dx (1.2.20)

v-C

The + suffix indicates that the path of integration has to be beneath

the singularity.

Derivatives of Z(5) are easily evaluated with aid of the recursion

formula:

(1.2.21)

Here the notation Z'(5) = 9_Z(5) is in accordance with common usage.

Suppose: C, := R + il (R,I € Re)

if: |R| » |l|

then the series approximation:

P 2 ->
\t\ « 1 : Z'(?) a, -2iAR e K - 2 ( 1 - 2 R +...) (1.2.22)

and the asymptotic approximation:

2
|C| » 1 : Z'(5) "V -2i/irR e~R + R~2 + 3/(2RA) + ... (1.2.23)

are often useful in approximate calculations.

In the kinetic description we start from the linearized Vlasov-Maxwell

system (1.1.8). In this system the Maxwell distribution function

(1.1.9) is inserted. The calculation is performed by division of both

sides of (l.I.8e) by (k/V_ - w ) and integration with respect to y_:

q N kxU
/ f dv = ^r-^- {k.E - — — .kxE}{l +

UK V W

s s

/ (k.v)fsdv = to / fgdv
q N kxE

v = I ^ — 5aZ(?8)
s

1.12
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These relations form the counterparts of (1.2.7b-d).

In these relations:

(1.2.27)

Expressions (1.2.26-27) are inserted in (1.1.8d). The results read,

finally, for the longitudinal and transverse dispersion relation,

respectively,

GT (k,w) k.E - I C .(kxE) (1.2.28)

"T

with:

[E (k,uj) - k2c2/w2] kxE - I C [k.j: + (kxu /u). (kxE) ] (1.2.29)

Longitudinal dielectric coefficient:

2

e (k,w) = 1 + 1 ~^~2 [1 + 5 S
Z < O ] (1.2.30)

Transverse dielectric coefficient:

2

eT(k,w) = 1 + 1 [-2|- CsZ(Ca)] (1.2.31)
s a)

r ^ s ^ (1-2-32>
v
s

These formulae have a similar structure as those obtained by hydrody-

namical description. An important difference is the fact that in

general real k and real to can not langer go together anymore provided

drift is included. Often they are both complex, due to the structure

of Z(Z ) (cf. 1.2.20). If k is real the imaginary part of the

frequency is the Landau damping or growth. In the Bohm and Gross li-

mit we are left with the hydrodynamical counterparts of (1.2.31,32).

These are approximately valid if the Bohm and Gross conditions are

fulfilled, i.e. u) » kv , or kv. « u « kv , for high-frequency and

low-frequency oscillations respectively.
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The discussion in subsection 1.2.2.1 keeps its validity when we insert

expressions (1.2.30-32).

For later use we write (1.2.30-31) in a somewhat other form, viz:

To) 2 7
e *(k,cu) - i-J -Ejl_ / _JL£ dv (1.2.33)
L s Lk N

s kv-w* J

[ui 2 F
_P|_/-L__dv 0.2.34)

J

1.3. ANALYSIS OF THE DISPERSION RELATIONS.

1.3.0. Introduction.

Once the dispersion relations are obtained, we proceed by describing

the different wave modes which are possible. Of course it is of

interest to know whether the solutions are stable or not. We know

that the hydrodynamical description is not a reliable tool for stabi-

lity analysis of waver when resonant particle interaction is impor-

tant. In the hydrodynamical description we deal with higher-order

algebraic equations in a variable that is related to the phase veloci-

ty. When it is possible to neglect some terms, solutions are found in

an easy way. In the kinetic description the procedure is much more

difficult, but we also are able to describe the resonant particle

interaction resulting in relatively strongly damped oscillations.

1.3.1. Basic quantities.

We define some dimensionless quantities.

(Debeye wavenumber) (1.3.1a)

(1.3.1b)

(1.3.1c)

(1.3.Id)

i

(1.3.If)

(1.3.Ig)

1.14

K
S

k

ms

f

n
s

w
ps

= U) / v
ps s

= k/K
e

= m /m
6 5

= T /Ts e

= N /Ns e
= 0) /ll)

ps pe



u = U /v (1.3.lh)
S S £

v = v /v (1.3.11)
o S 6

x + iy = v /ve + (0) + iy)/(kve) (1.3.1J)

Usually: k\ini,TL,n.,io ..i^ ,< 1

1.3.2. Hydrodynamical theory.

We start with a simple plasma, i.e. only one ion species is present and

q * -I. We take: u • u;u. • 0; v. • v;m> • m;T. • f;u> = u , hence:
s e l I l I ps p

wp? = m; v? - mf (1.3.2)

In general m « 1. In many plasma devices T < 1. When we restrict our-
- 2 - ~2

selves to that case the inequality v < w « 1 is valid.

The ii-domain in which the theory is valid, is restricted to low k-

values. The rigorousness of this restriction depends on the plasma

parameter and we introduce a relevant k-domain in order to indicate

the range of validity, e.g.:

0 £ k2 < i (1.3.3)

We start with the basic definitions (1.2.10-12), where we have taken

y = 0. They can be written as:

eL(k,u)) = ! - rj I z S
 2 - - (1.3.4a)

k s (x-u cos«p ) -m T
s s s s

£T(k,o>) = 1 - -4- I mc/x
2 (1.3.4b)

T k^ s s

Cs " ~=2 I . - \ 2 - "s sin % (1.3.4c)
xk s (x-u costp ) -m

s s s

where:

= k ug cos (ps (].3.4d)ug

If we restrict ourselves to the case: sin <p = 0 (i.e. only waves are

considered with direction of propagation in the same direction as the
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drift velocity) to a simple plasma as defined above, and further take

the two stream case, the dispersion relation for longitudinal waves,

(1.2.17), gives:

k = + -= (1.3.5)k = 5 — + -=
(x-u) -1 x -mT

which can be rewritten as a 4th-degree equation in x(2):

k2x4 - 2uk2x3 - tl+m-k2(u2-l-mT)]x2 +

+ 2uni(l+k2T)x + in[T+(l-u2) (l+k2T) ] = 0 (1.3.6)

If u = 0 (no drift), this equation reduces to a 2nd-order equation in
2 2 2
x . It has two solutions for x , viz., one with x » 1 (electron

2
plasma oscillations) and one with x « 1 (ion acoustic oscillations).

2
This is easily seen from the fact that the coefficient of x is about

1, in contrast with the other coefficients, which are much smaller

provided we work in the long-wavelength domain. When u = 0, and m

is a small quantity, we derive:

x2 2i (l+k2)/k2, or: w2 = w g
2 + k2ve

2 (1.3.7)

(electron plasma waves), and:

2.2
2 - -2 2 cs k
x ^m/(l+k ), or: w = -5-= =• (1.3.8)

1+kZ/K l
e

(ion acoustic waves).

c is named the ion-sound velocity. It is defined by:s

c s
2:=mv e

2 (1.3.9)

-2 2
Because we assumed k « 1, the electron plasma waves have: x » 1,

2
and the ion acoustic waves have: x « 1. This indicates that, when
_ 2 2
u 5* 0, solutions may exist again with x » 1 and x « 1 respectively
We look for these solutions. Once established, we check the pre-

2
supposed condition on x . When it does not satisfy3 we face a spureous

solution.
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2
1.3.2.1. Electron-like solutions (x » 1).

We approximate (1.3.6) by the three terms of highest order in x, viz.:

k2x2 - 2uk2x - tl+m+k2(l-u2)] 5 0 (1.3.10)

_2
if k $ 0, we obtain:

(x-u)2 = (l+m)/k2 + 1 (1.3.11)

or:

(w-kU)2 = u> 2 + w .2 + k2 v 2. (1.3.12)
pc pi e

In order to plot the dispersion diagram, we neglect w . and write:

w/w = ku _+ j/l+k2 (1.3.13)

2
1.3.2.2. Ion-like solutions (x « 1),

We approximate (1.3.6) by the three terms of lowest order in x, and

neglect there the contributions that are approximately as small as

the neglected terms. Then (1.3.6) reduces to:

[l+k2(l-u2)]x2 - 2umx - m [(1-u"2) (I+k2f) + T] =~- 0 (1.3.14)

In the calculation of x, we assume m « T « 1 and neglect the small-

est contributions. The result is:

l+kZ(l-u )

or:

c 2k2(l-U2/v 2)

1

(1.3.15)

Buneman instability (7) occurs if:

9 9 9 9 9

v K Vk z > VT > vj (1.3.17)
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provided k < K because then w < 0, hence purely imaginary.

In order to plot the dispersion diagram, we write (1.3.16) in the

form:

-2 -?
V (1-u )
-2 -2

l+k^l-u )
(1.3.18)

In fig. 1.2a we plot the a)(k)-curve for electron waves, at u = 0 and

a finite u-value. Here:

pe
(1.3.19)

In fig. 1.2b we plot the w(k)-curve for ion waves, at u = 0 and a

finite u-value. Here:

(1.3.20)

-1

fig. 1.2.

Dispersion plots of electron waves (a.) and ion waves (b.) with

drift.

1.3.2.3. Conclusion.

We can show that a calculation of the same type as presented above

is an easy way to obtain dispersion relations in tractable form.

But a single beam problem, where motion of both electrons and ions is

considered, leads already to an 8th-degree equation in x that often

can be simplified.

In conclusion we see that all the well-known results can be found

systematically and without complications from the dispersion relation

eL(k,w) = 0, cf. (1.3.4a).
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1.3.3. Kinetic description.

1.3.3.0. Introduction.

In this section we restrict ourselves to plasma conditions such that

longitudinal and transverse waves decouple. We will treat the longitu-

dinal waves only because straightforward application of the non-rela-

tivistic hydrodynaraic theory would lead to transverse waves with pha-

se velocities surpassing the vacuum velocity of lignt.

The requirement of decoupling reduces the discussion to

wave propagation in the direction of the drift. First, simple plasmas

are studied, i.e. plasmas with only one ion species present. We start

with the case without drift and proceed by discussing the drift

instability for different parameter values. A simple formalism is

described which allows us to obtain insight in the parameter dependen-

cy of this type of instability.

We end up by the discussion of longitudinal waves in a composite plasma

that is a plasma with more than one ion species present. We consider

a plasma with two ion species with considerable differnt masses. It

is well known that for intermediate temperature ratios a small conta-

mination of light ions with respect to the main ions present in the

plasma may cause a dramatic increase of the damping (contamination

damping) and when there is drift instability in the purely heavy-ion

plasma, it causes stabilization (stabilization by light ions) (14)

Furthermore, at some parameter values, two kinds of ion acoustiv waves

are possible simultaneously. We will work out a method that makes

possible an estimation of the parameter values required for the occur-

rence of these phenomena.

1.3.3.1. Simple plasma without drift (9-11).

From (1.2.29) with (1.2.31) and (1.2.22), one gets in the absence of

drift:

« 2

1 - » S ~T~2^^S) = 0 (1.3.21)
s k vs

that gives with aid of (1 .3 .1) :

] 2k2 = I Z ' (CJ / f c (1.3.22)
i s s s

and for the simple plasma without drift there results:
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2k2 = Z'(C ) + (1/T)Z'(? /</$t) (1.3.23)
e e

In general there exists an infinity of solutions, but we restrict

ourselves to the least damped (or most fastly growing) ones, the so-

called principal modes (9). Now the frequency is a complex quantity,

we indicate it by ij>.

i|> = u> + iy (w.Y € Re) (1.3.24)

The relation between K and ty is given by (1.2.28) where now:

We use x and y too as dimensionless phase velocities (cf. 1.3.1). In

most of the realistic cases, the restriction |Y/W| « 1 is satisfied.

Then we can distinguish again two solutions.

2
1.3.3.1.1. Electron-like solutions: x » 1.

From (1.2.23) now results for the real part of (1.3.23):

x2 = K (1+ -K + m) S ̂  (1+ ~ + n)
k 2x , I1 *

or:

(l+3k2/(2K2)} + up.
2 (1.3.26)

and,for the imaginary part:

or:

1+m

4 "^x (1.3.27a)

HI8 K , u , 2 2 w,,,2 2,
Y / u B ( « , 3 _ e " ( V + V ) / ( 2 k ve)

e 3 / 2 Wpe
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2
1.3.3.1.2. Ion-like solutions: mT << x « 1.

Now using (1.2.23) and (1.2.24) for the electron and the ion contribu-

tion respectively we are lead to the equation for the real part:

„ in 3mf in „
x = j [1 + — ] = —^2 P+3T(l+is )] (1.3.28a)

1 "̂ R x 1 T"K.

2 ——
because of x » 3mT

2
0 2 c«3 2J- = k

z[ ! + 3vf] (1.3.28b)

where

v2 = Tc2 (cf.(1.3.15)) (1.3.29)

and,for the imaginary part:

l 2 2
y - -/7r/o —

m

or approximately:

T . •-« , 1
(1.3.30b)

(1.3.27a) is similar to (1.3.30a) except a factor m/(1+m)^ne/ra. .But

in (1.3.30a),x << 1 in contrast to the situation in (1,3.27a).This

means that we have to do with a small coefficient but with a rather

important influence of both exponential contributions.Of course

(1.3.26) and (1.3.28b) are the counterparts of (1.3.9) and (1.3.14),

with U = 0. Conditions for the occurrence of ion-acoustic waves are:
- - -2 -
T < 1 and m « 1. Furthermore,of course, k « 1. When T = 1 one has
to use numerical methods: the ion-acoustic waves are heavily damped.

1.3.3.1.3. Dispersion in the complex phase-velocity plane.

Some authors (9,12) prefer to plot the (complex) dispersion curve in

the (x,y)-plane, i.e. the complex v -plane, cf. (1.3.lj). Of course

the ratio y/x is the same as y/isi (relative damping).The quantity k

(or k) is usually taken as a parameter along the trajectory of the

dispersion curve.
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This type of plot is useful to study the behaviour of oscillations in

a composite plasma {12). The use of phase velocities as variables

makes it possible to estimate immediately the influence of every

species of resonant particle. As can be seen from (1.3.30a) the dam-

ping (or y) is composed of an electron contribution and an ion con-

tribution, i.e. the first and the second term respectively of the

right-hand side of this expression. Related with these contributions

are maxima for |y| in the y(x)-curve (dashed line, fig. 1.3). They

are at x = 2 for the electron -and at x = 2 VTIT for the ion contribu-

tion.

2/if 0:1 >

10"

fig. 1.3

Contribution of ions and

electrons to the damping.

(— is exact solution).

fig.1.4.

Coordinates of minimal

damping in relation to

temperature ratio.

Somewhere in between these maxima is a minimum. Its coordinates

calculated from (1.3.30a) with 3 y(x) = 0. Fig. 1.4 represents

some results. If

2 v9 « x « 2 (1.3.31)

the x-coordinates of this minimum can be approximated by:

x2/(2mT) exp (-x2/(2mf)} = 2 (1.3.32)

where, of course:

x/rffi? = (o/(kv.) (1.3.33)
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It is useful to indicate at the same time in fig. 1.4 the relevant

domain (1.3.3), i.e. the shaded area. Its corresponding x-domain

follows from the real dispersion relation (1.3.28a):

2/3 in (1+9/2 T) < x <, m(l+3T) (1.3.34)

rlThe (x,y)-coordinates of the dispersion curve with k = 0 are indica-

ted by point A. Its x-coordinate, x. is -at low f-values- nearly

independent of T, while, from the real part of the dispersion relation

(1.3.30a):

lim (y/x). = - Am/8
A

(1.3.35)

The full line in fig. 1.3 represents a numerical solution of the full

dispersion relation (1.3.23). It fits the approximated solution only

in the shaded area, where |y/x| « 1.

Fig. 1.5 shows the dispersion curve in the (u),Y)-plane in a low f-

limit (f =.001).

fig. 1.5

Relation between frequency
and damping for ion-aeous-
tia waves.

-5.10 :

T=.001

This is the complex frequency 0|/)-plane. The curve is easily derived

from definition formula (1.3-lj). The tangent at the origin to this

curve is given by (1.3.35). Along the curve, k is indicated as a para-

meter. A shaded area indicates the relevant domain.

1.3.3.2. Simple plasmas with drift.

1.3.3.2.0. Introduction.

We will study the behaviour of oscillations that propagate parallel

to the drift velocity (2). Variables are: to, y, k, and U and they are

related by the (real and imaginary) parts of the dispersion
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relation (1.3.23), that reads in this case:

2k2 = Z'{(x+iy-u)//2} + (1/T) Z'{ (x+iy)//Sr> (1.3.36)

where these variables are replaced by x, y, k, and u. We have to

select two independent variables. Some authors (S) use plots in the

(x,y)-plane again and obtain curves at different u and T-values, and,

along their trajectory, k as a parameter. This is a rather complicated

method, especially when we want to proceed the study by considering

composite plasmas. Therefore we look at another pair of variables.

x and u seem to be the most useful ones but, for the sake of symmetry,

it will appear more useful to take x and u, defined as:

x / 2: = x/v€f = 01/(^5 (1.3.37a)

u / 2: = x-u = (u-ku)/(kv ) (1.3.37b)
e

Dispersion relation (1.3.36) then can be written as:

2k2 = Z'{u+iy//2} + (1/T) Z'{x+iy/^S} (1.3.38)

We use this relation to establish dispersion plots in the (x,u)-plane

at constant y or Y • Stability analysis requires the y = O-plots

(marginally instable waves). They are easily derived from the

imaginary part of the dispersion relation for real arguments (basis

equation) that is found easily from the definition of the plasma

dispersion function (1.2.21):

~2 ~2
fue"u + x e~K = 0 (1.3.39)

This is exact for y = 0, and it is a good approximation if both

|y/(x-u)| and |y/x[ (1.3.40)

are very small.
-v ~ —2

In the (x,u)-plot we can draw curves of constant k . Especially the
_2
k = O-plot is of interest for it marks the region of evanescent
waves (i.e. k £ Im). These waves do usually not propagate in a plasma.
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In a plasma, U is defined and in order to study the oscillations in

this plasma we need the line: U = U = constant in the (x,u)-plane,

it is:

(x>'mT'-u) / 2 = u = U / v = const. (1.3.41a)
o o e

For an x-interval that is not too large, we can approximate this by

u = const. (1.3.4ab)

There are four regions in the (x,u)-plane (indicated by Roman numerals)

where sufficiently fast converging series and/or asymptotic solutions

are possible for the plasma-dispersion functions that are present in

dispersion relation (1.3.38), viz.:

I Electron-like waves: (|u| » 1) f> (|x| » 1) (1.3.42a)

II Ion-like waves : (|u| « 1) n (|x| » 1) (1.3.42b)

III Drift-waves
(first kind) : (|u| « 1) fl (|x| « 1) (1.3.42c)

IV Drift-waves
(second kind) : (|u| » 1) n (|x| « 1) (1.3.42d)

Furthermore the smallness condition on the damping (1.3.40), must be

satisfied. In these regions we use the expansion formulae (1.2.23-24)

and obtain simple relations for k(x,u) and y(x,u). In the remaining

part of the (i,u)-plane we must avail ourselves of numerical (20) or

graphical (10) solution methods. Let us first analyse the dispersion

curves in the regions as indicated by (1.3.42).

1.3.3.2.1. Electron-like waves.

The real and imaginary parts of the dispersion relation (1.3.38) can

be written as:

2k2 = u"2 + f"1 x"2 (1.3.43a)

or:

w 2/(w-ku)2 + to .2/u2 = 1 (1.3.43b)
pe px
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.(i.e. the magnetohydrodynamical dispersion relation for a cold plasma,

cf. ( 1 . 2 . 1 0 ) ) .

And:

y(S" 3 x~3)
~2— —uue * (1 .3 .44)

From (1.3.43a) we note that the k = 0-curve is absent in the electron

domain. We conclude that for large u-values the y = 0 ( Y = 0) curve

converges to: |u| - x, the more rapidly if T is closer to 1.

(cf. fig. 1.6a). If T = 1, |u| = x is even an exact solution.
-2Furthermore we note that k decreases along the y = 0-curve if u

increases. Its limit at infinite |u| is zero.

Y or y (= Y/(kv )) can be calculated with (1.3.44). After this calcu-

lation, condition (1.3.40) must be controlled. That such control is

necessary can be made plausible by the fact that (1.3.44) even

provides in an infinite Y> viz.:

u = - 5 / 6 T1 x (1.3.45a)

<o(l+m '3 ) - ku = 0 (1.3.45b)

k/\/2T A

fig. 1.6a.
Marginal stability and constant-

k-plots for eleotron-like waves.

fig. 1.6b.
Marginal stability and aonstant-
k-plots for ion-like waves.

k-0.1 k-0

V///////////A

YZ/V

In the neighbourhood of these points we cannot use (1.3.44) but, in

fact, Y i s very large there.
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1.3.3.2.2. Ion-like waves.

The real parts of dispersion relation (1.3.38) can be written as:

2k2 = 5 2 (1.3.46)

T(x - Vi)
i.e. the same expression as (1.3.28b), the kinetic dispersion relation

of ion-acoustic solutions without drift at sufficiently high phase

velocities.

For the imaginary part we find:

~2
^ m T 3 x3 (u+xe~x /T) (1.3.47)

The y = 0 curve converges to the x-axis for increasing x. (cf. fig.

1.6b). In this domain the damping is proportional to -u, i.e. to the

drift (2):

Y = /TrTfUkc /v )u or: y = /rr78(c /v 2)u (1.3.48)
s e s e

—2 . ~
The k = const, curves are perpendicular to the x-axis, as follows
straightforwardly from (1.3.46).

1.3.3.2.3. Drift-waves of first and second kind.

For drift-waves of the first kind the real part of the dispersion re-

lation is:

k2 5 -1/m (1.3.49)

_2
thus we have evanescent waves only (k < 0). The y = 0-plot can be

approximated:

u = - x/T (1.3.50)

For drift-waves of the second kind the real part of the dispersion

relation is:

k2 = l/(252) - 1/T (1.3.51a)

or:
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2 ., , . 2 2 „ 2
1 = u /(w-ku) - K. /k (1.3.51b)

Because of the restriction (1.3.42d) this leads, except for extremely

high f-values, only to evanescent waves.

1.3.3.2.4. Transient regions.

Because of the inadequacy of approximate formulae like (1,2.23-24) in

this region we are forced to rely on computer calculations.

fig. 1.7

Jackson 's graphical

method. Special points

C',C,A,E.E' are shown.

fig. 1.8

y=const. plots.

For qualitative analysis we can use a graphical method due to Jackson

(7) (cf. fig. 1.7). Of course the Y = 0-plot can be derived straight-

forwardly from basic equation (1.3.39). In fig. 1.8 are sketched some

Y £ 0-plots. At Y smaller then some (negative) value,the u = 0-line

(cf. (1.3.41) is intersected. The intersection points correspond with

(Landau)damped ion-acoustic oscillations.

fig. 1.9

Stable and unstable regions
at different phase- and
drift velocities.
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fig. 1.10

Specific points and domains at

different phase- and drift

velocities.

_ 2
The k = const, curves exhibit a capricious pattern. This is sketched

-2
in fig. 1.9, where k = const.-curves are plotted from three points

-2
on the y = O-plot, viz. A, A,, A, with increasing k .

-2 -2

At C' the k = const.-curve touches the y = O-plot. Other k = 0

curves intersect the y = O-plot two or four times, but the final

intersections (where y indeed is zero) are at C, C., C_. During the
-2

course of the k = const.-curve between A. and C. the value of y
J J

increases from zero to a maximum value, and next decrease again till
zero at C . Beyond C.» y decreases to negative values (stable solu-

J J _2

tions). The line that connects points of maximum y upon the k = 0-

plots is indicated too in fig. 1.9. It goes through C'. In the same

figure the region where unstable solutions are possible is indicated.

Because of the influence of resonant particles, it differs substanti-

ally from that obtained in the hydrodynamical description, viz.:

u < -1//2. (cf. 1.3.17)).

1.3.3.2.5. T-dependency of marginally stable u(x)-curves.

The u(x)-plots are useful tools for stability analysis of oscillations

in a plasma with drift. Not only the y = O-plot can be established

easily from the basic equation for every T-value, but furthermore

the behaviour of this curve at varying T can be derived by the study

of some specific points on the y = O-plot. This method turns out to

be useful too at the study of oscillations in composite plasmas. The

specific points are: (cf. fig. 1.10).

Point_A. Here k2 = 0 (cf. fig. 1.7c). If f « 1, then:

2x. = (3+1/f) cf. (1.3.34) (1.3.52a)
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i.e.:

(u/k)'
2

3v.
1

(1.3.52b)

Point_B. This point represents -provided |u.|<|u |- the minimal veiti-

aal drift required for instability. In B, an u = const.-line,

cf. (1.3.41), is tangent to the y = 0-curve.

In fig. 1.11, iL -values are plotted as a function of T at different

m-values. The corresponding u-value can be derived from this by use

of (1.3.39) and (1.3.37).

10
=» 1/T

1000

fig. l.U

Phase velooity of point 3 ;s.

Parameter: (1834m)~

It is smaller than the value that is sometimes cited in the literature,

viz. u > c (2), i.e. the drift value at A. But at low T-values B lies
s

far beyond the relevant domain and then u > c is a rather good
s

approximation.

fig. 1.12

Phase velooity at point C vs.

temperature ratio.
-logT

fig. 1.13.

Some parameters related

to point C.
6
1/T

100

Point_C (cf. fig, 1.7b) indicates the minimum x-value of the y = 0-

plot u = -1//2. The T-dependency of x is sketched in fig. 1.12.
c c -2

Point_C2 (cf. fig. 1.7a) is the point where k on the y = 0-curve

reaches its maximum value. Fig. 1.13 represents k , u and
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x ,-values with respect to T.

E°iS£S_§_SSSl_ll a r e tlle counterparts of the points C and C for the

drift branch of the y = 0-curve. iL = -1//2 as is uc (cf. figs. 1.7de).

We note that, when T is very low, x. » x_. When f increases, x, de-

A B A
creases far more rapidly then x_ does, and there exists a critical
temperature ratio T , where x.

cr A

but is in general about 1/25.

xR. T depends on m (fig. 1.14)

u

30

25

20
100

»(1834iB)-1

fig. 1.14

Critical temperature-ratio

vs. mass-ratio.

fig. 1.15

Minimal critical drift (o) at dif-
ferent T-values: 1..4 is decreasing
T. Shaded area is relevant domain.

*» u

The critical drift value, u , increases very rapidly when T increases
c r -2 -

from T , because it is then related to point A. The k (u)-plots in

fig. 1.15 illustrates the effect of T with respect to the critical
-2 - - -

drift in a k (u)-plot. In the literature (10) k(u)-plots are present,
-2 - - -

but k (u)-plots are preferable. For T = T the tangent to such a.-2 cr
plot in k = 0 is a vertical line.

We are able now to sketch for every T-value the y = 0-plot. Especially

at low T-values the part of it in the transient region is not useful

because it lies outside the relevant domain, and at low drift values

the relevant domain is a very narrow x-range at low u. When, however,

f comes closer to 1, the part of the y = 0-curve that is related to

the relevant domain becomes larger. Therefore our method is of

interest.

Furthermore we can construct an y = 0-curve for T = T from one for
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T = f by interchanging u and x. The parameter k
,-2 2 2

k /K has to be
e

7k. in the curve for T = T. (cf. fig. 1.16).replaced by k /T = k.
oi. **

This is easily proved with use of (1.3.38).

Physically, something drastically has been changed, namely the posi-

tion of point B. It is for T > 1 at a much higher drift value.

Furthermore, the symmetry does not hold for curves of constant k, or

curves of constant y, ̂  0.

fig. 1.16
Symmetry in the T-dependenee
of the marginal stability plots.

fig. 1.17

Marginal stability and oonstar:

k-plots for the case T=l.

Of course, the y = O-plot at T = 1 is symmetric in x and u (cf. fig.

1.17). With aid of Jackson's graphical method we have constructed

k = const, and y = const.-plots and it is possible to indicate roughly

the waves that occur in a plasma with a fixed drift. They have

different x and y (or y)~values. (cf. fig. 1.18).

fig. 1-18

Possible instable solutions at

different drift velocities.

(1,233 refer to increasing u).
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1.3.3.2.6. Conclusion.

We have presented a method of graphical representation that combines

much information needed for a rigorous stability analysis of waves in

a simple plasma, propagating in the direction of the drift velocity.

The well-known approximate formulae of the literature are limiting

cases, and not sufficient for the description of the two-stream

instability, especially at T-values not too low, e.g. f ̂ Vso , and at

drift values larger than about c . The hydrodynamical description
s

method is not always an adequate starting point for a stability

analysis.

1.3.3.2.7. Infinitesimal deviations.
-2 ~

If we have found the y and k , belonging to point (x ,u ), we may be

interested in the influence of a small deviation with respect to this

equilibrium. Especially the influence on the damping is of interest,

because it may cause instable solutions. We calculate the influence

of fluctuations at the y = O-curve for marginal stability. The results

of this calculation show, e.g., the influence of small deviations of

the drift on the stability. They can be used, too, for the establish-
-2

ment of the direction coefficients of the k = const.-curves at the

intersection with the y = O-curve. Of course, results of this calcu-

lation can also be used in the neighbourhood of the y = O-curve (.19),

Thus we take y = 0 .
k , u and x are related by:
o o o

2k^ = Z'(UQ) + (1/f) Z'(xo) (cf. 1.3.38) (1.3.53)

Let us suppose there is a small deviation from this marginally stable
-2 -2 -2

situation, indicated by A, e.g. k = k + Ak ; u = u + Au.

Au and Ax may be complex, but from (1.3.37):

Im AS = v'Sf Im Ax = 0 (1.3.5A)

So we suppose Au to be a real quantity.

We need the second derivative of Z(£). It can be obtained from (1.2.22)
Furthermore the expressions:
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Z"(?) = -2 (C-k"1) Z'(?) - c"1 (1.3.55a)

Z'(?) = Z'*(-5) (1.3.55b)

Z"(C) = -Z"*(-?) (1.3.55c)

are useful.
-2

If we insert the quantities k , u and so on in the dispersion relation

we get (1.3.53) as (trivial) zeroth order solution, but in first

order we obtain the pair of equations:

2Ak2 = AS ReZ"(u )+(l/T){ReAxReZ"(x )-ImAxImZ"(x )} (1.3.56a)
O 0 0

0 = Au ImZ"(u )+(]/T){lmAxReZ"(x )+ReAxImZ"(x )} (1.3.56b)
o o o

From the four deviated quantities there can be choosen two of them

as independent variables. One of these two can supposed to be zero.

Then we can establish for instance the influence of a fluctuation in
-2

u (i.e. in drift velocity) on x, if k is constant. We have enough

equations to perform this calculation numerically (it leads to the
— 2 — 2 ~

slope of the k = k -curve in the u(x)-plane. The simplemost case is:

T = 1; deviations from: x = -u .o o

Then, in (1.3.56ab), from (1.3.55bc):

ReZ"(x ) = -ReZ"(u ) ; ImZ"(x ) = ImZ"(u )
o o o o

and furthermore, because u is a real quantity, from (1.3.53):

ReZ'(u ) = k2 (1.3.57a)
o o

ImZ'(u0) = -2/ir uoexp(-uo
2), cf. (1.2.21-22) (1.3.57b)

ReZ"(5o) = -(2/uo) { ( S Q
2 - J)k2 - 1} (1.3.57c)

ImZ"(uo) = 4/TT ( U O
2 - 0 exp (-UQ

2) (1.3.57d)

From the first-order dispersion relation (1.3.56) we obtain the follo-

wing results:

-2 , ,2 2
Akz = 0: Ax = (Aur

ReAx/ImAx = ReZ"(u )/ImZ"(u ) (1.3.58a)
i.~i2 ,.-,2 ° °I AxI = (Au)
ReAx/ImAx = Re{Z"2(u )}/Ita{Z"2(S )} (1.3.58b)
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AS/Ak2 = 2ReZ"(uo)/Re{Z"
2(uo)}

Au/ImAx = ReZ"(u )/lmZ"(u ) (1.3.58c)
o o-2 o

ImAx = 0: Ak = AuReZ"(u )
— __•_ — QReAx = -Au (1.3.58d)

One of the features we can conclude immediately is that the y = const,

curves (i.e. ImAx = 0) are parallel to u = -x (and the y = 0 curve

of course coincides with it). We obtain the position of point C' from

(l.3.58d). There Ak = 0 when ImAx = 0 at a u ̂  0, this implies

ReZ"(u ) = 0 or:
o

(u 2 - J) ReZ'(u ) = 1 (1.3.59)

I n £!]e._£25e._2L£$_I» approximations can be made for the dispersion

functions, especially in the regions of the electron-like waves and

the ion-like waves. In the latter case we can assume u = 0 (cf.

1.3.51), so ReZ'(u ) = -2 and, while x » 1, from dispersion relation

(1.3.53):

ReZ'(x ) = 2T(k2 + 1) = x ~2 (1.3.60)
o o o

In the same way we approximate the imaginary part of the dispersion

relation and the second-order derivatives. This results in a counter-

part of (1.3.56):

2Ak2= -(x f)" 1 ReAx (1.3.61a)
o

0 = -2/irAu + ImAx/(Txo
3) (1.3.61b)

(1.3.61a) indicates that the k = const, curves are perpendicular to

the y = 0-curve (cf. fig. 1.6b), and it indicates too that the
-2

gradient of k along this curve is negative and increases with decrea-

sing x and T, That is in accordance with earlier obtained results.

(1.3.61b) shows that the growth rate is proportional to the drift

velocity. It is the same expression as (1.3.48).
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1.3.4. Composite plasmas.

1.3.4.0. Introduction.

We discuss here the longitudinal waves in a composite plasma, that is

a plasma with more than one ion species present. We consider a plasma

with two ion species only, and we suppose that these ion species are

characterized by substantially different masses. It is well-known (14)

that a f-range may exist where a rather small contamination of a

simple plasma with relatively light ions causes a dramatical increase

in damping (contamination damping), and, in presence of drift larger

then the critical drift, addition of light ions gives raise to stabili-

sation (i.e. stabilisation by light ions). Furthermore, sometimes

there exists a parameter region where two kinds of ion-acoustic waves

can occur simultaneously (light-ion mode and heavy-ion mode). We will

at first describe this phenomenon hydrodynamically. Quantitative re-

sults of this calculation are not very useful because, in general, the

resonant particles play a very important role in the dispersion pro-

perties of a composite plasma. This method provides, however, in a

simple tool to make it plausible that two separate ion modes may exist.

A more complete picture will be given by means of the kinetic theory.

We will give a crude estimate of the parameter domains where breaking

of the ion mode into two separate modes occurs (11,12). This is of

interest while (near)-resonant 3-wave interaction of these different

modes is possible (cf. ch.2).

1.3.4,1. Basic equations.

With respect to the notation we introduce the following conventions:

The two ion species are indicated by the indices I and 2, where 1 al-

ways refers to the light ions. We assume T. = T_. This is plausible in

many cases because the mass ratio of the two ion species is much

larger than that of electrons and ions, so thermalization occurs with

a relatively short ^'me constant. Furthermore we put q. = q. = -q .

The results can be easily extended to q. $ q_, but the calculation is

rather trivial. The parameters m and f refer to light ions. Further-

more:

= 1 - n (1.3.62)
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This expression represents the condition of quasi-neutrality. We

need another mass-ratio:

M := mj/m2 < 1 (1.3.63)

The mixing factor p is defined as:

u := n + M(l - n) (1.3.64)

hence:

M < p < 1

1.3.4.2. Hydrodynamical description of a composite plasma without

drift.

As we have mentioned already, hydrodynamical theory only gives the

existence of two separate ion modes. We can not trust this number,

however, because an infinity of (Landau damped) modes are not included

Proceeding in the same way from the hydrodynamical longitudinal dis-

persion relation (1.2.17) in order to obtain (1.3.5) we now arrive at

the dispersion relation which is the counterpart of (1.3.5):

k2 = -5-L- + m - r i _ _ + «|i_2ji 0.3.65)
x - 1 x - mf x - mTM

2
It can be written as a cubic equation in x and therefore can be

2
solved exactly. Suppose there are electron-like modes with x » 1

(i.e. v » v ), then we can put in the denominators of (1.3.65) the

quantities mT and mTM equal to zero, and get a simple quadratic
2

equation in x . If we look again for weakly damped oscillations, i.e.
_2

at k « 1, the dispersion relation for electron waves can be written

in the same form as (1.3.8), viz.:

x — — ^ (1.3.66)

with:

m := lim (1.3.67)
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2 2

x indeed satisfies the condition: x » 1. As can be seen from expres-

sion (1.3.66), electron waves are nearly unaffected by contamination.
2

It is more interesting to discuss ion-like solutions, i.e. x << 1. In
2 ~ 2

(1.3.65) we put x - 1 = -1 and a quadratic equation in x is obtained
again. It reads:

(k2+l)x4 - m{f(l+M)(l+k2)+u}x2 + m2TM{l+(l+k2)T} = 0 (1.3.68)

2
It is easily shown that both roots for x are real and positive.

- -2

If M = y = 1 (i.e. a simple plasma), the discriminant is m , so the

expression under the root is 1, and in this cases we obtain the solu-

tions :

Xj = mT (1.3.69)

x 2
2 = m | ^ + T | (1.3.70)

2
Here x, proves to be a spurious solution as can be seen straight-

2
forwardly from (1.3.65). If, however, y / 1, x. is a relevant solu-

2
tion too, different from mT. x. is related to the heavy-ion mode and
2 . 2

x_ to the light-ion mode. Of course both x -values vary strongly,
depending on the composition of the plasma.

1.3.4.3. Kinetic description of a composite plasma without drift.

The concept of extra mode, as we have brought to light now, needs some

essential corrections with respect to the damping. The kinetic des-

cription offers a tool for this purpose. Because of the fact that in

general m « M « 1 we can not use the Bohm and Gross approximations

(1.2.23-24) with the same degree of accuracy as has been done in the

description of the simple plasma, but nevertheless we will do so in

order to obtain a qualitatively understandable description that indeed

gives a clue to the understanding of the numerical results. As always

we start from dispersion relation (1.3.23) that now takes the follo-

wing form:

2k2 = Z'(C ) + (l/f){nZ'(C //(mf) + (l-n)Z'(S //(mTM)} (1.3.71)
6 6 6

We take again: t, = (x + iy)/2, and suppose: |y/x[ « 1.
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1.3.4.3.1. The light-ion mode.

First let us look at the parameter domain:

mT « x2 « 1 (1.3.72)

Here we can use (1.2.22) for che electron contribution and (1.2.23)

for both ion contributions.Ihe real part of (1.3.71) now gives:

- 2-
, pm 3m T •)
x£ • + [n + <l-n)IT

^ [n + <l-n)IT]/x£ (1.3.73a)

The second term originates from the second real term of the asympto-

tic approximation (1.2.23).It is the same term that leads usually to
-3/2 -

the Jackson coefficient e (cf.1.3.27b). Because m is a small quan-

tity we can rewrite (1.3.73a) as:

(1.3.73b)

or:

2 ~

•V-

Um

si
2 i

3mT

y

r + 3

[n

k2

+

2
VL

(l-n)M2]

[n + (1 S)ir] (1.3.73c)

The imaginary part leads to:

/iF78" , , 2 i

ym i^T M

(1.3.74)

Insertion of x. from (1.3.73b) givres the Jackson coefficients.

The parameter domain (1.3.72) can be reformulated:

V
f « =• < I < !/m (1.3.75)

In general this implies a restriction with respect to T, viz. T « 1.
-2

This restriction becomes the more important with increasing k and de-

creasing u (i.e. more heavy ions are present). If this restriction is

violated there is much damping, predominantly caused by the light ions

(contamination damping).
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1.3.4.3.2. The heavy-ion mode.

Now we turn to the domain of lower phase velocities:

mMT « x2 « mf (1.3.76)

Such a domain, however, makes only sense when M « 1. E.g. in the case

M = .1 we have to consider the eventuality that the condition (1.3.76)

will be violated. Nevertheless we will work with it and apply (1.3.22)

for the light-ion contribution as well as the electron contribution,

and (1.3.23) for the heavy-ion one.

The real part of (1.3.71) gives:

mM(l-ii) 3mM?
•xt = 5 [!+—o-] (1.3.77a)
H 1+ic +n/T x^

2 2
If mMT << Xj, (cf. 1.3.76) we can replace x^ in the second term by the
result of the first term of the r.h.s. of (1.3.77a). This leads to:

2 — '-»
xf=mHT [ =- + 3] (1.3.77b)
H n+T(l+k )'

or:

2 n 2 24 = —^ kV + .... (1.3.77c)
H SH

A verification can be obtained by taking n = 0, then:

inM

i.e. ion modes for a plasma with heavy ions only.

The imaginary part leads to:

9 1 o i_n •)
_ r -~2X r- -x /(2mT) -x /(2mMT)vl

y = x i e + ^ [n e + e ]}
mM(l-n) mTJ M (1.3.78)

If we insert x̂ , from (1.3.77) in (1.3.78) .Jackson coefficients are ob-

tained again.

Expression (1.3.78) is the same as (1.3.74), but multiplied by:

[ii + M(l - n)]/[M(l - n)]. The dispersion relation (1.3.77,78) makes

only sense provided:
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1 «
1-n

f(l+k2)+n
« 1/M (1.3.79)

For T « 1, the upper limit leads to: n larger than a negative value

and that is always true. The only restriction is expressed by the lo-

wer limit, i.e. n « J[' ~ T(l + k )] , or n « i at small T-values.

When f is approximately 1, these modes are very heavily damped. On the

other hand no heavy-ion mode exists when there is a sufficient frac-

tion of light ions present. From these light ions there are many reso-

nant particles, so their influence on the damping is considerable.

1.3.4.3.3. Co-existence of light- and heavy-ion modes.

From the theory we can infer that there are parameter regions where

light- and heavy ion modes coexist, especially for 0 < n « 1, i.e.

heavy-ion plasmas, weakly contaminated by light ions. In this case the

y(x)-curve can be sketched as has been done in fig. 1.19. It shows two

regions of relatively small damping,
•* x

with minima H and L. First we determine

the position
t

12 5
^ 4

3

2

-

-

of L.

• '

It can be found by

5=1/1834
i i i

fig. 1.19.
Contribution of light(L)
and heavy (H) ions to the
damping ('approximately).

1 102 10-

fig. 1.20. •• I/I

Position of minimum L with

respeat to T.

considering a pure light-ion plasma, IL asa function of f is plotted

in fig. 1.20. This plot follows from (1;3.32) which can be rewritten

as:

ln[x£/(2mT)] - ln(2TVfi (1.3.80)

Fig. 1.20 is valid for 1/m = 1834 (hydrogen). For another value of in,

say m, we can use fig.1.20 as well, but then we rescale (1.3.80):



£ £ (1.3.81)

with:
— — — — -l /•»

T = T(m/m) 1/J (1.3.82)

So, when we understand in fig. 1.20, T in stead of T, we find /2mT x

We have to account for the fact that n ^ I in a composite plasma. At

x = xT the heavy-ion contribution in the damping, however, is negle-

gible and we get in stead of (1.3.80):

(1.3.83)

When we take m for tn we get, by rescaling (1.3.83) in the same way:

2mT) = ln(2lVmT) (1.3.84)

again,where:

T= T(n2m/m)"1/3 (1.3.85)

We will estimate the position of point H which will be a somewhat less

accurate procedure. Both light- and heavy-ion contributions have to be

taken into consideration. Our start is at (1.3.7S) where we take

e ix S i .

Subsequently we look for those points where 8 x = 0. In doing so, we

ignore the electron contribution to this derivative. This way will be

more accurate when T is not too large. We arrive at:

0,

(1.3.86)

with the apparent restriction:

4mMT « x2 « 4mf (1.3.87)

2
If we plot xH/(2mT) in a diagram,we find that its value depends only

on n and M, not on f. As an example we take x /(2mT) = 4 at

T = M = n = .1. Then the condition (1.3.87) for the existence of
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heavy-ion modes can only marginally be fulfilled. This means that the

approximations made are not very accurate and, besides that, a rather

pronounced damping appears. We recall for small mass ratio M not far

from I only the light-ion mode which in fact is a hybrid mode, exists.

1.3.4.3.4.Influence of contamination.

The influence of a contamination is strongly T-dependent. In order
_2

to analyse this dependency we plot the x-values at point A (k =0)

for both the light-ion and the heavy-ion mode at fixed f and M as a

function of n. They are easily found from (1.3.73) and (1.3.77) res-

pectively. In the same plot (fig. 1.21) we indicate the approximate

positions of the maximum light-ion

and heavy-ion contribution to the dam-

ping. In this figure it is done at

f = 1/20 and M = .1, and we see that

for n increasing the x -value for the

heavy-ion mode approaches rapidly the

maximum of the heavy-ion contribution,

while the x -value for the light-ion

contribution approaches rapidly the

maximum of the light-ion contribution.

This means that the damping increases

considerably, already at rather low

n-values. Besides that a breaking-up

of the ion mode in a heavy-ion mode

and a light-ion mode takes place. At

still increasing n both modes may dis-

IE

,2

fig.1.21.

.6 "•1

Virtual phase-velocities of appear and at still larger values of

L-and H-ion-modes at k =0 „ o n l y t h e ught-ion mode reappears

as a function of n. w i t h gradually decreasing damping.

At lower f-values the light-ion mode is always present (for n = 0 it

coincides with the heavy-ion mode) and the heavy-ion mode does not

play a role. Now there is no question of an abruptly increasing dam-

ping. At high f-values on the contrary, the damping of the modes is

always large like in a simple plasma. If we add to a simple plasma a

certain amount of relatively light ions there is no abruptly increa-

sing damping. Only at intermediate T-values, about 1/20, the damping

increases very much at a low contamination by light ions.
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In general,intermediate is within this connection:

M « T (1.3.88)

The phenomenon of abruptly increased damping is named: aontaminatioK

damping. The breaking-up has been sketched schematically in fig. 1.22.

Only a typical case is represented here.

0

t

• \ /

/ "

> *

*H

= 0

X

= .1

-3n = 10

_2
parameter:k /1000

fig. 1.22.

Demonstration of breaking-up of the ion-mode.

approximate formulae, full disp.rel.

1.3.4.3.5. Numerical evaluation of y(x)-curves.

0

ft

- . 5

-1

N
\

1(

/
/
/l

n=

.5

f\

=M=f=.

1
1

N "Hi
\ '

1

/
/

A/
s

X Here we account for the inadequacy

of the previous method for obtai-

ning quantitatively reliable re-

sults. Such results can be produ-

ced only by numerical methods. In

fig. 1.23 the outcome of a numeri-

cal calculation is exposed for a

He-A-plasma (M = .1) at n = .! and

f = .1. k is a parameter. We note

the principal modes H and L with

nearly the same initial y/x, i.e.

Fig. T.23.

Numerical plot of ion-modes

in the (x,y)-plane,where bvea- YA»> about 1/4. Furthermore some

king~up is present. higher order heavy-ion modes are
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'.p. 1.24.

represented. They are heavily damped with

y/x about 1. All these modes are solutions

of dispersion relation (1.3.71). By using

Jackson's graphical method we can interpret

these results. To that order we start from

(1.3.71) and note at first that in the regi-

on of ion waves, Z'(t, ) = -2. Then the dis-

persion relation can be approximated:

2T(l+k2) S nZ
lasma dispersion funo-

(l 3 89)

-ion in the complex pla- ' " '

••:& at different y-values. Fig. 1.24 shows plots of Z'(?) at y > 0,

Y = 0 and y < 0, where especially the beha-

viour at |£| + » is of interest. For y < 0 an intersection of the

plot with the positive real axis is always present, whitnessing a phy-

sically relevant solution. In (1.3.89) the situation has somewhat
-2

changed. At k = 0 , the left-hand side is not exactly 2ero, but 2T.

This means that, plotting the right-hand side of (1.3.89) in the com-

plex plane, an intersection with the real axis gives only raise to a
-2

physically relevant solution (i.e. k >, 0) if the intersection point

is situated to the right of 2T. This means that a finite damping is

required for an ion wave, especially when T is large. This damping is

substantial as we have seen in the discussion of the ion waves in the

simple plasma. The case of a composite plasma is somewhat more diffi-

cult to treat as is clear from fig. 1.25. This figure represents the

0

M

5
t

2T

y

sv
A

M=n= .1

H »f

3

0 / -»ReZ'

fig.1.25.
Polar plot for a 2-component
plasma at increasing damping.

fig.1.26

Blow-up of the region of fig.

1.25 near the origin.
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behaviour of the right-hand side of (i.3.89) for M not too close to 1.

Then the influence of heavy and light ions is more or less separated.

So we see clearly the occurrence of heavy- and light-ion modes and,

besides that, this picture accounts for the "bending down" in the y(x)

diagram that is shown in fig. 1.23. This bending down can be under-

stood from the two intersection points of the heavy-ion mode with Lue

real axis, to the right of point 2T. Fig. 1.26 offers a blow-up of the

part of the complex plane near the origin of fig. 1.25. In both figu-

res the labels 1 to 4 indicate increasing damping, starting from Y= 0.

1.3.4.4. Kinetic description of a composite plasma with drift.

We will analyse the critical drift velocity of a composite plasma

with drift, i.e. the minimal drift velocity required for instability.

It is useful to analyse the y = 0-curve in the u(x)-plane again.

Therefore our starting point is the dispersion relation (1.3.71). We

do not include relative drift between the ion species. If y= 0, we ha-

ve for the real and the imaginary part of (1.3.71) respectively:

2k2 = ReZ'(u) + (l/T)[iiReZ'(x) + (l-n)ReZ'(x/^M)] (1.3.90)

u e~u + (1/T)[nx e~x + (l-n)x/3 e~x ] = 0 (1.3.91)

We look at the ion-like solutions where u « 1 and x >> 1, so we can

apply (1.2.22) for the electron contribution and (1.2.23) for the ion

contributions. The real part of the dispersion relation, (1.3.90),

then reduces to:

%2 V
x = =- , cf,(1.3.73). (1.3.92)

2T(l+k )
—2 ^2 ™

Hence, at point A where k = 0, x. = y/(2T)

This relation is identical with the real part of the light-ion mode.

When n is not too small, the light-ion contribution in (1.3.91) domi-

nates, resulting in:

uA = -(1/T)n^ exp(-xA
2) (1.3.93)

A

We determine the position of point B in the (x',u')-plane. This point

can be found from:
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2
[u + (1/T)nx e~x ] = 0

u = const.

where,from (1.3.37b): u = x>̂ mf - u//2

This leads to:

-\,2 .
(2x -l)e~x = T/(mT)/n (1.3.94)

When we insert:

?:= Tn"2/3 (1.3.95)

we obtain:

^2
(2x -l)e"x =•§? (1.3.96)

Note that (1.3.96) is identical to the expression obtained for the

simple plasma. Hence fig. 1.11 can be used again to find the position

of point B, by replacing T by T.

When we determine the position of point C we have to realize that

iL = 1//2. Inserting this value into (1.3.91), ignoring justifiably
Li

the heavy-ion contributions, we can obtain the position of point C

from fig. 1.17, replacing T by:

T := f/n (1.3.97)

At large r-values, i.e. small n, x,, tends to values that are smaller
Li

than 1. But now the heavy-ion contribution can no longer be ignored

and the simple formulae for x^ do not apply anymore. At point B the

heavy-ion contribution is less important and we can use expression

(S.3.94) and fig. 1.11 to some extent in the low-n-region. When we

pass through the n-interval from 0 to 1, we start with a heavy-ion

plasma. Consequently x. shifts gradually to higher x-values, but x -
A o

on the contrary - starts with a very rapid shift. This is caused by

the fact that in (1.3.90) and (1.3.91) there is a very different beha-

viour of the light-ion contribution with respect to the heavy-ion con-

tribution (i.e. quadratic and exponential terms respectively). This is
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not astonishing. At n = 0, the phase velocity is: c = v /ffl, There

are very few resonant particles, insofar ions are considered, because

we are in the tail of the heavy-ion distribution function. When n in-

creases, c shifts gradually to a = v /m, but the number of the reso-

' s ° s e

nant particles increases dramatically, because of the fact that the

light-ion distribution function is much broader than the heavy-ion

distribution function is. Of course, when n approaches to ), the situ-

ation becomes gradually similar to the heavy-ion plasma, the phase ve-

locity shifts again to

10-1

10"'

10 *

fig.1.27. the tail of the (light

10-4 10-2 1

Critical drift as a i o n ) distribution

function of n. function, only the

light ions take the

place of the heavy i-

ons. The result may be

that there exists some
n

n-range with x. < x_

is substantially increased. This phenomenon is

named: stabilization by light ions because sometimes it occurs already

at very low light-ion concentrations. We take n at the lowest n-va-

lue where points A and B coincide, cf. fig. 1.27. The upper value f!'

gives a less dramatic change, i.e. "contamination by heavy ions",

n strongly depends on T and M as is indicated in fig. 1.28, while

fig. 1.29 gives a numerically obtained result, which is compared with

an approximate solution.

and within with lu.

u
o

IC

ft
-2

-3

10

10

10"
0 100

fig.1.28

10

10

-1

10 ° 10
fig.1.29.

-3

fig.l.28.T-dependence of na at different M.

fig.1.29.Critical drift as a function of n.

approx., full disp.rel.
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In the figures 1.30 and 1.31 finally we present several y= 0-plots at

M = .1 and f = 1/50. We remark that - similar to the case with conta-

mination damping - stabilization by light ions is less pronounced or

even absent at T > 1/10 or T < 1/200. In the last case we always have

10

M=.l;T=l/50

parameter n.
fig. 1.30. fig.1.31.

)-plot at different ^-values.

fig. 1.31. Detail of fig. 1.30 position of point A.

1.4. CONCLUSION.

We have given a review of the linear dispersion relations of waves in

inhomogeneous, unmagnetizad, collisionless plasmas. The dispersion re-

lations form the tool for performing second-order calculations. These

are necessary for the description of wave-wave coupling. As a result

we found a pair of simple dispersion relations that describe the waves

in the general case mentioned before where every direction of the

drift is permitted for the particles and every direction of propaga-

tion of the wave with respect to the drift velocities has to be consi-

dered.

In the hydrodynamical and in the kinetic description these dispersion

relations have the same form, so they can be compared easily. We ana-

lysed these dispersion relations only in simple cases, especially the

two-stream instability in simple and composite plasmas.

A graphical representation is developed that illustrates clearly the

influence of the drift on the stability. The parameter domain where

Buneman instability is apparent can be indicated as well as the dis-

persion properties of the waves present at a given drift. A method is

presented to calculate the influence of infinitesimal deviations of
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of the parameters from these required for marginal instability.

Finally we presented some ideas on composite plasmas. An analysis is

given of the appearence of two principal ion modes in some parameter

domains. It is possible to give some approximate idea of the quantita-

tive parameter values where breaking-up of the ion mode is relevant. In

this domain coupling between the two principal modes is possible.

The values of the damping and the critical drift velocity must be ob-

tained numerically, because the damping is rather large. For the real

part of the dispersion relation it is possible to use approximate for-

mulae to a far larger extent.
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CHAPTERx2i=acjBm!cC0yPLING!iC0EFFICIENTS.

2.0. INTRODUCTION.

2.0.1. Expose of the topics to be treated.

In chapters 2 and 3 we treat topics on nonlinear theory of plasma os-

siltations. We restrict ourselves to oscillations with infinitesimal-

ly small amplitude. Hence nonlinear effects like particle trapping

are kept out of consideration. We apply the coupled-mode method (1).

There, coupling is treated with use of products of Fourier components

of plasma waves. Nonlinearity is thus supposed to be weak, i.e. the

time scale of nonlinear effects should be large with respect to the

time scale of the undisturbed oscillation. We treat coherent theory.

Here - in contrast to the random-phase theory - the phase of the in-

teracting waves is exactly known. We only look at three-wave interac-

tion, except for the case of double coupling.

Wave-wave interaction can be treated by (magneto)hydrodynamical theo-

ry (2-6) and kinetic theory (7-10). Kinetic theory not only accounts

for wave-wave interaction (<\i =({/'+ ip"; k = k1 + k") but at the same

time for nonlinear Landau damping (9-11),[i.e. i// - i|/' = (k - k').v;

or: ku - k'u1 = k"v, where u = ij>/k] .

In general nonlinear Landau damping gives rise to a correction on the

damping that is second order in the amplitude and we neglect its ef-

fect in the present chapters. In our discussion we restrict ourselves

mainly to waves in a plasma without drift,but we indicate how to in-

clude it.

2.0.2. Justification of this treatment.

It is evident that nonlinear effects are of importance for many fields

in physics, and definitely so in plasma physics. Plasma properties are

governed by nonlinear interactions in many cases. Wave-wave interacti-
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on - the nonlinear mechanism described in these chapters - plays an im-

portant role in plasma heating, decay of waves and the explanation of

certain instabilities. In many experiments the presence of coherent

mechanisms is confirmed (9). In ref. (12) a review is given of positi-

tive results obtained in real as well as in computer simulation expe-

riments.

2.0.3. Introduction to chapter 2.

In this chapter we calculate general coupling coefficients for wave-

wave interaction in an unmagnetized homogeneous plasma without drift.

Qualitative generalization to a case with drift is straightforward,

especially when the direction of propagation is taken parallel to that

of the drift velocity, but it lies beyond the scope of this thesis to

analyse this configuration.

We derive the coupling coefficients from a hydrodynamical and a kine-

tic description. Starting from the general coupling coefficients (one

for the longitudinal and one for the transverse component) we study

specific cases. Then the first-order waves are purely transverse or

purely longitudinal. A survey of various coupling mechanisms is pre-

sented. Results of hydrodynamical calculations will be compared with

those of the kinetic theory. Some authors apply hybrid theories (1!),

we also compare these results with those of the full kinetic theory.

We can say that the kinetic theory provides us with a useful and gene-

ral tool. For a fairly good estimate it is often possible to use the

hydrodynamical Bohm and Gross approximations.

We end with an extension of the theory on energy-exchange between mo-

des to include the case of small real mismatching (i.e. u = u' + w")

and the existence of a complex dielectric coefficient (9,14).

2.1. BASIC THEORY.

2.1.1. Resonant and non-resonant interactions.

Let us note that the waves that are present in the plasma, do obey the

linear dispersion relations for longitudinal or transverse waves, i.e.

(1.2.8,9). These frequencies we call: natural frequencies.

We suppose that the components of the "natural" wavevectors (indicated

by k, k' and k") are purely real quantities. Furthermore we suppose -

for reasons of simplicity - exact wavevector matching, i.e. :
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k = k' + k" (2.1.1)

The natural frequencies (indicated by i|>, iK and if") are in general

complex quantities. In the plane-wave expressions we make use of a

complex notation. An asterisk means a complex conjungate:

(2.1.2)

Note that E(r,t) is only a weak function of its arguments. This as a

matter of fact in contrast to E(r,t). E(r,t) only changes on the slow

time and space scales.

In quadratic terms quantities appear like:

r(r,t).E^r,t)e i [*-I-^">t] (2.1.3)

Here we used (2.1.1). We follow Dysthe (9) but do not take over the

condition of exact real matching as is usually done in the literature

on the coupled mode description.

If the natural (complex) frequencies match, i.e.:

it = \j,' + f (2.1.4)

we speak of a resonant interaction and the coupling term has an essen-

tial influence. In the case of non-resonant interaction the coupling

will be of less importance. In general, however, the near-resonant in-

teraction, i.e. :

if/ = i|>' + f (2.1.5)

is the most important (and realistic) case, for exact matching is al-

most never realizable: (2.1.4) is a complex equation. Only exact mat-

ching of real or imaginary parts of the frequency is conceivable,un-

less the direction of the wavevectors is fixed in a quite definite

way. In general, the near-resonant interaction will shift the frequen-

cy from the natural ones to the actual frequencies: n> n*» n"s which

are complex quantities too. They are the frequencies that will be ob-

served when coupling is present.
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2.1.2. Classification of near-resonant interactions.

We restrict ourselves to the general case without drift. In the theory

of chapter I we handled three types of waves: Electromagnetic (EM)-wa-

ves, electron plasma (E)-waves, and ion-acoustic (I)-waves,(IS). These

can be distinguished according to two ways:

a/ EM-waves are basically transverse (T)-waves. E- and I-waves a-

re longitudi'rial (L)-waves.

b/ EM- and E-waves are high~frequency (HF)-waves, i.e. w >w ;

it-waves are low-frequenaij (LF)-waves (to <<w ).

This classification leads to the

HF

LF

EM

^ T

E

scheme of fig. 2.1:

We notice that, in general, k, k1

and k" are not unidirectional.

Though we have the intention to de-

rive the coupling factors for the

general case (leading to surprising-

ly simple expressions), for the pur-

pose of a classification we better

restrict ourselves to two special

cases:

When k, k1 and k" are in the same direction,we speak of forward scat-

tering. When one of the wave-vectors is in the opposite direction of

the other two (that are parallel), we speak of baaksaattering. Both

cases are indicated by FS and FS respectively (13).

For all 6 possible types of near-resonant 3-wave interaction, as indi-

cated in fig. 2.2, FS as well as BS is possible. A global description

fig. 2.1.

Classification of plas-

ma waves.

T «• L

JIJEM «» EM ' + E " | fRama

^ j F M «» E M ' * I ""] f B r i l

- ^ 3 i h M * E- ^ ^

~ 4 i EM «» E ' * I " 1

Raman scattering)

louin scattering)

|L.L, t L H g s ^ ^ ^

/i<7- 2.2.

Classification of reaction-

mechanisms .
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of these types of interaction can be set up with the simplified dis-

persion relations, to be derived from (1.3.7,8) and (1.2.18):

2 2 2 2
EM-waves: co to + k c

= pe

2 2 2 2
E-waves: u) = w + 3k v

pe e

2 2 2 2 2
I-waves: w = c k ( l - k /K )

S 6

(2.1.5a)

(2.1.5b)

(2.1.5c)

0 1N

fig. 2. 3.

Schematic diagram of the

dispersion of the diffe-

rent plasma-oseillations.

These relations are plotted in an to(k)-diagram, cf. fig. 2.3, and the

different possibilities of three-

wave interaction can be visualized

by a well-known and simple graphi-

cal method. To that order we plot

in the (k,w)-plane the dispersion

curve from (2.1.5) that is related

to E' and use the point (k',u') of

this curve as the origin for the

dispersion curve that is related

to E". On this curve we determine

the point (k",o)") and obtain the

point (k'+k",w'+u)") in the original

coordinate frame. If this point lies near the dispersion curve that is

related to E we have a near-resonant case.

In fig. 2.4 these possibilities are represented. When k, k' and k" are

not unidirectionals we can find nevertheless the solutions by rotating

the u(k)-plot as well as the u)"(k")-plot around the w-axis and the w"-

axis respectively, while considering the intersection of the rotating

surfaces.

Phenomena like double coupling and the appearance of quasi-modes will

be discussed in chapter 3.

2.2. MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICAL DESCRIPTION.

2.2.1. Basic formulae.

Our starting point is formed again by the set of Maxwell's equations

(1.1.1b-d),the balance equations (1.2.1,2), the definition formulae of

j,s>P and the like, that are given in (1.1.3). As we do not neglect

products of first-order quantities we must include frequency-shifts
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4

\ s \
\

\

I
^ ± = -

i
i

y

• p i -
b
_

fig.2.4.

The !^,k)-plots of the different reaction meahanisms

of fig. 2. 2.

from the natural frequency to the actual frequency r\, in order to com-

pensate the effects of the coupling terms in the equations.

When drift is present, we obtain the following set of equations:

(2.2.1a)

(2.2.1b)

(2.2.1c)

(2.2.Id)

(2.2.le)

9—r

—r

i

•1 "

•1
x | +

I
s

9

q.

.B

n /e
3 S O

= 0

= 0

= 0

3 n + 9 . (N 5 +n U ) = - 8 . (n u )
t s —r s-s s-s -r s-s

~ 2,
9 (n U +N u )+3 .{n U U +N (U u +u U )+n v }-(q N /m )(E+U xg)
t s—s s—s —r s s s s s £ s s s s s s s s —

+ (q N /m )
s s s

(2.2.If)

where we suppose n, £, Ê  and !B to be quantities of first order in the

amplitude. From these equations we derive coupling factors. We restrict

ourselves to the case without drift and make use of:
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3 .(nuu) = n(3 .u+u.3 )u + u(u.3 )n (2.2.2)
—r == —r r — r

The system (2.2.1) reduces to :

S . E - I q n / e = 0 (2.2.3a)
—r — *• s s os
J3r.B = 0 (2.2.3b)

3 xE + 3 B = 0 (2.2.3c)

3 rx| - 3 t | /c
2 - I yoqBNaBB = J VsV-s (2 '2*3d)

J i + n . u . =-3_.(nSJ (2.2.3e)

(2.2.3f)

We consider a system, characterized by three-wave interaction as indi-

cated in section 2.1. In general the non-resonant case does not lead

to pure harmonic solutions. But if |EJ » |JE/| »IJ§"I we may neglect

coupling terms in the equation for JE. Then IE has the actual frequency

r, equal to the natural frequency t|>. It must be a real quantity. In

the equations for E' and JE" we have to take the coupling terms into

account. Their principal effect is a frequency shift and, instead

of the natural frequencies ip' and ij>" we observe the actual frequen-

cies n" and n". They obey exactly:

n = n" + n"* = ip (2.2.4)

This relation will be discussed thouroughly in chapter 3.

The other effect on the coupling is the occurrence of second-order

transverse and longitudinal components with frequencies very different

from the natural frequencies to be matched.

Let us write the equivalent of (2.2.3) for JE_'. Regarding plane waves

we make the following substitutions:

3tE/ «-• -in'13' (2.2.5a)

3 .E' «-• ik'.E' (2.2.5b)
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Consequently some other useful substitutions are:

I . (nu11* + n"*u) *• i{n(k'.u"*)+n"*(k'.u)} (2.2.6a)

(u.^r)u
M* + (u"*.2r)u «-• i{u(k.u"*) - u"*(k".u)} (2.2.6b)

S i r
S " * + n"*irii *•» inn"*k' (2.2.6c)

In this manner we obtain from (2.2.3), putting:

n = n el(-p-"r|t) (2.2.7)

the system:

k_'XE_' - n'B_' = £ (2.2.8a)

k'xB'+n'E'/c +iu I q N u'= -in V q (n u"*+n"*u ) (2.2.8b)— — — o L s s—s o L s s—s s —ss s
n'n' - N (k'.u') = n (k'.u"*) + n"*(k'.u ) (2.2.8c)s s —s s — —s s — ~—s

n'N u' - i(q N /m )E' - v2n'k' =s—s ^s s s s s—

= N {u (k.u"*)-uy*(k".us)+i(q /m )(u xB"*+u"*xB,)-v
2nsn^*k/N

2}

(2.2.8d)

Two other Maxwell equations are redundant. (2.2.8) is the comprehen-

sive set of equations for treating three-dimensional wave-wave coup-

ling in second order. In order to obtain a clearer expression we in-

sert in the second-order term the first-order expressions for n and
s

]} and we express all these terms in u . In first order we find from
(2.2.8acd) expressions for B', n', k'.u', k'xu' in k'.E' and k'xE'.

— s — ~~s — —s — — — —

To that end we take from (2.2.8d) the dot and cross product with k_'.

Of course the same can be done in order to obtain expressions for

k_.E_, k".E_" and so on. We need the following first-order expressions:

n /N = k.u /n = (iq7m )k.E/(r)2-k2v2) (2.2.9a)
o S — —S S b — —• fa

(iq/mjB = kxu = (iq /in ) (k*E)/n (2.2.9b)
s s ̂ ~ ~~ ~~s s s ~~ ~"

Inserting (2.2.9) and its ̂ "-equivalent into (2.2.8), u and u"*

appear the most efficient way to express the right-hand sides in.

Again we take from (2.2.8d) the dot and cross products with respect

to k'. As a result (2.2.8acd) transform into:
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B' = -i(m /q )(k'xu') (2.2.10a)
— s s — —s
k'xE' = -i(m /q )n'(k'xu') (2.2.10b)

k'.u1 (k.u )(k'.u'*) (k".u"*)(k'.u')
= ! £ -~s s J ^ ^ 2 sk . u )

s (2.2.10c)
n' nn' n"*n'

{ 2 2 2 k'^s
k'xE' =i(ms/qs) ( ( k ' V - n ' 2 ) ^ *

, „ (k.u Xk'.u"*) (k".u"*)(k'.u ) (k.u )(k".u"*) (u .u"*)
+k' v r — — — — x — A —v [

s n1 n"*n' nn"* ^
(2.2.10d)

From (2.2.8b) we take the dot and cross products with respect to k_'.

Inserting (2.2.10) into the result leads to a "longitudinal" and a

"transverse" dispersion relation.

The nonlinear dispersion relation is:

q N n'2

£ (k'.n'Mk'.E1) = i I s s
L s e n1 -k1V

o s
(k.u )(k'.u"*) (k".u"*)(k'.u ) k|2v2 (k.u )(k".u"*) (u .u"*>s — —s — —s — —s s_ r s — —s —s — S i

nn1 n"*n' n'2 nn"* v2

S

(2.2.11)

and the transverse dispersion relation is:

„ 0 , q N n (k.u )k'«u"* (k".u"*)klxu

s e n1 nn' n"" n's e b n
1 nn' n" n

(2.2.12)

Here e and £„ are taken from (1.2.10-11).
Li 1

(2.2.11) and (2.2.12) describe a general case. Of course these expres-

sions simplify considerably when (in first order) only purely trans-

verse or longitudinal waves are considered.

There are four cases:

a) The non-resonant) case: T «-» T' + T"

b) The (possibly resonant) cases: T «-» T' + L", T —+ V + L",

L «-• L' + L" from fig. 2.2
In the next paragraph we will treat these cases in this order.
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2.2.2. Specific coupling factors.

2.2.2.1. T <•» T' + T".

We make use of: k.u = k".u"* = 0. From (2.2.12) we obtain:

(n'2-k'2c2 - I a) 2) (k'xE') = 0
s p s

Thus no frequency shift occurs: 4>' = n' i.e. the natural frequency of

a transverse wave. But because resonance does not occur we have to

conclude that (to second order) coupling can not take place at all.

2.2.2.2. T «-» T' + L".

We make use of: k.u = 0 and k"xu" = 0 in first order and obtain:s — —s —

{eT(k',n')-k'
2c2/n'2} k'xE' =

q a) .
= -i I — „ p S 9 „ —!~5- [(k.k')(kxE)+(kxE).k'k] k".E"* (2.2.13)

s s n * -k v rin k

For L" we find of course a different expression, viz.:

2

eT(k",n") k".E" = -i I — -____._-_ E.E'* (2.2.14)
s s n"* -k v nn *

From these expressions we see the origin of the frequency shift quite

clearly. When the coupling factor (right-hand side of 2.2.14) is 0,

the dispersion relations are the undisturbed transverse and longitudi-

nal ones respectively. If there is coupling, the r.h.s. of (2.2.14) is

nonzero, the dispersion equation changes, hence a frequency shift

appears.

2.2.2.3. T <-» L' + L".

The coupling factor now follows from the right-hand side of:

k'2 n"* t!1 (kxk").(kxE)

! — —
n (n' -k'V)(n" -k"V) k"Z k'̂
b S S

(2.2.15)
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2.2.2.4. L <-» L' + L".

In this case the cross products k'xE', k"xE", k*E are zero in first

order and we obtain a remarkably symmetric expression:

q 2 nnV*
Q 2

e (k'.n')k'.g' = -i I-*- </ 2 5 5 ^ g 2-y •
L s mo

 ps (n-kV)(n' -k'Vxn"* -k" v?)
S S S 5

k2 k'2 k"2 k2k'2k"2 , (k.E)(k".E"*)
.{ - <k\k")+ — (k.k")+ — (k.k') vf} ~ " " "

n n1 n"* ~ ~ nn'n"* k V
(2.2.16)

2.2.2.5. Simplifications.

(2.2.13-16) represent all kinds of coupling coefficients for the un-

magnetized plasma without drift. By using the simplified dispersion

relations (2.1.5) they can be reduced considerably, especially for

high-frequency waves. In the cases: EM «-• EM' + E" and EM «-» E' + E"

only the electron contributions are important. In (2.2.13-14),
n"2 - k"2v2 = (D2 , so the factor u 2/(tf*2-k"2v2) = 1 and:

e pe pe e

(n'2-kl2c2-a) 2)k'xE* 5 -i -iHl-L- t(k.k')(kxE) + (kxE).k'k] k".E"*
p e - - m n . 2

e k (2.2.17a)

eT (k",n")k".E" S - i - i * E t E i * (2.2.17b)

We return to (2.2.16) which is the general expression for longitudi-

nal wave-wave interaction in the MHD-description. When we introduce

phase velocities v (v = ri/k) we are left with:
P P

k'.E' q U)2

l m kk'k"£L C- ' V ,,, l m kk'k" ,2 2 W ,2 2. , ,(1(t2 2. '* k' s s (v -v ) (v -v ) (v11* -v )
p s p s p s

k'.k" k.k" k.k1 , (k.E)(k".E"*)
. G—^ v'v"*+ v v"*+ ̂ ^ - v v1 - v } ~ ~ " (2.2.18)

k'k" p p k k" p p k k' p p s kk"

If k_,k_' and k" are in the same direction, a further reduction is

possible, namely:

2 2
q w v'v"*+ v v"*+ v v' - v

•eT(k',v')E' = -i I -*. — P ^ -
 p P p I P P !• EE" (2.2.19)

v s s kk'k" (v -v )(v -v )(v * -v )
p s p s p s

This expression is symmetric in v ,v' and v"*. This means that:
P P P
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|E'|2 = eL(k",vj;) |E"|
2 (2.2.20)

as can be easily verified.

Now we turn to the specific case: E «*» E1 + I". Then we have to insert

the relevant phase velocities, cf. (2.1.5):

vp a ve/k ; v^ a Ve/k< ; v£ = cg = vJM.

In (2.2.18) we determine the electron contribution and the ion contri-

bution separately. For electron waves: v » ve,v.; for ion waves:

v. « v " « v . Thus we are lead to:l p e

q 1 1 k.k" k'.k" k.k' (k.E)<k".E"*)
i — -=• — [ ic V n + k/ffi + kk1]
m v^ k" k k" k1 k" k k' kk"e e

(2.2.21a)

for the electron contribution to the right-hand side of (2.2.18). For

the ion contribution to the right-hand side of (2.2.18) we get:

q m 1 k.k" k ' . k" k.k1 (k.E)(k".E"*)
i — -=• - | - ^ k'/ffi + - — - ic/in + ^-^ - kk'mT] " ~ ~ "—

m v k" k k" k' k" k k' kk"
e e

(2.2.21b)

Because of the factor in the ion contribution is much smaller than the

electron contribution and can be neglected. When k, k' and k" are uni-

directional, the term with k.k' in the electron contribution is the

only relevant one, because it is much larger than all other terms. The

same can be said when the angle between k and kr is small.
We get from (2.2.19):

% ] ' *
eT(k',v')E

f = i — - y - EE" (2.2.22)
rae ve k

In the right-hand side we remark a ratio between the electrostatic wa-

ve energy and the thermal energy of the electrons. When this ratio is

large, the coupling is strong.

In the same way as has been done before we treat the case:

I * » I ' + I". Here:

c = v /in (2.2.23)
S 6
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and the ion and the electron contribution are equally important. The

electron contribution to (2,2.19) is approximately:

a a* 1 (k.E)(k".E"*)
- i _ i _ E | Z (2.2.24a)

m v kk'k" kk"e e

and the ion contribution:

q u 2 1 k.k' k'.k" k.k" (k.E)(k".E"*)
i _ e _ E | £_Z + Z—l + ZSL} ~ ~ ~ ~ (2.2.24b)
m v kk'k" k k1 k1 k" k k" kk"e e
— 2 2 2

provided T « 1, i.e. v. « c << v .
I s e

In the unidirectional case the ion contribution amounts about -3 ti-

mes the electron contribution. We get for (2.2.19):

q 1 1 1
eT(k',v')E' S + 2i — -5- EE11* (2.2.25)
L p m vZ kk1 k"e e

The minus sign applies if one of the wave vectors is in the direction

opposite to the other two. Because of the factor 2/(kk') this coupling

is much stronger than the electron-ion coupling if small wave numbers

are considered. But -in general- ion waves are strongly damped and

therefore need stronger coupling in order to become instable.

We have shown that the expressions for coupling between waves with ar-

bitrary directions of propagation (provided the wave vectors are mat-

ched) are still manageable due to their internal symmetries. The ques-

tion remains if a similar internal symmetry is still present when the

formalism is modified to include drift.

2.3. KINETIC DESCRIPTION.

2.3.0. Introduction.

This description provides expressions that are also valid in parameter

domains where the influence of the resonant particles is essential.

This is necessary when coupling between ion modes is considered be-

cause the ion waves are often heavily damped. In that case a complex

coupling coefficient results. Problems arise when we consider coupling

between waves that are not unidirectional.

In cases where resonant particles do not play a role, the "kinetic"

coupling equations can be transformed into the Hydrodynamical
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equations (2.2.11,12) by taking the Bohm and Gross limit. Furthermore

there is a relation with the seoond-order dielectric coefficient that

is often used by other authors (.9). When waves are slightly damped,

the damping does not appear in the coupling term beyond the second or-

der in the amplitude, but is important in the establishment of the

threshold amplitudes that are discussed in chapter 3.

2.3.1. General formulae.

The starting point is the Vlasov-Maxwell system (1.1.8), second-order

terms included. So (1.1.8e) now reads:

qs qsr . * * *

i(k .v-n )f + — ( E +vxj$ ). 3 F = — —[(E+vxB).3 f + (E +vxB ).5 , ]
m m s
s s

(2.3.1)

Self-resonance effects are excluded here. This can be done only if

2iJ/ is far from the natural frequency belonging to 2k'.

We multiply each term of (2.3.1) by -ik'.v/(k'.v-n') and

-ik'x v/(k'.v-n1) respectively. Thus we find the longitudinal respec-

tively the transverse dispersion relation in accordance with (2.2.11)

and (2.2.12).

2.3.1.1. Longitudinal dispersion relation.

After performing the operations described above, we insert the first-

order solutions in the right-hand side, where:

q F v.E
f = -i -5- -%-=-Z~+ (2.3.2a)

m v k.v-r)

B = kxE/n (2.3.2b)

We proceed by taking the dot product with k' of (1.1.8d):

q
I — — / k'.v fMv = k'.E1 (2.3.3)

After elimination of f' and some algebraic manipulation, we obtain:s

£_ (k ,T) )k «E —
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s m v 2 N J(k'.v-n'+)2 (k".v-n" +)
S S S •"* "™ — —

(k".k')(v.E"*)-(k".v-n"*)(k1.§"*)
-—- » —- — - — v.E nd\

n" (k.v-n+) " ' ] "

(2.3.4)

When we consider a general case, we can split the coupling terms in

longitudinal and transverse parts.

We will not perform this calculation but notice that a substantial

simplification will be obtained by considering longitudinal wave in-

teractions only.

2.3.1.2. Transverse dispersion relation.

We eliminate f from (2.3.1) by taking the cross-product with k1 of

I — — / k ' x v r dv = (l-c2/v'2)k'xE' (2.3.5)
s iti'e

We can rewrite (2.3.1) but the algebra is elaborate. Some useful ex-

pressions are easily derived from (2.3.2):

E + vxB = [(v.E)k - (k.v-n)E]/n (2.3.6a)

q F (v.E)v (v.E)k
X — J~ iy L El n ' J ^ • JiUU/

V s •̂̂"T1 " vs *
Inserting this, we find:

2
9 0 i q

[eT(k\n')-c /v'^k'xE
1 J — 2 y

p " " nn'n" s m v*nn'n" s m v* N Q

_ u n " (k.v-n)Z-h(k".v-Ti" )
)(k.v-n)(k'.v-n')(k".v-n" ;

# (k.k") (v.E) (v.E"*) (v.E""")(k".E) (v.E)(k.E'r)
,[E.E" + ^-^ — — ~ "^ + -̂ -̂  ^—^ - ̂ -1—I-I— ]+

(k.v-n)(k".v-n" ) k".v-n" k.v-n

nn"* *
+ - j - (k'.v-n')(v.E)(v.E" )} dv (2.3.7)
v
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Of course this expression allows a Bohm and Gross limit.

2.3.2. The specific case; L «•» V + L".

If we take (2.3.4) as a starting point, using identities like:

(k.v)(k.E)
v.E

k2

and so on, then (2.3.4) takes the following form:

e.(k\n') k'.E' =
Li ™ — —

i q u2
 f F (k.k')(k".v) (k".k')(k.v)

= " 1—2 I " H 2 - S 2 [ * " " ]dv- t-E kVE"
k k" s a v N J (k I .v -n l ) k".v - n" k.v - ns s s ~ * ~ — — •. •

(2.3.8)

We introduce the second-order dielectric coefficient (.9), according

to:

k'.E' m * k.E k".E"*
e (k',n') l - ^ - = £ W ( k l

) k ' k " ; n I , n , t l " ) (2.3.9)
k1 - - - k k , ,

This coefficient is related to the coupling coefficient and has the

following form:

,„. i q to2 f F k.k" k".v k".k' k.v

e(2)= I _JL£* £ _ [ r ,- ] dv
kk'k" s mgNgVg

 J(k'.v-n') k".v - x\" k.v - n

(2.3.10)

Whenever k, k1 and k" are in the same direction this is easily rewrit-

ten in a symmetric form, as is indicated by Franklin and Dysthe:
2
) 9 F

2
. ^ j s
sm N Js s

_ _ d v ( 2 # 3 < n )

N (kv-n)(k'v-n')(k"v-n" )
s s

(cf. 1.1.11). If we decompose in partial fractions, this expression

takes the form:

,„. q w 2 1 ( k3 F k'9 F k"3 F

s m N kk'k"J kv-n k'v-Ti' k"v-n"
s s

A complication of the kinetic description is the integral form in the

right-hand side of the equations. In specific cases we can approximate

it by the Bohm and Gross method and compare it with the MHD-result.
(2}

Let us calculate ev ' from (2.3.10) for the I «-» I' + I" case.
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We can neglect the imaginary parts of the natural frequencies if we

assume that Imn'/Rer)' is of the same order as the amplitude.

Moreover, we note that in this case for the electron contribution:

We find for the electron contribution:

' qe V (2.3.13)

kk'k" m e v*

For the ion contribution we observe:

k.v « 11, k'.v « q', k".v « ri"

We have to expand the ion contribution on the right-hand side of

(2.3.10) with respect to the parameters a = k.v/ri « 1,

-a1 = k'.v/n' « 1, a" = k".v/n" « I. This gives:

qi w
2
i 1 c F. n" k.k' k".v n k".k' k.y

kk'k" m. N.v2 riVn" J(l-a')' 1 - a" 1 - a
I I •

2

-̂  [n'(k.k')(k".v)(a"+2a')-(k".k')(k.v)(a+2al)]Fidv

Writing out the a-expressions and making use of:

2(k.k')(k.k") = k2(k'.k") + k|2(k.k") + k"2(k,k')

the ion contribution turns out to be:

i q. „ k'.k" k.k" k.k' 1
1 • • • * < • " " . V V + • =- =- v v" + ^ - = - v v 1 ]

kk'k" m. pl k« k" p p kk" p p kk' p p v2v'2v"2
I P P P

i q. w2. k'.k" k.k" k.k'
1 pl [̂ —- +^-^- + ̂ ^-] (2.3.14)

kk'k" m. c k' k" k k" k k'
X S

in accordance with (2.2.24b).

This result demonstrates the connection between the kinetic and the

hydrodynamical method. Of course the approximations needed are only

true when the resonant particles do not play a role.
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2.4. THE PONDEROMOTIVE FORCE.

2.4.0. Introduction.

In this section we discuss the work of Liu and Kaw (13) on wave-wave

interaction. These authors use a hybrid description in order to ana-

lyse this interaction. In fact they replace the right-hand sides of

the second-order dispersion relations (2.2.11,12) by MHD-expressions,

while in the left-hand side the kinetic expressions have been main-

tained. This is relevant in the case of two high-frequency waves in-

teracting with a low-frequency wave, and particularly so in the calcu-

lation concerning Brillouin-scattering, viz. EM «-» I' + EM" (cf. fig.

2.2). In this case there are practically no particles resonant with

the electromagnetic waves. The ion wave, however, experiences quite

some influence from resonant particles•

The following discussion repairs some flaws and gives some generaliza-

tion of Liu and Kaw's treatment. In general it is preferable - whene-

ver possible - to use the full kinetic method because it provides a

more unified theory, valid for a large variety of wave-wave interacti-

on mechanisms. The hybrid calculation presented here demonstrates that

in the special case of Brillouin scattering the same expressions reap-

pear as those obtained from kinetic theory.

2.4.1. General case.

We consider the case where the following conditions are fulfilled

(cf. 2.1.1. and 2.2.4):

|E| » |E'|, |E"| (2.4.1a)

k = k' + k" (wavevectors have real components) (2.4.1b)

n = n1 + n"* (n e Re; n1, n"e c) (2.4.ic)

We work out the case: T «-» L' + T". This case includes Raman and Bril-

louin scattering. Then - starting from the linearized Vlasov's equa-

tion - we write (cf. 1.1.6):

3 f t v.8 f = -a'.3 F (2.4.2)
t s r s -s -v s
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where a is the acceleration. It can be splitted in a linear and a

nonlinear part, the latter arising from the waves related to E and E":

a' = a1,.. , + a' . , (2.A.3)
-s -s(lin) -s(nlm)

We treat the nonlinear acceleration as the influence of (E,B) or (E" ,
* * ~ ~ ~*

B" ) on shifts in spatial and velocity coordinates^" or £ and v"
]k * ~"S ~® "®

or v respectively, caused by (E" ,B" ) or (E,B). Here;

£ = Y o
c + S(c>» Y. = V Q + v(t),

where £ and v are of first order in the amplitude.

Fluctuations,generated by this interaction mechanism are in resonance

with E',B'. We calculate these interactions, noting first that £ and

v can be derived from the linearized equations of motion:

«3?E = qc(E + vxB) (2.4.4a)
5 C S o

m 8.V = q (E + vxB) (2.4.4b)
S C~*"S S ™ ™ ^

Let us consider at first the contributions due to the electric field:

| s = - - ^ - E (2.4.5a)
r\ m

s
q

Vg = i -S- E (2.4.5b)

The force /', in resonance with E' and caused by the interaction, has

been named the pondermotive foroe. Using (1.1.6) we obtain:

using:

A.3rB = (A.9r)B (2.4.7)

and, from (1.1.8c):
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B =

we obtain

- s

-i(S rxE)/n

2

n

n

n

(2.4.8)

(2.4.9)

This leads to the nonlinear acceleration:

Now (2.4.10) is inserted in (2.4.2) and then we use the plane-wave

description,lead ing to the equivalent expressions:

(E.3r)E"* *-*• i(E.k")E"* and so on

Applying Poisson's equation (1.1.8a) we finally obtain:

e.(k\r,')k'.E' = -i£ -?gL f ^ f t W ^ dv (2.4. U)

Before treating the specific cases we note the useful vector identity:

(a.3 )b + (b.3 )a + ax(3 xb) + bx(3 xa) = 3r(a.b) (2.4.12)

and,with a = E,b = E" we can write this in the k-notation:

(E.k")E"* + (E"*.k)E + Ex(k"xE"*) + E"*x(kxE) = k'(E.E"*)

(2.4.13)

* .
Provided n/i" is approximately 1, we can write the pondermotive force

in a simple form, in which the product of the amplitudes of the two

interacting waves E and E" reappears. This form is valid in general

provided the influence of the resonant particles of the interacting

waves E and E" is small. Whenever the expression can be applied it

provides an easy way to establish the coupling coefficient. The hybrid

character follows from the fact that the detailed form of the distri-

bution function is only used in the calculation of E', where resonant

particles indeed play an important role.
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Let us return to the yxB-contribution. If k, k1 and k" are unidirecti-

onal, this contribution to /' can be written in the form:

-yk<v.k")k - (y.k)k"]

Hereby we supposed as before: n= r\"

We rewrite the expression with the aid of (2.4.10) and obtain a terra

that must be added to a^ in (2.4.11).

We realize that if F is Maxwellian:

vs

and conclude that the contribution of the v*B-term to the evolution

of E' is zero in the unidirectional case.

2.4.2. Further discussion of the unidirectional case.

Because transverse field components are perpendicular to their respec-

tive wave-vectors, the contributions containing E.k" and E".k are ze-

ro. Concerning the expression for /', (2.4.9) and its plane-wave equi-

valent we therefore immediately conclude that the expressions with the

coefficients n"/n an<* n/tl" are zero. So (2.4.13) can be applied in a

straightforward way and we obtain:

2
1 p K" . d * *

.14)

-s " -. k ' " ^ ' T " " "

The Bohm and Gross limit of this expression may be taken. In the case

of Raman scattering (cf. fig. 2.2), the ion contribution can be neg-

lected. We obtain:

2 , ,2
e. (kJn')k'E' = -i — — * — , E.E" (2.4.15)

m Tin rre

In the case of Brillouin scattering we cannot ignore the ion-contri-

bution a priori, but again in the Bohm and Gross limit we are left

with:

q 0)2 1 r k'.3 F „
e.fk'.n^k'.E' = -i I - £ - E £ — "V s. dv E.E" (2.4.
L ~ " s m n" N i k'.v-n'

s s *™ ™

2 _2
2

2 _2

2 ̂ L »*eL(k',n')k'E' = i -2. ̂ [ - L + —^ E.E»* (2.4.16)

me n n" ve vp
2 2 2

Considering the fact that v' = c = 5V (cf. 1.3.16) we conclude that
p s e
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because of in « 1, the ion contribution can be neglected after all, re-

sulting in the simplified expression:

2

G^k'.n'Jk'E1 = i — —.E.E"* (2.4.17)
Lt II

me nn
In a Bohm and Gross limit the hybrid equation (2.4.14) thus gives the

same outcome as (2.2.14) does, with E" and E' interchanged. If in the

kinetic coupling equation (2.3.4) we neglect the influence of the re-

sonant particles on E and E", but not on E', we get (2.4.14) again,

after performing partial integration. This proves the validity of a

hybrid approach and demonstrates the place of this model somewhere in

between hydrodynamical and kinetic methods.

2.4.3. Brillouin-scattering with k, k' and k" in arbitrary directions.

In this case we note: |n'| « |n| > |n"|> because the ion waves have a

low frequency. We approximate in (2.4.9) the coefficients rj" /r\ and

n/n" by 1. Applying (2.4.12) to (2.4.9) leads straightforwardly to

(2.4.14) and'(2.4.17). So in the Brillouin-case these expressions are

applicable, independent of the directions of the wave-vectors of the

interacting waves.

2.5. GENERALIZED TREATMENT OF ENERGY-EXCHANGE IN WAVE-WAVE COUPLING

OF LONGITUDINAL PLASMA WAVES.

2.5.0. Introduction.

This subsection gives an extension of the treatment of Dysthe and

Franklin (5) on the subject of energy-exchange in longitudinal wave-

wave interaction. These authors restrict themselves to exact real mat-

ching, and real dielectric coefficients. We generalize their calcula-

tions by dropping these restrictions. After all, exact (complex) mat-

ching does not represent a very realistic case. In practice one is

mainly interested in cases with small mismatching. As can be seen

from fig. 2.3, in the case I «-» I' + 1 " exact real matching is impos-

sible, while in the case: E •-> I1 + E" exact imaginary matching does

not occur in most of the cases.

2.5.1. Definition of electromagnetic energy.

At first we note that the actual field is a real quantity. Furthermo-
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re we will consider the case of harmonic waves. Consequently we write:

E' := i(E' + E' ) (2.5.1)

Symbols like U, j, etc. are defined in the same way and thus are real

quantities, representing internal energy, current density etc. The ti-

me dependency of the internal energy is governed by Poynting's theorem

which in the longitudinal case can be written in the following form:

3 ^ = 3 (Je £"2) = -j'£" (2.5.2)

Because coupling is present another mechanism influences the internal

energy. It is contained in a coupling term:

3 £/ = 3 (£e E'2) = -</'£" + coupl.term (2.5.3)

Only the slowly varying part of U\ ., is interesting.we write it

C,yielding:

* * *
3JJ' = Heo3 (E'E

1 ) + j'E' + j' E'} (2.5.5)

Furthermore,we define:

j' :=o'E' (2.5.6)

where a!,the conductivity,is a function of wavenumber and frequency:

a'(k'.n') = in'e {1 ~ eT(k',n')} (2.5.7)

a1 := a'ft'.il)1) = iib'e (2.5.8)

9 o1 = 3 a'(k',(J»') = ie (1 - ty'd e') (2.5.9)

and:

E1 =E'(t)ex^ z~* ^ (2.5.10)

We suppose E'(t) is a function depending weakly on t:
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j 1 = {a* + iau(a')8t}E
l (2.5.11)

j' = e i ^ ' ^ ' t ) ^ . + i^(a.)3t}E' (2.5.12)

When we write out the expression for 3 U' from (2.5.5) with (2.2.10)

(2.2.12) an

ral expression:

and (2.2.12) and noting that 2ye + of + a' = 0,we arrive at a gene-

3tU' = Je
2"*'* {(JeQ + i^a')!'*?)^ + c.c.} (2.5.13)

In the case described by Dysthe et al.,where:

ijj' € Re; e1 £ Re and therefore 0l,8 o' £ Im.we get:

atU' = |EoU)'3u(e')8t|E
l|2,where |E" | 2s= E'E'* (2.5.14)

and:

U1 = ie^'a^Ce1)!!1!2 (2.5.15)

where the integration constant has been set equal to zero.

In the harmonic case under consideration we can use this definition

of U1. The harmonic case requires |E( » |E'|, |E"(. In the general

case of an inharmonic solution, expression (2.5.14) leads to a more

complicated definition of internal energy. We will not discuss this

case. We put:

E' = 1 ' eH*' ~ n t ) t (2.5.16)
o

where n' is the actual frequency:

n' = a' + ir' te'.r' e Re) (2.5.17)
Then:

9tE'= i(ip» - n')E' (2.5.18)

and:

|E'|2 = |i;|2e2(r' ->')t: (2.5.19)

hence:

3tU« = I e
2Y'teo{i|/'8w(e')E

1 3tE
f + c.c.} (2.5.20)

3tU' = J e
2r't[2eolm{(n

1 - *I)*'9(0(e
1)}] |f;| 2 (2.5.21)
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and:

2r,t im{(n - r)rz,M)} 2
U' := i e21 Ce II' \l (2.5.22)

0 ' o1
e
0

Again the integration constant has been set equal to zero.In the ima-

ginary part we can carry out some simplifications.For:

+{ft2'-co')cjI-(r'-Y')Y'}Im3 e' (2.5.23)

w

Because Q', w1, Re3 G', are much larger than: fi'-w', Y*» I«n9 E', and

only the term: (r'-y')io'Re3 e' has to be taken along in (2.5.23). So:

U' a i e
2 r teo(o'Re8u(e')|E(;|

2 — — (2.5.24)

Of course we note that, when y1 •+ 0> expression (2.5.15) is obtained

again. (2.5.24) is the same expression as (2.5.15), except for the

coefficient 1 - y'/F'. This coefficient contains the influence of the

coupling. We note that when there is no coupling, the frequency-shift

is zero, hence y' = Tf and the coefficient is zero. Then also U', i.e.

the internal energy caused by the coupling mechanism, is zero.

2.5.2. Theory of energy-exchange.

We turn to the unidirectional case of three-wave interaction. At

first we establish the resonance condition for the wavenumbers:

k = k1 + k" (2.5.25)

We use (2.5.10) and write down:

iau(e') 9tE- = ̂ 2)ii"* e-w-r-r*)t (2>5-26)

where £/«•> refers to the second-order dielectric coefficient,as has

been defined by (2.3.10).

We find:

ye')E'\S' = -ie^iE'VV1^1*-*11^ (2.5.27)

and.with (2.5.16):

"*" )fc (2.5.28)
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Starting from (2.5.27) and adding the complex conjungate we find,if

there is exact_com£lex_matching,i.e. :iji = ty1 + \p":

3 (e')3 jl'| = -ie^2,(EE' I" + c.c.) (2.5.29)

Now the low-frequency contribution to the action,N,has been defined

according to:

N' = y'/(e i|>') (2.5.30)
o

So:
3tr = -iiE^2)(EE'*E"* + c.c.) = -iieJ2)(EoE^*+ c.cje

21"1

N1 = -Ue' ,(E E'*E"* + c.c.)(e2rlt/(2r') (2.5.32)

(£.) O O O

or,with the initial phase angle-notation:

E Q = |Eje
1 0 ( 0 € Re ) (2.5.33)

we obtain:
2r't

\i.j u u u _, (2.5.34)

Let us introduce the momentum Mi

M' := k'N' ,and so on. (2.5.35)

Take into consideration that:

e(2) = E(2) = e(2)
according to,e.g.(2.3.12).We suppose-without loss of accuracy within

second order- £-•«.. to be purely imaginary.

Then it follows from (2.5.26) and (2.5.31) that:

9t(k'A") + 3t(k"f) (2.5.36)

i.e. conservation of momentum,cf. (2.5.25),

Multiplying both sides of (2.5.27) by Je i|>'

conjungate we get for the case treated by Dysthe et al.:

Multiplying both sides of (2.5.27) by {e rj;' and adding the complex

3 U' = -Ji£' e ui'll llE'l |E"|e2rItcos(0-0'-0") (2.5.37)t (2) o ' o1 ' o1 • o1

and, when i|i = \j>' + ty", of course:
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3tD = 3tU' + 3tU" (2>5-38)

i.e.conservation of energy.

In the general case we start with (2.5.28) and (2.5.16) and obtain:

3t<V B - l i e^ 2 ) |E 0 | |E^ | | i ; ' | e 2 1" ' cos(0-0t-0") (2.5.39)

where:
|E"; |2e2 r I t

//' :• Jlm{3 (e'Xn1-*1)) —2 (2.5.40)
01 pt

and, where again e,... has been assumed to be imaginary:

9 U' = -iie e,o,Ret(j'|E I JE'I IE"Ie2F'fccos(0 -0'-0") (2.5.41)
t O (2) ' O' ' O' ' O

Let us define a complex action N and a complex energy U :

|I'|2e2rtt

<?': = J3 (e')(n'-*')— (2.5.42)
and:

U':= e ty'N' (2.5.43)

in accordance with (2.5.30).Of course:

N' = Im N' (2.5.44a)

U1 = Im V' (2,5.44b)

From (2.5.39) it follows that conservation of momentum has been main-

tained. Because in general Rety £ Reifi1 + Rei/>",we note from (2.5.41) that

conservation of energy has seemingly not been maintained.In fact this

is misleading.U' is a second-order quantity,but 3 1' is a third-order
c *

quantity.Within third order we can replace Reî ' by ty'.or i',or n' »
and so on,aided by the resonance condition:

H = n' + n"* (cf.2.2.4) (2.5.45)

we again obtain energy conservation.

2.5.3. Mismatch in wavenumber.

Let us allow for mismatch in wavenunbers as well.We suppose the wave-

vectors to be unidirectional.When wavenumbers are real,but some mis-

match is permitted we can make a distinction between the natural Wave-

numbers k,k' and. k" and the actual wavenumbevs k,k' and &".When
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|E| » |E*|, |E"| we can suppose: k = k and furthermore:

k = fc'+fe" (cf. 2.2.3) (2.5.46)

For harmonic solutions we find:

£(])(fc',n')I' = e. 2 )S«VI<
k" k f- k M)-«^^ l l*> tl (2.5.47)

We only look for solutions near resonance. Then e,... is a first-order

quantity and I' is a first-order quantity too. We can perform a Taylor

expansion around (k'.ty1) leading to:

[(n'-V)3 (£') + (fc'-k1^. (e')]I' (2.5.48)

or,the equivalent of (2.5.26):

(2.5.49)

where the group velocity w has been defined as:

w := -3 (e')/3.e' (2.5.50)
CO K

With the aid of the definition of the longitudinal dielectric coeffi-

cient, (1 .2.34) ,we find for the derivatives of the dielectric coeffi-

cients to be inserted in (2.5.49):

u 2
f 3 F

V = - I — " S 2 dv (2-5-51a)2s k1 J(k'v-* I) Z

8,e' = (1/k') - 3 e' (2.5.51b)
K (JLJ

This calculation demonstrates that the case of mismatching in wave-

number can be treated in the same way as the case where the natural

frequencies are not exactly matched.In stead of frequency shift,shift

in wavenuraber occurs,possibly leading to evanescent or spatially in-

stable waves.
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2.6. CONCLUSION.

If we work out the second-order equations for waves in a homogeneous,

unmagnetized Vlasov plasma with all F isotropic, we find - in the hy-

drodynamical and the kinetic description - pairs of coupling equati-

ons: One for the longitudinal and one for the transverse component of

the wave under consideration. We restricted ourselves to the case

without drift. Nevertheless a hybridization may occur because of the

coupling, but the "improper" component has a second-order amplitude

and is not of great importance. More interesting is tie (complex)

frequency shift caused by coupling. It can give rise .o growing solu-

tions. The assumption made by other authors concerning exact real

matching turns out to be unnecessary. It is easy to generalize the

calculation for wave-wave coupling to cases with complex mismatching,

where the real mismatching can be of the same order as the damping or

growing.

In many specific cases of interaction between longitudinal (electron-

or ion-) and/or transverse waves we have calculated the coupling co-

efficients. The relation between the results obtained by the hydrody-

namical and the kinetic description can be demonstrated by the appli-

cation of the Bohm and Gross approximation. It turns out that the ki-

netic th jry gives rise to a unified method for describing many dif-

ferent coupling mechanisms. They are classified in this chapter.

Within this context we have studied a hybrid model of Brillouin-scat-

tering. We finally generalized the theory of energy-exchange through

wave-wave coupling to include the case of a small mismatch between

the real parts of the natural frequencies.
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CHAPTER 3. COHERENT 3-WAVE INTERACTION AND PARAMETRIC EXCITATION.
*«»«ZS«XaSSKSXUX3SE>BKSKSCESISSBKiaaKttXaSKBS3SSBSB3SSSS=S=SS=S=S=

3.0. INTRODUCTION.

In this chapter we deal with the treatment of the interaction of

three waves. We are especially interested in conditions for instabi-

lity of the interacting waves. We will use an abstract formulation of

the coupling equations. Specific coupling coefficients can be inser-

ted for certain physical problems, e.g. those of chapter 2.

We start with three-wave interaction that can be described by the

full set of Manley-Roue relations (1). These relations often appear

in wave-wave coupling problems from many fields of physics, like non

linear optics, e.g. (2), electrotechnics (parametric amplifiers) and

celestial mechanics. When the natural frequency of the interacting

waves (i.e. the frequency determined by the dispersion relations of

those waves without coupling terms) is complex, the problem does not

have (in general) an analytic solution. But we can plot phase port-

raits (3), qualitative plots that give insight in the occurrence of,

e.g., phase-locking or (explosive) instabilities. We look for methods

to simplify the problem (or to generalize it) and discuss briefly the

"non linear n-uave problem" and the method of "contraction". The lat-

ter is related to a definite choice of initial conditions that decrea-

ses the number of variables by one, but the non linearity is main-

tained. Some authors (,4) speak of 2-mode coupling in the case when

the three-wave system is contracted once.

When all the natural frequencies are purely real, we can usually ob-

tain analytical solutions in terms of elliptic functions.

The case of three interacting waves that are comparable in amplitude

appears in turbulent plasmas. Because of the turbulence many waves a-

re present and we can consider three of them which are near-resonant.

When there exist triplets such that a wave in such a triplet may grow

to an amplitude that is significantly exceeding the level of the tur-
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bulence, but nevertheless sufficiently small to give a good linear ap-

proximation, we turn to the parametric case. This case is characteri-

zed by a dominant wave, the pump wave.

Other configurations that can be described in such a way arise from

the presence of an external source (e.g. an antenna), or a growing

wave triggered by the presence of a sufficiently high drift velocity.

Apart from the parametric system to be described in the first four

subsections of this chapter, a configuration characterized by two do-

minant waves is also possible. We will restrict ourselves, however,

to the parametric case with one dominant wave. Such a case always

leads to solutions that can be described by one of the special functi-

ons of mathematical physics or, when the pump wave is undamped, by

harmonic solutions. This is much simpler than the purely turbulent ca-

se when in general no analytic solutions will be available.

The influence of the interacting waves on the pump wave does not show

up until beyond the second order. If the natural frequency of the

pump wave is complex, we obtain solutions for the amplitudes of the

interacting waves in terms of Bessel functions. In the limit of an

undamped pump wave we obtain harmonic solutions. The condition of

exact real matching (.5,6) does not have to be met. In fact the actual

frequency does not coincide with the natural frequency, i.e. the fre-

quency that appears when coupling is excluded. The resulting frequen-

cy shift is (in case the complex natural mismatching is relatively

small) such that exact complex matching of the actual frequencies is

obtained. In the literature on parametric interaction only special ca-

ses are considered. Most authors assume an exact real matching condi-

tion: 0) = u>" + u". Among many others we refer to (5,7). This conditi-

on can not be satisfied, e.g. in the case of the interaction of three

ion waves. Moreover, we want to calculate threshold values for gro-

wing solutions. This turns out to be possible. Once the coupling con-

stants inserted, we are ready to give the circumstances under which

parametric instability occurs. We can do so using the full kinetic

theory, this in contrast to others (6,7) who use hybrid theories.
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3.1 . CONDITIONS FOR HARMONIC SOLUTIONS OF COHERENT 3-WAVE INTERACTION.

The problem of weak interaction of three waves has in general no har-

monic solutions. We will derive the conditions for the occurrence of

such solutions. One of these conditions turns out to be the presence

of a pumpwave with an amplitude that is small in the sense that line-

ar dispersion applies, bet much larger than that of the other two in-

teracting waves. This is a so-called parametric interaction process.

Once the conditions for harmonic solutions are known, we determine

the properties of these solutions. An important property is a small

frequency shift from the natural to the actual frequency. A resonance

condition for the actual frequencies is presented.

Let us suppose a system of spatially harmonic oscillations. It is

characterized by the wavevectors k, k' and k" that have real compo-

nents and are exactly in resonance,according to:

k = k1 + k" (3.1.1)

We assume every oscillation obeys a dispersion relation D. It relates

the wavenumber to the (complex) natural frequency i>. We will develop

the theory for plasma oscillations. Thus we substitute the linear

dispersion relations as hasve been derived in chapter 1.:

D(k,<|>) = 0; D'(k',i|i') = 0; D"(k",i|>") = 0 (3.1.2)

The natural frequency \\> has real and imaginary parts denoted as fol-

lows:

ty = OJ + iy (w,Y 6 Re ; cf. 1.3.24) (3.1.3)

Interaction between the three waves results usually in some deviation

from the natural frequency.

Throughout this chapter the amplitudes E, E1 and E" of the three wa-

ves, which are assumed to be first-order quantities, have been consi-

dered. When the coupling terms ara small (in general a coupling term

is second-order in the amplitudes), a general form of the members of

the interacting system can be taken to be (cf. 1.1.7) :

(3.1.4)
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The amplitude E(t) = E(k,i|>;t) is weakly time-independent, i.e.

8 |E|/(<JJ|E|) is taken as a first-order quantity.

Note that in fact two expansions are used simultaneously. The small-

ness parameters of both expansions are considered to be of the same

order of magnitude.

Supposing we have harmonic solutions, we write (cf. 2.5.16,17):

3((r,t> - E e i ( ^ - n t ) (3.1.6)
— -• —o

where the actual frequency,n :

n = n + ir (3.1.7)

When there exists a harmonic solution, E has to be time-independent.

Thus:

3tE = i(t|> - n)E (3.1.8)

and, in general:

i3t «-*n - i|) (3.1.9)

It follows from (3.1.5) that the frequency shift (rrip) can also be

considered as a first-order quantity.

Now the problem of coherent 3-wave interaction can be described by a

set of three coupled equations. Restricting ourselves to a one-dimen-

sional case (i.e. k, k1 and k" unidirectional) they read:

D (k ,n $ * c :H" (3.1.10a)

D'tt'.nME"' - c'if ft"* (3.1.10b)

D ^ k - . n " ) ^ - c'% ft1* (3.1.10c)

Here c, c1 and c" are the coupling ooeffiaients. They are defined as

before (cf. 2.3.A and 2.3.7). In a specific case, L •-• L1 + L", this

coefficient equals the second-order dielectric coefficient (cf. 2.3.9).

Because the frequency shift is small with respect to the frequencies,

we can use the Taylor expansion with respect to iff, viz:
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D(k,n) = D(k,n) + (n-^)3wD + ... = (THO3J3, (3.1. It)

where 3 D is: 3 D(k,t|O» Using this expansion and (3.1.9) we replace

the set (3.1.10) by:

i3 D 8 E « c E'E" exp[i(^ -if1' -ii)")t] (3.1.12a)

i3 D'3 E' • c'E E" exp[i(i|/'+t//" -0 ) t ] (3.1.12b)

i3 D"3 tE" - c"E E l*expCi(i|i"+i{i I% ) t ] (3 .1 .12c )

o r , r e p l a c i n g the weak time dependence with the aid of ( 3 . 1 . 6 ) :

Ol -<fi )Eo3uD - c E^£ exp[i(n -n1 -r)"~)t) (3.1.13a)

(n'-iJf^E^D'- c'EoE^*exp[i(n'+Ti"*-n ) t ] (3.1.13b)

(3.1.13c)

Let us for later use rewrite the equations of the set (3.1.13) in an-

other form, namely:

(n'-ili'Hn"-*")* - K |Eo|
2exp(2r t) (3.1.14a)

<n -* Xn'-*1) - K"|E^|2exp(2r"t) (3.1.14c)

where K, K' and K" are the shift coefficients, defined by:

K - c'c'^/O^D'B^D"*) (3.1.15a)

K1 - c c" /O^D 3uD" ) (3.1.15b)

K" - c c1 /O^D 3wD' ) (3.1.15c)

A typical equation of the set (3.1.14) is obtained by calculation of
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E^ from (3.1.13c) and insertion of it in (3.1.13b).

He note that the shift coefficients are ~ 1. In the cases that we con-

sider these coefficients are real within zeroth order in the amplitu-

de. The sign of the coefficients depends on the interaction mechanism

under consideration and the direction of the involved wavevectors.

This sign turns out to be crucial for the evolution of the wave ampli-

tudes. A harmonic solution is only possible when the coefficients on

the right of (3.1.13) are time-independent. This means that the actu-

al frequencies are real and exactly matched, i.e.:

r - r1 » r" - o (3.1.16a)

n = n1 + n" O.i.i6b)

When we deal with only slightly Landau-damped waves, we can write the

coupling coefficients as almost purely imaginary quantities, cf, e.g.,

(2.3.8), and the derivatives of the dispersion equations S D, as al-

most purely real quantities. This follows from, e.g., (2.3.A), the de-

finition of the longitudinal dielectric coefficient. Of course the i-

maginary part of the natural frequency is much smaller than its real

part. Conditions (3.1.16) are necessary, but not sufficient. From the

system (3.1.13) an additional condition follows by multiplying the e-
* * *

quations by E , E1 and E" respectively. It is:

- -(n"-a)1I)3ajD"|E^
1|2/c" - E V E £ € 1m (3.1.17)

Inserting the initial phase angle (cf. 2.5.33):

E o - |Eo|e
iQ (3.1.18)

the conditions (3.1.17) can be rewritten as:

G1 + 0" - 0 - (| + i) (i integer) (3.1.19a)

and:
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|E'||E"| C |E ||E"| C' E I E* C"
I o " o' + o " o 1

+ ° " o1 - ± i(u-a)'-u»)IE I d D IE' 3 D 1 |E"| 8 D "1 o' 0) ' o1 0) ' o1 (i)

(3.1.19b)

This is, of course, a very restrictive condition for the initial va-

lues and we conclude that, in general, harmonic oscillations do not

occur for a system, governed by (3.1.10).

Often the case is considered where:

This is the parametric case. It refers to the interaction of a defini-

te - however low-amplitude - wave with two much smaller waves that a-

re present in the plasma from turbulence mechanisms. In this case the

conditions for harmonic solutions are far less restrictive because

the right-hand sides of equations (3.1.10a), (3.1.12a) and so on are

zero within second order. These are the equations that determine the

evolution of the wave characterized by E . This wave is called the

pyjnp wave. We refer to the other two waves as the interacting waves.

In the system (3.1.14) the right-hand sides of (3.1.14bc) are zero

and it follows clearly that if T = 0 too, the time dependency of the

coefficients disappears altogether and a harmonic solution results.

However, because of the fact that the influence of the coupling on

the evolution of the pump wave is assumed to be negligible up to

third order in E , the pump wave is not subjected to a frequency

shift, thus F * y. This also implies that the pump wave has a real

natural frequency. This condition gives rise to problems of consisten-

cy, especially so when we consider I «-» I1 + I"- interactions. Then

we have to face the fact that the natural frequency of the pump wave

has a considerable imaginary contribution. Consequently we have to

include some external source to make the pump wave E undamped, anot-

her mechanism may be local excitation. Condition (3.1.20) is in fact

a restriction to the case of a definite pump wave, interacting with

two infinitesimal waves that are always present in a plasma, due to

turbulence. In the theory of plasma heating the study of this case is

important because it is relevant for existing experimental studies

(7.).

Another method to achieve conditions for harmonic solutions proceeds
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straightforwardly from the system (3.1.12). If we once more include

condition (3.1.20), (3.1.12) can be written in the form:

3tE =•= 0 (3.1.21a)

3^E' + iOM>'-V*)3 tE' - K|E|
2E'exp(2yt) •= 0 (3.1.21b)

3^E" + i(*-i|jl%")3tE" - K|E|
2E"exp(2Yt) - 0 (3.1.21c)

A typical equation of this set, e.g. (3.1.21b), is obtained by diffe-

rentiation of both sides of (3.1.12b) with respect to t and inserting
*

3 E" from (3.1.12c). We see immediately that y has to be zero in or-

der to obtain harmonic solutions, i.e. a purely undamped pump wave.

3.2. HARMONIC SOLUTIONS.

3.2.1. General discussion of resonance conditions and threshold values.

Let us return to the set of equations (3.1.13). Because of condition

(3.1.20) the right-hand side of (3.1.13a) is zero. The resonance con-

ditions for the actual frequencies follow then immediately from the

conditions for time independence of the coefficients,namely:

(r)'+n"*-ri =* 0) n (n'*+n"-o = o)

resulting in:

(n = ip e Re ) n (n-n'-n"* - o) (cf. 2.2.4) (3.2.1)

or:

Y - r = 0 (3.2.2a)

T' - T" (3.2.2b)

Q - «' + n" (3.2.2c)

Under certain conditions it is possible that the interaction process

gives rise to unstable solutions, even when the interacting waves are

both Landau damped. Unstable solutions can give rise to dissipation

as is, e.g., the mechanism for plasma heating by electromagnetic wa-

ves, and the saturation of (micro)-instabilities. This illustrates

that a discussion of these conditions is useful.

In general they refer to the amplitude of the pump wave, which has to
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exceed a well-defined threshold value to give rise to growing soluti-

ons. Equation (3.1.14a), with T = 0 inserted, is the appropriate star-

ting point for a straightforward determination of the threshold value:

(nf-r)(n"-*")* - K|E O|
2 (3.2.3)

It is useful to define the quantities U, x> X and y, which are all re-

al, according to:

.'.' :* to' + w" - 10 (real natural mismatch) (3.2.4a)

X + iy :* r)1 - to' (3.2.4b)

X :• Y1 + Y" (imaginary natural mismatch) (3.2.4c)

We note that, in tune with the remarks in the foregoing subsection,

K can be considered as a real quantity, up to third order.

Using some simple algebra, the complex equation (3.2.3) can be re-

written putting the real and the imaginary part zero, as:

xOc+M)-(j/-Y')(y-Y")+K|Eo|
2 = 0 (3.2.5a)

0 (3.2.5b)

In this set x and y are the only unknown quantities. When we have de-

termined them, with use of their definitions (3.2.4) and the resonan-

ce conditions of the actual frequencies (3.2.2), the value of the

frequency shift can be derived. For a solution there are two possibi-

lities left. With (3.2.5b) we can express x in y, or y in x . Inser-

ting this in (3.2.5a) we obtain an expression in y, or in 1 respec-

tively:

(2y-x>2 [ (y-y') dry.11) -K | E Q |
2 ] +M2 (y-y') (.y-y") - 0 (3.2. 6a)

(2X+M)2[JC(JC+M) -K|E O|
2]+(Y'-Y") 2X(X+M) * 0 (3.2.6b)

From equation (3.2.6a) the information on threshold values for margi-

nal instability can be obtained. In that case we put y = 0 in (3.2.6a)

and the threshold value follows:
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2 MW
KlEolthr= —2-Y'Y" (3.2-7)

A

The calculation of the threshold value is especially interesting in

the case when both interacting waves are Landau damped. Then Y'Y" > 0

and it is necessary that the amplitude of the pump wave exceeds the

threshold in order to obtain instability. We assumed K > 0.

3.2.2. Special cases.

3.2.2.0. Introduction.

Many authors make use of more restrictions than we have done insofar.

We have referred already to the case M = 0, i.e. no real mismatching,

a condition that nearly always is presupposed although it is evident

chat other configurations must also be possible. In the case of the

interaction of three ion waves, M is never exactly equal to zero, as

as can be seen from fig. 2.4.6. One author (7) describes the case

with M / 0 but replaces the condition M = 0 by another additional one,

namely: y' = y". The treatment of both cases proceeds similarly: In

both configurations two discrete classes of solutions appear.

The condition Y1 = Y" is relevant under special circumstances. We men-

tion those where both interacting waves are high-frequency ones (fig.

2.2, cases 1 and 3) with y1 = y" = 0. Other special cases can be met

when considering E ««* I1 + E" and I «-• I' + I". In the former the fre-

quency of the electron waves is much higher than that of the ion wave

but the ratio y/u of the ion wave is in general much higher than that

of an electron wave. For both interactions some special cases may a-

rise that satisfy y1 = y".

In all other cases we have M j8 0 and y' j y". Then there is no ques-

tion of two discrete classes of solutions. There is a contineous tran-

sition of these two classes into each other.

We will show that the additional conditions are not necessary for a

succesful calculation. In this way we extend our method to a general

near-resonant case, where M and y', y" may be of the same order. At

first we give a short review of the results that are obtained by ot-

her authors (14).
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3.2.2.1. No real mismatching: M = 0.

Mo real mismatching specializes the cases that have been mentioned in

subsection 2.1., except for the interaction between three ion-waves,

where no real matching is possible. The equations (3.2.6) that des-

cribe this configuration are reduced to:

x2 - (i/-y')(i/-Y") + K|E Q|
2 - 0 (3.2.8a)

X(2y-X) - 0 (3.2.8b)

From (3.2.8b) two classes of solutions emerge, viz.:

Equation (3.2.8a) reads then:

y2 - xy + (Y IY"-K|E O|
2) = o (3.2.9)

This equation has only real solutions if:

K I E
O |

2 > - K Y ' - Y " ) 2 (3.2.10)

Then there is only an imaginary frequency shift. This is of interest

to generate instable solutions. Stability conditions for the two real

solutions y of (3.2.9) are easily found. Both solutions are instable

if:

K|Eo|
2
hr> Y V (3.2.11)

This can be inferred from the stability condition (3.2.7). We assumed

both Y 1 and y" to be negative quantities. This result has been previ-

ously presented by Dysthe et al. (5). When K is positive, class 1-so-

lutions are always present.

Equation (3.2.8a) now reads:

7 •) 2

X + i(Yf-Y") + K)Eo| = 0 (3.2.12)

This equation has only real solutions if:
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K|E Q (3.2.13)

i.e. a complementary region with respect to the region of validity for

class I-solutions. When \ > 0, both solutions x are growing, in the
i 12 2

opposite case both solutions are damped. When K|EQ| = -|(Y'~Y") on~
ly one (hybrid) solution appears, namely

X = 0 ; y (3.2.14)

fig. 3.1.
Domains of stability and oocu-

We can bring together all this information in one plot. Although a

12 , „ three-dimensional picture with

Y !,Y" and K|E | plotted along

the x, y and z-axes would be the

most beautiful one, we contract

it to a 2-dimensionaI figure where

X and K|E | -Y'Y" are plotted a-

long the x- and y-axes. This gives

the essential information and,

provided y1 and y" are known quan-

tities, we can at once read off

the stability properties from it.

(cf. fig. 3.1). The shaded area

rence of class 1 and 2 soluti- i n d i c a t e s t h e occurrence of one

ons for 8-wave interaction with i n s t a b l e s o l u t i o n j t h e d o u b l e sha_

no real mismatch. d e d a r e a i n d i c a t e s t w o instabie

solutions. The domains of validity of class 1- and class 2-solutions

are indicated by roman figures and separated by the parabola:

y = -Jx .(cf. 3.2.10,13). The class 1-solution refers to zero real

frequency shift. The only frequency shift is one in the damping. If

the interacting waves are both damped with no coupling present, we on-

ly get growing solutions if the shift coefficient K is positive. We

can see from the structure of K,(cf. 3.1.15a), that this is true for

unidirectional longitudinal coupling. In fact the sign of K is highly

dependent on the symmetry of the coupling mechanism. Only at negative

K-values it is possible to obtain class 2-solutions. In this case the

imaginary part of the frequency shift, i.e. the crucial quantity that

determines the stability properties, is fixed by the imaginary parts
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first to a general case of y' • Y"« From (3.2.6) we derive immediately

the counterpart of (3.2.8). It reads:

(y-Jx)2 " x(x+M) - K|Ej 2 - 0 (3.2.15a)

• ° (3.2.15b)

Again two classes of solutions can be distinguished:

Class|2x-rlM•

Class 1-solutions occur if:

K |Ej 2 > lM2 (3.2.16)

Class 2-solutions occur in the complementary domain of the amplitude.

For the threshold value for instable solutions of class I we express

v and y" i-n Y1 and find:

K!Eo'thr " Y'2 + ^ (3.2.17)

If the threshold value is exceeded, in general one stable solution re-

sults. Stability domains can be read off from a figure that is the

counterpart of fig. 3.1, provided along the y-axis now:

y - K | E Q ]
2 - Y' 2 ~ iM2 has been plotted.

If both interacting waves are approximately undamped waves the same

discussion is valid, and the threshold value simplifies to:

( 3 - 2 - l 8 )

We will generalize the theory as outlined above in order to obtain a

unification of the results that can be found in the literature. This

is performed to describe every case we want and it may be a first step

on the way to determine the interaction process of waves that belong

to a near-resonant continuum. From the mathematical point of view it

is somewhat more complicated. The condition M " 0, as has been imposed

by nearly all authors somewhat prematurely, can be discarded.
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of the natural frequencies of the waves that are involved. When these

waves are stable, the coupling does not change this property. A crite-

rion on instability is the sum of the imaginary parts of the frequen-

cies, X' When °ne of the two interacting waves is faster growing than

the other is damped, a growing result appears when coupling is inclu-

ded.

We can demonstrate the evolution of such a system with increasing

drift in fig. 3.1. Let us to that order assume a positive K-value. If

we start with some y' and y"(say, negative values) and we apply an in-

creasing drift current, in general y' and y" increase towards positive

values because of the drift instability. The behaviour of the system

under discussion can then be plotted as a trajectory in the parameter

space of fig. 3.1. If we start with some, say equal, negative value of

y' and y" and we assume that they increase with the same rate, a para-

bola in fig. 3.1 characterizes the behaviour of the system. We see

clearly that along the (dashed) parabola we travel towards parameter

domains that are characterized by a higher degree of instability.(Das-

hed line a). The same can be said for the behaviour of the system

when y" remains unchanged (maybe positive or negative) and y1 increa-

ses from negative to positive values. We then obtain straight lines,
9 9

going through point (0, K|E | + y" ) with a direction coefficient

-Y11. (Dashed lines b and c).

We conclude that the application of drift current facilitates the oc-

currence of parametric instability. In realistic cases, however, the

resonance conditions require more sophisticated combinations of waves

to be near-resonant when current is applied. This is due to the drift

modification of the dispersion relations as is plotted in fig. 1.2.

the modification results in a change of K.

3.2.2.2. Interacting waves equally and strongly damped: y' = Y"«

The next case, i.e. y1 *" Y"» with the special case y1 = y" « 0, can be

treated mathematically in the same way. We will see that the damping

and the real mismatch work in t-he same direction on the threshold va-

lue. When these quantities are of the same order, their influence on

the threshold value is of the same order too. A special case is rele-

vant when the damping of the two interacting waves is sufficiently

small to be considered zero. This may be true for Raman scattering

(fig. 2.2, case 1). It will be discussed separately. Let us turn at
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3.2.3. General case.

In the general case no clear separation of the solutions into two

classes is possible, as can be seen from the system of equations

(3.2.5). However, we can simplify this system considerably by the in-

troduction of new quantities, viz.:

X := X + lM (3.2.19a)

y :- y - Jx (3.2.19b)

X :- y' " Y" (3.2.19C)

In these new quantities, the equations (3.2.5) can be rewritten as:

- (y2-ix2) + K|Eo|
2 - 0 (3.2.20a)

xy = JMX (3.2.20b)

and (3.2.6) passes into:

y4 - j/2(ix2 - W2 + K|Ej 2) - (|%)2 = 0 (3.2.21a)

t + X2(Jx2 - iM2 + K | E Q |
2 ) - UMx")2 - 0 (3.2.21b)

These equations are symmetric in x and iy (and in M and ix). This

means that the mismatch of the real and the imaginary part are of the

same order in the amplitude. In the literature, however, the real part

of the mismatch is often neglected.

The case y' " Y1' can be described by: x = 0 anc it is clearly seen

that it is the counterpart of: M = 0. The two classes of solutions ap-

pearing in those cases follow straightforwardly from (3.2.20b), where

the right-hand side of this equation is now zero, namely x = 0 (class

1-solutions) and y * 0 (class 2-solutions). It must be noted that x

is not the imaginary part of the natural mismatching, but it repre-

sents the imaginary part of: ((/ - ip1 - ip" , (pf. 3.2.1),

^ _ ^» _ tfi* • _ ( M + j^) (3.2.22a)

n - n' - n"* - o (3.2.22b)
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Hence x is equal to the imaginary part of the frequency shift, while

M, i.e. the real mismatching, is equal to the real part of the fre-

quency shift. A physically interesting feature of the calculation of

the general case is the determination of the regions of instability.

Starting from (3.2.21), (3.2.21a) is the fitting equation for instabi-

lity analysis because it is an expression in y. Its discriminant is

positive and it can be shown that there is only one positive solution
-2

for y , and this means that always two solutions for y exist, a posi-

tive as well as a negative one. Normalizing with respect to K|E | ma-

kes it possible to simplify (3.2.21a) to:

z - z ( x - y + l ) - x y = 6

sgn x = sgn y = sgn z
(3.2.23)

with:

x : =
I2 K|EJ2 (3.2.24)

a. b.

fig. 3.2.

Relevant parameter domain for 3-wave interaction.

a.Positive z-values;b_. Negative z-values.

This equation refers to class 2-solutions.

In a 3-wave system with wavevectors and amplitudes defined, x and y

are fixed and in an (x.y)-diagram we can read off z, thus y can be
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found. In these diagrams lines of constant z are orthogonal hyperbolae

(cf. fig. 3.2a). The shaded areas indicate the permitted quadrants, as

follows from the conditions (3.2.22) on the signs of x, y and z. Hence

there are two strictly separated cases: (x > 0) fl (y > 0), and

(x < 0) n (y < 0), referring to a positive or negative sign of K. For

z = 0, the hyperbolae degenerate into two perpendicular straight lines

y - 0 and x * 0. They represent the special cases treated in the pre-

ceding subsection. From an analysis of the intersection points of the

hyperbolae with the x- and y-axes, we see that for class 2-solutions,

the relevant part of these perpendicular lines contains only x * 0,

y > 1, and y • 0, -1 < x < 0. In the same way we can treat class 1-so-

lutions, starting from (3.2.20b).

Another way to show the character

of the two classes of solution

starts again from (3.2.23). We make

a plot (fig. 3.3) of z vs. (x-y+1)

with xy as a parameter.

When xy > 0 then it is necessary

that z > 0. We get smooth curves,

but for xy = 0 they show two well-

separated branches corresponding to

the two classes of solutions. Of

course an inversion with respect to

the origin yields the plot for the

case x, y and z < 0, i.e. a nega-

tive K.

increasing

class 2 (x-y+1)-*

Two distinct classes of solu-

tions as a special case of 3-

•Jave intvraeton. Shaded area

•is forbidden region.

3.3. DOUBLE COUPLING.

3.3.0. Introduction.

Double coupling (25) is a special case of 3-wave interaction with

four waves involved. Two of these waves are related to the same dis-

persion relation and their frequencies and wavenumbers are near-reso-

nant with respect to waves that are obtained by forward- and backscat-

tering of a high-frequency wave by a low-frequency one (fig. 3.4).

In the cases 2 (i.e. Brillouin scattering) and 5 from fig. 2.2 we can

expect such a coupling mechanism. The dispersion of the pump wave and

the scattered wave are equal there. The low-frequency wave is of
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k2

b.

fig.3.4.

Two configurations of

double coupling.

course an ion wave. The amplitude of

the pump wave is here much larger too

than that of the others, i.e. the

scattering and the scattered one, (cf.

3.1.20). The existence of harmonic so-

lutions requires the pump wave to re-

main undamped up to the same order in

which we consider the ion wave and the

scattered wave.

3.3.1. General solutions.

It turns out to be possible to proceed

in the same way as was done for a sim-

ple 3-wave interaction. Let us intro-

duce a pump wave £"(r,t) and let us

consider only unidirectional cases:

Forward scattering and backscattering.

The (undamped) pump wave is then given

by (2.5.1.) and (3.1.16):

E - E o

Furthermore we introduce a low-frequency wave:

(3.3.1)

(3.3.2)

Their interactions gives rise to harmonic waves E'' and 2?" respecti-

vely. They are subject to the condition:

p«l2 Iv" I2 lu"
o1 ' ' ol1 ' ' o

I
o2' (3.3.3)

in analogy with the foregoing we derive relations for the interacti-

on. It is found that we have to take the conditions for resonance in

conformity with (3.1.1) and (3.2.1), in the following form:

kl k - k1

'! = k + k' n +

(3.3.4a)

(3.3.4b)
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To put it differently, (3.3.4) means that waves resonant according to

their wavenutnbers, will get the given actual frequencies because only

then they will have stationary amplitudes. Examples of double coup-

ling, in the case of scattering of electron plasma oscillations by an

ion acoustic wave, i.e. E «•• I1 + E", are given in fig. 3.4ab. The

counterpart of the set of coupling equations (3.1.13), with resonance

conditions (3.3.4), reads:

D (k , n)E Q - 0 (3.3.5a)

D<(k\n')E; - c j E o E ^ + c ' E ^ o 2 (3.3.5b)

DI1(kI1',n
1,I)E|J, = c'j'E^* (3.3.5c)

D"(k^,npE^ 2 - c2'EoE^ (3.3.5d)

Because the frequency shift of the low-frequency wave E1 with respect

to its natural frequency may be considerable, we cannot make a Taylor

series expansion around D ^ k ' , ^ 1 ) .

Elimination of the doubly primed amplitudes leaves us with:

/ cjc1;* clc" N

D'(k',n') - • ( - T T - J + — — iKI (3.3.6)
V (k'\ny) D'^k^np-7 °

The right-hand side is indeed a function of k' and ri1 only, at least

for a given r| and |E |, because of the resonance conditions (3.3.4).

We assume the frequency shift of the scattered (i.e. doubly primed)

waves to be much smaller than their natural frequencies. This seems

realistic because we cannot expect large shifts for high-frequency

waves. Taylor expansion of the dispersion relation then leads to:

11 \ ,
J K | E | \ (3.3.7)

3 D'
(0

where we have introduced:

K - cjc'j' /O^D'a^D" ) - -c^c^/O^D'a^D"), (cf. 3.1.19) (3.3.8)

We assumed:

c'j1* = -c2' 6 Im; cj = c^ € Im (3.3.9)
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Cf. the remark concerning the smallness of the imaginary parts of the

derivatives of the dispersion equations during the discussion of the

system (3.1.10). The assumptions (3.3.8-9) are only correct if k' « k,

cf. fig. 3.4a, or k1 » k, cf. fig. 3.4b. The former is the case

under consideration. The latter one is not essentially different from

it. The resonance conditions are there:

n'j - n + n'; n^ = n + n', cf. (3.3.4) (3.3.10)

We will not discuss this case here.

Returning to (3.3.7), we write it differently, viz.:

3WD' ty -(if+n')H* +<i|i"+nf)}

where if/ and if/ are defined according to :

<3. n )

:= n - |(ill1,1* + 4»2> (3.3.12a)

:= i(ifiy* - if£) (3.3.12b)

Let us decompose (3.3.11) in its real and imaginary parts. Of course

we write n' = fi1 + i f and treat ty in the numerator as a complex

coefficient.

3 Df

U)
{(r'-y1,1

. 2I(J+ K|EQ|
2 (3.3.13)

We can reduce (3.3.13) using the transformation:

fl :* fif + |<to»Y - u p - fl' + Retf/" (3.3.14a)

f := r - KY',1 + y'p ' rT + iwf (3.3.i4b)

leaves us with: (3.3.15)
D'(k'»1*) (f -Im iJ )-(fi -Re if/ )+2i(J5f-Re<j/ Imip ) -

— 4- ? — + 9
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We assume Iwfi « 0. This assumption implies y" » YO^'Y") an& i£ *s a

realistic assumption because the wave concerned (an electron wave or

an electromagnetic wave) is relatively weakly damped and the discre-

pancy between the corresponding (real) frequencies to'1 and U), is small.

This assumption is similar to the one made for strict 3-wave inter-

action (subsection 3.2.2.2) (y1 - y") but we note that for double

coupling the assumption y" • y'l is usually less restrictive because

the waves E1' and EL1 have the same character (cf. fig. 3.1). The as-

sumption gives rise to a fair simplification of (3.3.15). We write

ReO as 0 and obtain:

D'(k',n') (F2-n2+i|;+2) • .....

• + 2 -2 + 2 -2 2* KIE
OI (3.3.16)

3.3.2. Near-resonant case.

As in the treatment of a pure 3-wave interaction we look for the near-

resonant case, where D'(k',r)') is a first-order quantity. This can be

done when the numerator is a first-order quantity and the denominator

is a second-order quantity, approximately equal to |E | . Because the

denominator is a product of two expressions that can not be simultane-

ously of second order, one of them has to be so, while the other one

is of order 1. Let us suppose: (£2-i|) ) +V is the second-order quantity.
_2
" is always of second-order cf. (3.3.14b). Remember that the reso-

— - — + 2
nance conditions prescribe: Imi/i << Re^ . Consequently (Q-ty ) is a
second-order quantity and we define:

Xl := 55 - 1|/ S fit _ un (3.3.17)

and the only remaining terms of correct order, lead to:

D'(k\rT) x.-if

3 D' X, + F 2

tii 1

(3.3.18)

In this case it is permitted to expand D'(k',riT) in a Taylor series,

cf. (3.1.11), leading to:

(n' - if") (X, + if) = -K|Ej 2 (3.3.19)

This expression can be rewritten:
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[x, + (n-ui'-u1,1) + i(F-Y'-Y")] [x,+in = -K|E Q|
2 (3.3.20)

i.e. an expression in x. and f.

If we define, similar to (3.2.4ac):

Wj := ui1 + u'j1 -(o; X := Y* + Y" (3.3.21)

(3.3.20) becomes:

[x, - W, + i(f-x)] [x, + IF] = -K|Eo|
2 (3.3.22)

where x., M.tT and x a
re a H first-order quantities. Decomposing

(3.3.22) in its real and imaginary parts, we get:

XjCXjHlfj) " f(f-X) + K | E j
2 = 0 (3.3.23a)

f(x,-M,) + x,(r-x) = 0 (3.3.23b)

This set of equations has a structure similar to (3.2.5).

We can work out (3.3.23) in the same way as (3.2.5). In order to find

the threshold value we make use of the paramount of (3.2.6a):

(2r-x)2 {r(F-x) - K|E O|
2} + M,2r(r-X) = o 0.3.24)

and putting: T = 0, then f = -|(YV + Y ^ • ~Y"

(we have assumed Y1.' = y'l in an earlier stage).

The general threshold value for double coupling is, cf. (3.2.7)

K|E I;. = Y " ( Y ' + 2Y") (1 + ! j) (3.3.25)
0 t h r (Y'+3Y") Z

We note that the expression for this threshold value has a similar

structure as that for strict 3-wave coupling (3.2.7). The expression

is somewhat more complicated, because there is no symmetry in E' and

E" as was the case with strict 3-wave coupling. This is inherent to

the coupling mechanism.

Another way of treating (3.3.23) is by redefinition:

x, := x, - JMJ (3.3.26a)

l} := f - Jx (3.3.26b)
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leading to the paramount of (3.2.20):

(3.3.27a)

(3.3.27b)

As in the strict 3-wave case we can distinguish between two special

cases (14). They are characterized by M. = 0 and by x = 0. We note

that x = 0 is somewhat restrictive because it implies Y1 = Y"-

3.4. COHERENT 3-WAVE INTERACTION WITH y * 0-

3.4.1. Basic equations.

This subsection deals with a configuration where the smallness condi-

tion on the interacting waves, (3.1.20) persists, but the condition on

the pump wave, Y = 0, necessary for the existence of harmonic solu-

tions, is relaxed. This way a substantial generalization is obtained.

For instance, the process of decay of a Landau-damped plasma wave into

other waves, can be studied analytically. This is especially useful if

the pumpwave is a substantially damped ion wave. A useful starting

point is the set of equations (3.1.21) from which we use (3.2.21b). In

this context it is a linear differential equation with a time-depen-

dent coefficient, namely exp (2yt). The first derivative can be elimi-

nated by:

E1 = T exp[-ii(tj;-*'-*"*)t] (3.A.I)

(3.1.21b) then reads:

32T + U0M'I-'l'"V - K|E|2 exp (2Yt)] T = 0 (3.4.2)

It can be made algebraic by the following substitution:

T = e 2 Y t (3.4.3)

A general Bessel type equation appears:

T 23^T+T3 TT+ [iOIMj'-ip11*)2 - K|E| 2T] T/4Y2 = 0 (3.4.4)
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We can solve this equation by Lommel and Malmste'n's formula, see,

for instance, ref. (S). Its general solution reads:

T = Zv(*) (3.4.5)

with:

(3.4.6a)

(3.4.6b)

where Z is a solution of the standard Bessel equation of order v.

Conventional expressions for Z are:

Z ($) . = C.J (©) + C_J_ (<D) (v not an integer) (3.4.7a)

Z («) = C J (*) + C.Y (©) (v an integer) (3.4.7b)

Z (4>) = c$% '(*) +C,H (O) (v arbitrary) (3.4.7c)

C.-values are constants,that depend on initial amplitudes. There ap-

pear Bessel functions of the first, second (also called Neumann

functions) and third kind (also called Hankel functions of first and

second kind)• We have now obtained a basic tool to solve the equati-

ons for three-wave interaction with damped pump wave.

3.4.2. No real mismatch.

Also in this treatment, the calculation is substantially simplified if

no real mismatch is present, i.e. M = 0. This assumption is certainly

violated for the case I •*»» I'+I". If M = 0, v is a real quantity as

follows at once from its definition (3.4.6b). Another assumption that

we make is: K £ Re. This assumption is more realistic, as has been

pointed out in subsection 3.2.1. Then- 9 is purely imaginary when

K > 0, or purely real when K < 0, cf. (3.4.6a). In the harmonic case

(Y>Y'>Y" = 0, cf. (3.1.21b)) the + or - sign of K result in solutions

in terms of circular or hyperbolic functions respectively. For this

reason Hankel functions will be most suited and we will use (3.4.7c).

Let us restrict ourselves to positive K-values, and hence describe the

counterpart of the harmonic system, treated in section 3.2. These

positive K-values then coincide with class 1-solutions and the negati-
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ve K-values with class 2-solutions (cf. 3.2.10,13).

Let us calculate the coefficients C. as used in (3.A.7). We simplify

the notation by defining:

H(l).= H
(1)[(5(t)] (3.4.8a)

H(I):= H(1)(O) = HO)[O(0)] (3.4.8b)

(2)
and analogeously for H .

In order to evaluate Ce , we use the initial conditions:5,6

T = C,H(1) + C,H(2) (3.4.9a)
5 v 6 v

where 3 H and 3_H have an obvious definition.
© v 9 v

From this set we tetermine C_ and C,:
5 b

(3.4.9b)

— — — O\
C5 = (T3<D " 8 t T / 3 t® ) H v / W ( 0 ) (3.4.10a)

C f t ( T 3 3,T/3 »)H
D © t t V

where W is the Wronskian (3):

W(t) := W { H . H 0 \ ^

(3.4.11)
using the recurrence relation:

V\,= i(Vl -'W (3'4'12)

In formulae (3.4.5) and (3.4.7c) we insert the coefficients from

(3.4.10,11), leading to:

T = - [ ( H ( 1 )
3 i ( 2 ) - H ( 2 )

3 i ( 1 ) ) y - - ( H ( 1 ) H ( 2 ) - H ( 2 ) H ( 1 ) ) 3 ]T
, v 4>v v ft v ' v v v v t

y (3.4.13)

where we used, from (3.4.6a);

3tft = Y * (3.4.14)
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We obtained in (3.4.13) T(t) from its initial conditions T and 3 T

known.

We need to know the asymptotic behaviour of the solution, for t •* °°,

for a discussion of the behaviour for small but finite Y. As the be-

haviour will be quite different for positive or negative y we surmise

difficulties for a straighforward limit, y •*• 0.

Because:

«eYt (3.4.15)

it is clear that $ increases with t, when the pump wave is a growing

one. In this case we can derive the behaviour of T straightforwardly

from (3.4.13), using the asymptotic behaviour of Hankel functions for

large arguments:

H<1} r* /2/(TH&)exp(iEv) + 0(1*1"') (3.4.16a)

I P " % /2/(Ti»)exp(-iHv) + 0(|O| ) (3.4.16b)

with:

=v = * - JVTT - JIT ( 3 . 4 . 1 6 C )

From (3.4.16) we conclude tha t , for large arguments:

- - iH, + 0(1©!"') (3.4.17a)

Hv+1 ~ iHv2) + °<N"!> (3.4.17b)

We apply these approximate formulae in (3.4.13) after inserting recur-

rence relation (3.4.12), and obtain:

(3.4.18)

From (3.4.17) and (3.4.15) we conclude:

~ 2 exp (-|Yt) {exp[i(Hv- 1^)]+ exp [-i(Ey- H^H/Or « ) (3.4.19)
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Furthermore:

- v - v - - . . . " - I ) ( 3 . 4 . 2 0 )

Hence:

(3.4.21)

When K < 0, so 5, © € Im and after transformation of O according

to its definition we are left with:

T - e-iY

- [3t/A|E|
2][sinh {(eYt-l)^c|E|V)]] T (3.4.22)

When K < 0, so $ , € Re there appear hyperbolic instead of circu-

lar functions, viz.:

T ~

- [i8 t//K|E|2][sin{(eYt-l)/K|E|2/Y
2}]] f (3.4.23)

We can check this result by the establishment of limCy-O) > i.e. dis-

appearing instability. From (3.4.21) we find easily:

lira T = [cosbVk|E|2 - (3 A / K | E | 2 ) s inhA|E] 2 ] T (3.4.24)

Y+O

We can rewrite it in E' with use of (3.4.1), where: i(ip-ijj'-i|)" )=ryl-Y1'

because no real mismatching has been assumed. Then:

limE'(t) = [coshi/£|E|2 - (9 /v4|E|2)sinh^c|E|2]E'(0)e^Y""Y')1:

Y + 0 (3.4.25)

This is the same result as can be derived straightforwardly from

(3.4.2) in y = 0 is inserted there.
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3.4.3. The influence of y.

Of course the influence of y is crucial.

When y > 0 and if, in addition, K > 0 the coupling term K|E| e grows

in time and thus eventually leads to growing, i.e. instable, solutions.

There is a possibility for E1 to decrease and, after a lapse of time,

Che avitioaX time t , to increase again. The evolution of E' can be

written, using (3.4.21) and (3.4.1):

E1 + exp [(eYt-l)^)E|2/Y2 - J(Y'-Y")t] (3.4.26)

At t = t we have:
cr

8t E
1 = 0 (3.4.27)

Hence:

In [J(Y'-Y")//K|E|^] (3.4.28)

When this calculation leads to t < 0 the solution E' is growing

motiotonically. But when t > 0, E* decreases until t = t and starts
cr cr

increasing thereafter. The condition for t > 0 is:

(3.4.29)

Another situation arises when y < Q. The coupling term is then decrea-

sing in time. It is not possible to make use of the asymptotic expan-

sions of the Hankel functions, because the argument of the Hankel

functions decreases in time. We have to insert the expressions

(3.4.7a or b) for Z and we must make use of the series expansions of

the Bessel functions.

In conclusion we observe that an instable pump wave may give rise by

parametric excitation to waves of another type. It is even thinkable

that the mechanism repeats itself and that the thus excited waves a-

gain act as new pump waves for further excitation. One could conjec-

ture that this way a complete spectrum is generated. The case of a

damped pump wave is definitely different. Its understanding in this

context will require further study.
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3.5. THREE-WAVE INTERACTION WITH LOW-AMPLITUDE PUMP WAVE.

3.5.0. Introduction.

When the amplitudes of all interacting waves are comparable, restric-

tion (3.1.23) does not apply anymore. Consequently the system to be

studied is strongly non linear and we can only gather some results in

simplified cases. Starting from the set of coupling equations

(3.l.lla-c) we will derive the so-called Manley-Rowe relations in the

most general case. They consist of four differential equations with

real variables which describe the system completely. Most complicati-

ons are caused by the imaginary parts of the natural frequencies of

the waves. When the damnine coefficients are equal it is possible to

"contract" the system, i.e. to reduce the number of variables by a de-

finite choice of initial conditions. When all damping coefficients a-

re negligibly small it is even possible to give analytic solutions

for equivalent n-wave interaction processes. The (well-known) clue to

this is the availability of constants of the motion. Their existence

simplifies the Manley-Rowe system considerably.

3.5.1. Derivation of the Manley-Rowe relations.

First we define, taking the real mismatch M from its definition,

(3.2.3a):

d := -icS^D W and d" accordingly) (3.5.1)

Inserting these in the basic equations (3.1.2) we are left with:

3tE = d E'E" exp(iWt)expt(Y'+Y"-Y)t] (3.5.2a)

8tE' = d'E E"*exp(-iMt)exp[(Y"+Y-Y')t] (3.5.2b)

E'*exp(-iWt)exp[(Y+Y'-Y")t] (3.5.2c)

The coefficients in the right-hand sides, which contain the damping,

.can be derived by the insertion of:

G := E e Y t ,G' and G" accordingly. (3.5.3)
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We write:

Ot-Y)G = d G'G"exp(iMt) (3.5.4a)

Ot-Y')C = d'G G"exp(-iMt) (3.5.4b)

OC-Y")G" = d"G G'exp(-iMt) (3.5.4c)

This system of complex equations can be transformed into a system of

real equations by the introduction of polar variables 4> and 6:

G := F exp(i(|>) F(t),({i(t) e Re (3.5.5a)

d := d exp(i6) d ,6 £ Re (3.5.5b)

We define the total phase angle:

$ := <t>' + <)>" - $ + Mt (3.5.6)

The following set arises:

Ot-Y + i3t<j> )F = d F'F"exp[i(e +*)] (3.5.7a)

Ot-Y'+ i3t<t)')Fr = d'F F"exp[i(9'-4>)] (3.5.7b)

Ot-Y"+ iat4>")F" = D"F F'exp[i(6"-$)] (3.5.7c)

Writing the real and imaginary parts separately leads to the set of

Manley-Rowe equations; the fourth one follows from an addition of the

imaginary parts:

Ot-Y )F = d F'F"cos($+e ) (3.5.8a)

O ^ Y ^ F 1 = d'F F"cos($-6') (3.5.8b)

Ot-Y")F" = d"F F'cos(*-e") (3.5.8c)
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3 4 = d'^- sin(e'-*)+d"^ sin(6"-1>)-d^- sin(6+$)+ M (3.5.8d)
C r r r

These relations are valid for any type of interacting waves. Speciali-

sing to waves in plasmas the coefficients d, d1 and d" are almost

real quantities. Hence 6 = 6 = 6" = 0. This is physically correct,

cf. subsection 3.1. Then the set (3.5) can be simplified to:

O t - Y)F = dF'F" cos * (3.5.9a)

O t - y')F' = d'FF" cos $ (3.5.9b)

O t - Y")F" = d"FF' cos * (3.5.9c)

at» = M -<d'i|r + d'̂ Jn- + &£-) sin $ (3.5.9d)

In general this set of equations cannot be solved analytically. The

occurrence of damping coefficients gives rise to difficulties. With-

out loss of generality the values of d, d' and d" can be put equal to

+_ 1 by appropriate scaling of the amplitudes of the interacting waves.

Only the sign is of physical importance.

3.5.2. Sets of equations, related to the Manley-Rowe relations.

3.5.2.]. Nonlinear n-wave interaction.

In the same way as we derived the set of Manley-Rowe relations (3.5.9)

for a 3-wave system, we can give it for a n-wave system. Then we can

look for methods of solution for n = 1, n = 2 and so on. From simple

cases we can pass on to more complicated ones.

We will give the set of Manley-Rowe equations for n = 1,2:

n = 1 : O t - Y)F = d cos * (3.5.10a)

3J> = M - 4 sin $ (3.5.10b)

n = 2 : O t - Y)F = dF' cos $ (3.5.1 la)

Ofc - Y')F' = d'F cos * (3.5.11b)

3 $ = M - (d^- + d'^sin $ (3.5.11c)
L r r
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3.5.2.2. Contraction.

Apart from the simplification (or generalization) given by the concept

of nonlinear n-wave interaction, we sometimes meet nonlinear 3-wave

problems that boil down to simpler problems namely, for special

choices of the initial conditions. Let us start from the set of equa-
pt pit

tions (3.5.9), and suppose Y' = Y". If 7xr(t = 0) = -rrrit = 0) then
at all times. Then (3.5.9) can be writtenit

in

F
is seen that -7

the following

(3. - Y)F •
t

1 SS

form:

dF'2

F"

COS (3.5.12a)

O c - y')F' = d'FF' cos $ (3.5.12b)

3 * = M - {(d'+d")F + dF'2/F} sin $ (3.5.12c)

When in addition y1 = Y> "e contract once more and obtain, taking into

account F'//d' = F//d:

O t " Y)F = dF
2 cos $ (3.5.13a)

3t* = M - (d+d'+d")F sin $ (3.5.13b)

As we will see, contraction and having a vanishing constant of the

motion is equivalent. In contrast to the method of simplification

given in 3.5.2.1. we keep the main faetures of the system under con-

sideration but restrict ourselves to a special case.

3.5.3. The undamped system.

3.5.3.1. Constants of the motion.

We start by looking to a process of 3-wave interaction. The natural

frequencies of the three oscillations involved are supposed to be

real: y = y1 * y". This assumption is valid when e.g. electromagnetic

and electron plasma waves interact, like the cases 1 (Brillouin-scatte

ring)and 3 of fig. 2.2. Multiplying both sided of (3.5.9a,b) with F

and Ff respectively and subtraction, leads to the constant of the

motion:

A, = F2/d - F'2/d' (3.5.14a)

and in the same way we obtain:
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F2/d - F"2/d" (3.5.14b)

\le can also find:

3t(F
2+F'2+F"2) = ZW+d'+d'OFF'F" cos * (3.5.15a)

3t(FF'F") = (dFl2F"2+d'F2F"2+d"F2F'2) cos $ (3.5.15b)

The first of them follows from multiplication of (3.5.9a-c) by F, F'

and F" respectively, and subsequent addition. Multiplication of both

sides of (3.5.9d) by FF'F" cos * and rearrangement leads to:

FF'F" cos * Ot4> - M) = -3t(FF'F") sin $ (3.5.16)

We also have the identity:

3t(FF'F" sin $) = sin $ 3t(FF'F") + FF'F" cos $ 3t$ (3.5.17)

Write all terms of (3.5.16) as time derivatives we are left with:

3t(FF'F"sin $)-sin $3t(FF'F") = d+$+d» 3t(F
2+F'2+F"2)-sin$3t(FF'F")

Consequently:

9 9 9
V +F' +V"

A = F F ' F " s i n t - {M d+&<+d>< (3.5.18)

is a constant of the motion.

Because one can write F', F" and F in terms of the previously found

constants of the motion (3.5.14ab), we can write A in another form:

A = FF'F" sin * - |M F2/d (3.5.19a)

It has a striking resemblance with similar constants of the motion,

appearing in nonlinear n-wave problems with n < 3.

For n = 1: A Q = F sin $ - \M F
2/d (3.5.19b)

For n = 2: A Q = FF' sin $ - \M F
2/d (3.5.19c)

For n > 3 similar expressions can be found.
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The method of contraction discussed in subsection 3.5.2.2. agrees with

having inital conditions that make the constants of the motion A. and

A- equal to zero. We will extend this concept of contraction by inves-

tigating the possibility of A = 0 .

3.5.3.2. Methods of solution.

Let us confine ourselves to the three-wave problem. We can express $,

F' and F" in F, A , A. and A~. Starting from the basic set of equations

(3.5.9) we derive from (3.5.9a) (of course y = 0):

3t(F
2) = 2 / d ¥ F ' V 2 ( l - sin2 *) (3.5.20)

Inserting the constants of the motion we are left with:

(3.5.21a)

This is a differential equation that can be solved by separation of

variables; t can be written in terms of elliptic integrals. The charac-

ter of the solution of the elliptic integral depends on the specific

signs of the coupling coefficients d, d' and d" and those of the

constants of the motion as they follow from a specific problem. For

the 1-wave and 2-wave problem the counterparts of (3.5.21) are:

3t(F
2) = lJil - (iMF2+dAQ)

2 (3.5.21b)

3t(F
2) = 2^IFZ(FZ+dA]) - (jMF^+dA^ (3.5.21c)

respectively, and the n-wave problem leads to similar expressions.

They can also be solved in terms of elliptic integrals provided the

integral at the right-hand side of the separated differential equation

is of a known type. We will finish this subsection by presenting the

counterparts of (3.5.9), with y = y1 = Y" = 0> when contracted. Assu-

ming: A? = 0 leads to the reduced system:

3tF = . ^ " F F 1 COS $ (3.5.22a)

3tF' = d'/3
I7d~F2 cos * (3.5.22b)

3t$ = M - [d'v^r7d"F2/F' + 2>^ddlrF1] sin $ (3.5.22c)
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Of course it is necessary that d and d" have the same sign. When

additionally d and d1 have the same sign we can contract the system

once more and we obtain, assuming A = 0:

3tF = /d'd" F
2 cos $ (3.5.23a)

3t* = M - a/PdF F sin $ (3.5.23b)

We may contract even further, putting A = 0 , resulting ins

3fcF = 2T
2/d'd"V* - JM 2 (3.5.24a)

3t$ = -\M (3.5.24b)

In this way we obtain systems of differential equations that can be

solved easily. Of course such systems apply to highly specialized

cases with equally special initial conditions. Whether these special

cases can be realized at all should follow from a careful analysis of

the coupling coefficients as they are given in chapter 2.

3.5.4. Damping present.

3.5.4.1. General.

Let us start again from the general case of 3-wave interaction,

(3.5.9), Usually this system will not have constants of the motion

like A , A., A_. This enhances the degree of difficulty considerably.

We can, however, incorporate the damping in the amplitude, thus

changing the time-dependence of the amplitude:

F := F e~Yt (3.5.25)

After inserting these amplitudes in the original system (3.5.9) it

turns out to be advisable to introduce time-dependent coupling coeffi-

cients as well, according to:

d := d exp [(y1 + y" - y ) t ] (3.5.26a)

d' := d' exp [(y + Y" " Y f ) t ] (3.5.26b)

d" := d" exp [(y + y ' - Y")t] (3.5.26c)
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Doing so, the system (3.5.9) transforms into:

8tF = dF'F" cos $ (3.5.27a)

3 F' = d'FF" cos * (3.5.27b)

3F" = d"FF' cos $ (3.5.27c)

3 * = M - (d £ ^ - + d 1^- + d" ̂ -) sin * (3.5.27d)
c F F' F"

Now it is clearly not longer possible to find constants of the motion

like A. and A., but in an attempt to obtain a counterpart of AQ we

find equations of a similar form as (3.5.15) but with transformed

quantities. The counterpart of (3.5.16b) reads:

FF'F" cos * Ot<i> - M) + 8t(FF'F") sin $ = 0 (3.5.28)

The difficulty stems from the term: FF'F" M cos 0.

It can not be written as a time derivative. Only in the absence of

mismatching, i.e. M = 0, we have:

A = AQ = FF'F" sin $ = FF'F" sin $ exp {(Y+Y'+Y")t} (3.5.29)

and indeed a constant of the motion. Of course simplification is

again possible in some specific cases.

3.5.4.2. All damping coefficients equal.

This case is of course highly specialized. Nevertheless it is interes-

ting from a mathematical point of view. If we transform the quantities

in system (3.5.9) according to (3.5.25-26) we see that d, d' and d"

have the same time-dependent coefficients. Hence ratio like d/d1 are

no longer time-dependent. It is straightforward to introduce quanti-

ties like the constants of the motion:

and so on for A?. Then contraction remains possible. Moreover, when

M = 0, we obtain an expression for A from (3.5.29) and in the same

way as we obtained (3.5.21a) we arrive at the following differential

equation:
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3_(F2) = 2e Y t/ 'd"F2(F2+dA.)(F2+dA0) - d
2A2 (3.5.31)

t 1 z o

This is a separable differential equation. It can be cast in the follo-

wing form:

2(eYt-l) = Y f y A .a ̂ ^ ryr (3.5.32)
J /d'd"F (F +dA,)(F +dA2) - d A^

i.e. again an elliptic integral. Here the remark made at the end of

subsection 3.5.3. applies a fortiori.

3.5.4.3. Two damping coefficients equal.

Let us suppose y = y', y" £ y.

This case is relevant for the description of scattering processes:

scattering of electromagnetic, or electron-waves. From (3.5.20) we see

that one constant of the motion persists, namely A.. We put the real

mismatching M = 0 (this means that A persists too, according to

(3.5.29)). Moreover we can put sin <J> = 0, i.e. a condition on initial

phase angles. This is permitted for we study a coherent problem where

the initial phase angles are well-defined, sin $ = 0 means a specific

case. After performing the transformation (3.5.25) the system (3.5.9)

reads:

3fcf = dF'F" exp (v"t) (3.5.33a)

3tF' = d'FF" exp (v"t) (3.5.33b)

3tF" = d"FF' exp {(2y-Y")t} (3.5.33c)

We introduce a function \j)(t) and distinguish the following different

cases:

a. When_Aj__=_0 , that is the contracted case, we transform according

to:

F = |d|* exp i>, F1 = |d'|* exp f (3.5.34)

and we are left with:

Ot
2-Y"3t) (240 = dd'd" sign d

1 exp (2i|;) exp (2vt) (3.5.35)
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Equation (3.5.35) can be modified bv inserting the transformed quantity:

ijl = i|> + yt

leading t o :

O t
2 - Y"3t)2if = dd'd"sign d' exp(2ijj) - 2Y'Y" (3.5.36)

b. When_d_and_d-J__have_a_different_sisn, we transform according to:

F = |Ajd| * cos ((/; F* = lAjd'l ̂  sin <p (3.5.37a)

Inserting this in the system (3.5.33a) we find:

F" = -|dd'|~* exp(-Y"t)3ti|j (3.5.37b)

The result (3.5.34) we insert in (3.5.33c) and we are left with:

O f c
2 - Y"3t)2* = dd'd'^j sin (2\p) exp (2Yt) (3.5.38)

c. When d and d^_have the_same_sign, we transform according to:

F = |Ajd|* cosh ip, F' = |Ajd* | * sinh ip (3.5.39)

In the same way as before we are lead to:

O t
2 - y"dt)2\\> = dd'd" Aj sinh (2ip) exp(2*t) (3.5.40)

Equations (3.5.36, 38, 40) can be interpreted as generalized damped

pendulum equations with time-dependent coefficients.

3.5.4.4. One wave undamped; the other two waves equally damped.

If we restrict ourselves to the interactions presented in scheme 2.2.

this case is only relevant if we treat the interaction between an

electromagnetic wave and two electron plasma waves (case 3).

If we put, additionally, M = 0 and sin $ = 0, we get the relevant

equations from (3.5.36, 38, 40) by putting Y " = 0. The set (3.5.33)

turns into a set of undamped pendulum equations with a time dependent

coefficient. We note that the contracted case can be solved conform

the undamped pendulum equation. Therefore we use (3.5.36),with y" = 0,
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and multiply it by 3 (2$) , leading again to elliptic integrals.

3.5.4.5. Two waves undamped, the other one damped.

This is a very relevant case in the theory of 3-wave interactions,

namely in the cases of scattering of electromagnetic waves, where only

the scatterer is a Landau damped electron or ion wave.

Then de damping of the electromagnetic and the electron wave may be

approximated by zero (cases 1,2,A,5 of fig. 2.2). De differential e-

quations in this case again follow from (3.5.36,38,40), by inserting

v = 0, taking F" as the damped wave.

Just as before we obtain a set of damped pendulum equations, this tinw

with constant coefficients. Unfortunately no clear cut analytical met-

hod is available for solving such an equation.

3.6. ANALYSIS OF 3-WAVE INTERACTION.

3.6.0. Introduction.

As we have seen, it is often not possible to find analytical solutions

for the evolution in time of the variables in a 3-wave interaction

process. Sometimes however it is possible to study the properties in

a simplified configuration, e.g. a contracted set of equations. Stabi-

lity properties can be studied without prior knowledge of exact solu-

tions. We ought to know, however, whether the solutions depend conti-

neously on variables like M, y and on initial conditions. Results of

computer calculations (e.g. (.11)) can also be interpreted with the

help of study of solutions in simple configurations.

3.6.1. Explosive instabilities and phase locking.

Explosive instability occurs, when an amplitude in the system grows

to infinity in a finite time, t^, known as the explosion time. Then

the amplitude has a time-dependency of the form:

F "v f(t)/(too-t),

where f is a function of the time that remains finite for 0 < t < t
= CO

and j4 0 for t = t^. As a matter of fact f(t) should not too fast go

to infinity for t -»• t^.

Moreover, when M = 0 and no damping is present, the constant of the
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motion A is given by:

A = FF'F"sin$ (3.2.6)

From this expression it is clear that sin$ decreases asymptotically

to zero with increasing amplitudes. Of course, when sin* is initially

zero, it will remain so.

The process of approach to zero of sin<!> from an arbitrary initial va-

lue, is named: phane-lockinti.

Let us illustrate these properties in a simple configuration. Starting

from system (3.5.9) we assume that no real mismatching or damping is

present. Then analytical solutions are available, according to

(3.5.21a). If all the constants of the motion: A , A., A? are zero,

we are left with:

9tF

Its solution is:

F(t)

(3.6.3)

where:

1

(3.6.4a)

(3.6.4b)

°° F(o),/a"Td;T

Implicitly it has been assumed that d' and d" have the same sign. Also

F(0) should be positive. Otherwise t would be imaginary or negative

or both. In these cases there is no explosive instability at all. The

solution is then stable or periodic.

fig.3.5.

Evolution in time of

a simple model,demon-

strating explosive in-

stability and a thres-

hold value.

a. Zero dampvng

b.Nonzero damping.

0
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The evolution in time of the solution is sketched in fig. 3.5a. If the

natural frequency of F is complex, the equation for the contracted

system reads:

Ot-Y)F = dF
2 (cf. 3.5.13a)

We assume d = +1 and we find for the solution:

Y/F(t) = [1 + Y/F(0)]e"Yt - 1 (3.6.5a)

where:

Yt M = ln[l + Y / F ( 0 ) ] (3.6.5b)

The most interesting case is: Y < 0. Then t^ only exists if F(0) > ~Y-

Moreover the explosion time has to be positive but this implies

F(0) > 0, a condition that is easier to satisfie. The condition

F(0) > ~Y refers to a threshold value for the initial amplitude that

must be surpassed in order to obtain explosive instability. It is a

quantity similar to the one treated in the foregoing subsections

(cf. fig. 3.5b).

The expression (3.6.5) indicates that transformations like F := F/Y

and t := Yt tnay be useful.

Another system is one with A. = A- = 0, but A j4 0. From (3.5.21a) it

follows that the differential equation that governs F reads:

- d2A2 (3.6.6)
o

The explosion time follows from:

1
t = [ i j i = —- j— (3.6.7)
"" 2/d'd" >Se -(dVd'd")AZ 2*/57dTr 3*3

F(0) °
an expression that has been obtained in a standard way.

F(<P\a) is an elliptic integral of the first kind, (9). (3 is the (only)
2 3 2 2

real root of the cubic equation: (F ) = (d /d'd")A . In our case:

a = 5TT/12 and <p i s defined by:
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costp
FZ(0)-B(l+/3)

F2(0)-6(1-/3)
(3.6.8)

Small (p-values are related to small 3~values, hence small A - and $-

values. As can be seen from fig. 3.6, F(i(\a)-tp is positive but goes to

zero for tp^O. Expressions (3.6.7) and

a=»5ir/12

fig.3.6.

Behaviour of an ellip-

tic function.

(3.6.4b) have the same ipJ-O-limit. For a

finite ip-value the t^-value from

(3.6.7) always exceeds that from

(3.6.4b). This result is consistent

with that of Wilhelmsson et al.(11).

They made computer calculations on a

system with M = 0, but A and A2 j
6 0,

and observed an increase in t at in-

creasing $. The contracted case treated

here is a special case of it.

We conclude this discussion with the

treatment of system (3.5.9) with A , A. = 0; A« ?* 0, and no real mis-

matching. It can (if necessary, after rescaling F and F"), be repre-

sented by:

FF"

S"F
2 (s" = ± 1)

(3.6.9a)

(3.6.9b)

If A. i s positive, we find from i t s definition (3.5.14b) that s" = +1.

In this case:

t / A j = arctg[/A2/F"(0)]

and for the evolution in time of F":

(3.6.10a)

F"(t)//A2 = cotg[(too-t)/A2] (3.6.10b)

If A, is negative, s" can be ± 1, and the expression for t^ reads:

= is"ln{[l+/|A2|/F"(0)]/[l-/|A2|/F"(0)]} (3.6.11a)
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and for the evolution in time:

F"(t)//|A2| = cotgh (V-O/lAjl (3.6.11b)

Of course explosive instability does not occur if:

tM < 0, i.e. [(s= -l)n(F"(0)>0)M(s=

We remark that in the configuration studied here and in related confi-

gurations the rescaling:

f" := F"//|A2| ; t := t/|A2| (3.6.12)

may be useful.

3.7. STABILITY ANALYSIS.

3.7.0. Introduction.

We can gather some information about the stability of solutions of the

coupled wave equations straightforwardly from the dispersion relation

without knowledge of the exact solution. We can use, e.g., the method

of the construction of phase portraits, that is treated in many text-

books (22). The basic idea is - applied to a second-order differential

equation - to plot the quantities F and 3.F along the x- and y-axes

respectively. This method is generalized to a system of two coupled

first-order differential equations like:

3tF = ̂ (F.F1) (3.7.1a)

3tF' = ̂ '(F.F1) (3.7.1b)

(here g and g' are arbitrary functions of F and F').In this case the

quantities F and F' are plotted along the x- and y-axes respectively.

If there is a set of n coupled differential equations, the phase por-

trait will be n-^dimensional, but if there are m independent constants

of the motion, we can express m variables in these constants and are

left with an (n-m)-dimensional phase portrait. The constants of the

motion refer to definite sets of initial values. In the generalized
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phase space, constructed in this way, solutions of the set of diffe-

rential equations are represented by the phase lines. They are often

not obtainable by analytical methods. On the other hand isoclines,

i.e. the loci of the points of the phase-plane where the direction co-

efficients, in, of the phase lines are the same, can be found very ea-

sily. Isoclines of the phase portrait of the system (3.7.1) are repre-

sented by:

g'(FfT')/g(T,F') = in = const. (3.7.2)

Very important isoclines are the horizontal isocline (H) (a' =0) and

the vertical isoaline (V) (g = 0). Isoclines can intersect each other

only in singular points or lines (S), where g = g' = 0 . Once H, V and

S are known, it is often possible to sketch the essential features of

a phase portrait. Let us turn to a discussion of some phase portraits

related to the set of Manley-Rowe equations (3.5.9).

3.7.1. Locked phase.

3.7.1.0. Inventarization.

If we suppose that no real mismatch is present (M = 0) and in addition

sin$ = 0 at t = 0, the constant of the motion A = 0, and the total

phase angle remains unchanged in time. Let us make an additional con-

traction: A- = 0. Hence system (3.5.9) is reduced to:

8tF = F(y + F') (3.7.3a)

9tF' = Y'F' + s'F
2 (3.7.3b)

A positive value of d was choosen as a starting point. A_ = 0 can on-

ly be possible if y' = Y"» sBn °" = S 8 n d". Additional rescaling of F

and F' reduces the system to (3.7.3). s' = ±1 there.

As has been pointed out in fig- 3.7, the sign of s' is essential for

the topology of the phase portraits. This is clearly seen in the spe-

cial case Y = Y' = 0, where s1 = ±1 leads to the constants of the mo-

tion A. = F + F' . They have the form of orthogonal hyperbolae and

circles respectively. Fig. 3.7 gives phase portraits in different ca-

ses. Horizontal and vertical isoclines are indicated by dashed lines.
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/v

Y=0;Y'<0

• \ a. b.

Y=Y'=O

j^ruftx

. 3.7a.

Phase portrait of

system (3.7.3);

s = -1.

Y<O;Y'=O phase portrait of

I system (3.7.3);

s = +1.

Shaded area is in-

stable region.

Y'<0;Y=0
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In the s = +1 case (cf. fig. 3.7b), the stable region is indicated by

a hatched area. It increases with increasing damping. Regions with

qualitatively different evolution of the amplitude in time are indica-

ted by numbers in circles. They are separated by dotted lines that are

special solutions of (3.7.3). In general they are not obtainable ana-

lytically. The direction of the evolution in time of the phase lines

is indicated by arrows.

3.7.1.1. Boundaries of the instable region.

Let us derive an algorithm adequate for finding the approximate boun-

dary of the instable regie, in the case: s = +1; Y, Y1 < 0. To con-

struct the boundary, we introduce the concept of equidireetional a:erse

(e.d.c.) as follows. Suppose we have an isocline. Its equation is

(3.7.2). Such an isocline is connected to a direction coefficient 5.

On the isocline points are possible where the direction of the tangent

to the isocline is the same as the direction coefficient m that is

connected with it. The e.d.c. is the locus of these points. It can be

parametrized with j^ Once this curve is found we can represent the di-

rection of phase lines in the points of the e.d.c. by arrows that are

tangent to the e.d.c. Let us derive the equation for the e.d.c. of

system (3.7.3):
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+ s'F2 - ibFCy+F') = 0 (3.7.4)

Suppose F Q and F^ are on the isocline. AF and AF' are infinitesimal

deviations from this point. (F.F1) = (F +AF,F'+AF') is on the isocline

if: AF'/AF = ft .
o

(F0>
F
0) is a point on the e.d.c, if ino = Hi. After skipping the o-sub-

scripts we are left with:

(ftF-2Y')F(s'-m2) + S (3.7.5)

From (3.7.4) and (3.7.5) we must eliminate m.

If i_=_ll we find straightforwardly:

F = 0

F = 2 Y V & , hence: s 'F 2 - y¥' - 2y2 = 0

~2
s' = m , hence: F = ±F' provided s' = +1

These solutions are represented in fig. 3.8a.

(3.7.6a)

(3.7.6b)

(3.7.6c)

F—

fig. 3.8.

Equidireotional aurves related to system (3.7.3);s = +1.

the configuration is far more complicated. From (3.7.4,5),

elimination of m leaves us with the quadratic equation in F :
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F4 - S'F2[FI(F'-Y')+2YY'] + Y'(F'2-YY')(Fl2-Y) = 0 (3.7.7)

where we have introduced the transformed amplitude:

F1 := F' + y

The discriminant of (3.7.7) reads:

D := F t 2[F l 2-6FW(Y' + aY)]

(3.7.8)

(3.7.9)

lo

We can obtain the different F'-domains where 4, 3, 2, 1 solutions or

no solutions at all for F exist. In fig. 8b the part of the e.d.c. in

the neighbourhood of the singular points is plotted, for s = +1;

Y = -1; Y1 = ~2. The case Y = Y1 Ccf" fi-8* 3.8a) can be interpreted

as a degenerated version of that of fig. 3.8b.

Once the e.d.c. is found, the con-

struction of the boundary of the in-

stable region can proceed. We start

from the same case as that of fig.

3.8b and take in fig. 3.9 the ampli-

tude region of fig. 3.7:

0 < F < FfSj); F' > F'(Sj).

We take the tangent t in S. to the

e.d.c., and the isocline i that is

tangent to the e.d.c. in S.. Arrows

indicate the direction of the phase

lines that intersect t and i res-
o o

•1

fig. 3.9.

Approximate solution of the

marginally stable phase line.
pectively. For an isocline they are

all parallel to the tangent of the isocline in a point on the e.d.c.

(in our case parallel to t ). It is evident that all phase lines going

through t represent stable solutions. In the same way those that in-

tersect i represent instable solutions (cf. fig. 3.7). There appears

a wedge-shaped domain. Whether points of this domain belong to stable

or instable phase lines remains undetermined.

We proceed by taking another isocline, i., that intersects the e.d.c.

in E.. Tangent to i. in E. is the line t.. In the same way as before

it can be shown that every phase line that intersects t. is related to

a stable solution. We construct the line p. tangent to i. in I . It
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intersects i. in I.. Phase lines intersecting I.I are connected to

instable solutions. By these steps part of the initially undetermined

region is identified as stable or unstable. By taking a new isocline

i, and repeating the cycle described above, a further identification

is achieved. In this way we are able to obtain, by taking small steps,

i.e. E. close to S. and so on, a more or less accurate approximation

of the stable and unstable region. The remaining undetermined region

is the wedge bounded by the broken lines S.T.T, and S.I I.

The method discussed here is useful as an algorithm for computer cal-

culations.

3.7.2. Phase is not locked.

In the cases described here, the total phase angle $ has to be inclu-

ded in the phase portraits as an additional variable. We restrict our-

selves to cases where the constant of the motion A- = 0. If no damping

is present, the constant of the motion Af exists, and hence we can ex-

press F in F'. In this case it is possible to put the information of

the phase portrait in a (F',$)-diagram.

Let us start from the system (3.5.9) with A. = 0 and modified by re-

scaling in such a way that we obtain:

9tF = F(Y+F'COS$) (3.7.10a)

3tF' = (S'F 2+Y'F')COS$ (3.7.10b)

9 9

s'F +2F1

3. <t = M sin$ (3.7.10c)
t F'

If we suppose moreover y = y1 = 0 , the constants of the motion are:

Aj = F2 - s'F'2 (3.7.11a)

A2 = F
2(F'sin$ - JM) (3.7.11b)

The existence of constants of the motion enables us to derive a cubic

expression in F' that links F1 with $, viz.:

s'F'3sin$ - JWs'F'2 + F'AjSin* - (J M A J + A ^ = 0 (3.7.12)
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fig. 3.10.

Phase portraits for the different classes of solutions of
system (3.7.11)
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In fig. 3,10 a phase portrait is given for s'=+l,A = 1, Af = 2 for

different values of A., i.e. different initial conditions. We note

that the choice of parameters s' and M and initial amplitudes and pha-

se angles (resulting in the choice of A and A.) gives rise to comple-

tely different types of solutions. In our case, (3.7.12) can be writ-

ten as an equation in sin* that reads:

F1 + (1+A )
sin$ = j — (3.7.13)

The topology of the phase portrait depends strongly on Aj. At the

first sight we can distinguish four classes of solutions, viz.:

Class 1: A. > 0

Class 2: -1 < A. < 0

Class 3: A = -1

Class 4: A. < -1

Fig. 3.10a makes clear that class 2 can be subdivided into two sub-

classes: Class 2a and cl

kes place follows from:

classes: Class 2a and class 2b. The A.-value where the transition ta-

(sin$ = 1) fi O_,,sin$ = 0) (3.7.14)
r

With use of (3.7.13) sin$ and A. can be eliminated, that leads to a

cubic equation in F':

F'3 + 2F'2 + F' + { = 0 (3.7.15)

It can be solved analytically (<?). We find approximate solutions:

F1 = -.3, hence A. = -.87.

Class 1- and 2a-solutions are explosively instable ones, and eventual-

ly phase-locked. Class 3- and 4-solutions include periodic solutions

that pass into biperiodio solutions (both F' and 4> are periodic in ti-

me) if we go over to the region of class 2b.

Let us return to system (3.7.10) and restrict ourselves to the case

where A. = 0, i.e. class 1-solutions. We are left with:

8tF = F(Fcos$ + y) (3.7.16a)

3t$ = M - 3Fsin4> (3.7.16b)
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Fig. 3.11 represents four cases of this system. Let us first analyze

the system when M > 0; y = 0. Horizontal isoclines are represented hy

Fsin<J> = M/3; vertical isoclines by $ = 7r/2+n7r. At positive F-values,

singular points appear at: F = M/3; $ = TT/2 + 2nn. Phase lines are

found from the definition of A :

F*(Fsin$ - (3.7.17)

They intersect the horizontal isoclines at: F = -6A IM. The intersec-
o

tion is only a real one if AQ and M have opposite signs. The phase li-

nes in fig. 3.11a are characterized by different values of A . Both

explosively instable solutions and periodic stable solutions may ex-

ist. If damping is included the horizontal isoclines remain at Fsin$ =

= M/3 but the vertical ones are now given by: F = 0 and Fcos$ = -y.

They intersect if y < 0, M > 0, where F = t/f/9+y , and tan$ = ?M/3y.

We meet again the different instable regions and also a region where

$ goes to infinity and F decreases asymptotically to zero.

If we put M= 0 the phase portrait of system (3.7.16) is simplified

considerably and solutions are presented in fig. 3.11. Now F = 0 is a

singular line.

-t—i v

fig.3.11.

Phase portraits for system (3.7.16)
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3.8. CONCLUSION.

We have studied coherent 3-wave interaction, starting from the general

case that can be described by the Manley-Rowe relations, i.e. four

coupled first-order differential equations with real variables. Only

in some special cases che solution of this set of equations can be ob-

tained analytically. It is always possible to construct phase port-

raits that give insight in the occurrence of (in)stability, phase-loc-

king, periodicity and so on. Thus the qualitative behaviour of the so-

lutions can be investigated. We have selected examples where a two-di-

mensional plot gives much information. That can be obtained by con-

traction, that is a special choice of initial conditions. Contraction

is only possible if constants of the motion exist. This condition

leads to restrictions on the imaginary parts of the natural frequen-

ciesof the waves that are involved. We derived an algorithm that gives

an approximation for the boundary between stable and unstable soluti-

ons in the phase portraits.

The problem is simplified considerably if the pump wave has a much

larger amplitude than the interacting waves, a problem that is rele-

vant to plasma heating and other interaction processes of a definite

wave with a turbulent plasma. The solution can be obtained analytical-

ly and can be written in general as a linear combination of Bessel-

functions, but if the natural frequency of the pump wave is real, har-

monic solutions occur and the actual frequencies satisfie a well-defi-

ned resonance condition, while the natural frequencies are not exactly

matched.

It is possible to give expressions for the threshold values for the i-

nitial amplitude if complex natural mismatching is present. In the li-

terature only special cases (as: no real mismatching) are considered.

It is remarkable that the case of double coupling (a simple kind of 4-

wave interaction with only terms up to second order in the amplitude)

can be treated with a formalism that has a similar structure as that

of pure 3-wave interaction. The threshold values and special cases can

be considered in the same way.
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CHAPTER 4. VAN KAMPEN THEORY.
axiiaiEHauzxEXESEKBaERiEixsa

4.0. INTRODUCTION.

Until now we studied wave-wave interaction using a model with three

definite interacting waves. Linear calculations start with an initial

disturbance of the distribution function and the evolution in time is

derived from it. (2). In the case of longitudinal waves a component of

this disturbance with certain wavevector k consists of two contributi-

ons. One is proportional to exp(-iitit), where ty is- as usual the natural

frequency that follows from the longitudinal dispersion relation

(1.3.21). We will call terms of this type Landau terms. In addition to

this contribution there are so-called free-streaming terms, proportio-

nal to exp(-ikvt). From these two non-equilibrium contributions to the

distribution function the evolution in time of the (observable) elec-

tric field can be derived. In the linear approximation this field con-

sists of Landau-terms only. The free-streaming term does only give a

rapidly vanishing contribution to the first-order field. A treatment,

second-order in the amplitude but otherwise conform the "classical"

Landau method (2,3)is often characterized by the neglect of the free-

streaming terms. The result shows resonance phenomena (under certain

conditions resulting in growing field contributions) and the resonance

conditions are the same as described in ch. 2 and 3 for longitudinal

waves. Another way to treat the linear initial-value problem is due

to Van Kampen (,4-6). According to his method the disturbance is decom-

posed in a spectrum of so-called Van Kampen-modes, i.e. expressions in

terms of generalized functions that are characterized by real frequen-

cies. The concept of generalized functions is explained in many text-

books (e.g. 6,7). We use Cauehy principal values (6-8), Dirao-delta

functions and their products and derivatives. In this way the initial



value problem for electron waves against a uniform neutralizing back-

ground can be solved. The usage of these concepts has been extended to

transverse waves by Felderhof (6,9) and to ion waves by Best (10). The

mathematical formalism has been perfected by Case (11,12) for longitu-

dinal waves and by Zelazny (13) for both longitudinal and transverse

waves. The first second-order calculations based on Van Kampen's met-

hod are due to Best (14-16). He found new resonance conditions that

could not be clarified by the "classical" three-wave mechanisms. The

resulting modes are now known as Beat-modes. These modes have not been

traced in existing classical calculations, and they must have been hi-

ding in the free-streaming terms. Recently performed calculations have

affirmed this conjecture (17),

A formalism that will not be treated here, but that is very closely

related to Van Kampen's and Case's formalisms is the multiple water-

bag formalism (18-22). Computer simulation based upon this formalism

also show the appearence of the Best modes. We surmise that it must be

possible to treat all interactions described in chapters 2 and 3 using

Van Kampen's formalism. The work in this chapter consists an attempt

to give a unified - and simplified at the same time - review of exis-

ting theories. To be able to do so the Van Kampen modes have to be re-

defined. The construction of a Van Kampen formalism, able to cope

with all possible interactions between transverse and longitudinal wa-

ves, without imposing undidirectionality is far beyond the scope of

this thesis. Nevertheless, our unification opens the way to some pro-

gress in that direction. The Van Kampen theory, notorious for its de-

gree of difficulty, will probably become a standard way of describing

plasma waves, more advanced as it seems. The only real "difficulty" in

it is a clear understanding of the Plemelj formulae. In any case, Van

Kampen's formalism provides an interesting field of study that is far

from being exhausted.

In this chapter we first review the existing linear Van Kampen theory

with the main purpose to introduce our notation. We intend to give a

unified version of the theory for both longitudinal and transverse wa-

ves .
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4.1. LINEAR VAN KAMPEN THEORY FOR LONGITUDINAL HIGH-FREQUENCY

OSCILLATIONS.

A. 1.1. Definition of longitudinal Van Kampen modes.

In the longitudinal case we start from the Vlasov-Poisson system

(1.1.8a-e) and integrate with respect to the v-components which are

perpendicular to k. From now on we use the symbol v for the velocity

component parallel to k. The basis equations then read:

q
E(k,v ) = / f(k,v ;v)dv (4.1.1a)

p ike p

o

q 3/W
f(k,v ;v) = - E(k,v ) (4.1.1b)

p ikm v - v p

P

We prefer the use of a phase velocity (v = w/k) in our expressions

in stead of a frequency u>. In our opinion the expression wins in

transparancy this way. We choose real values of k and v and <lefine
P

the longitudinal Van Kampen mode K, (k,v ;v) as the perturbation of the
P

distribution function, f(k,v ;v) that is consistent with a field of u-

nit strength. It is determined by the system:

q
1= / \(k,v ;v)dv (4.1.2a)

ike pike
o

8 F(v)8 F
;v) = — (4.1.2b)

ikm v - v
P

Here the connection between the field, the Van Kampen mode and the

distribution function is given by:

f(k,vp;v) = KL(k,vp;v)E(k,vp) (4.!.2c)

Note that our definition of the Van Kampen mode differs slightly from

Van Kampen1s own definition.

The introduction of (4.1,2b) into (4.1.2a) leads to a singular inte-

gral equation according to the definition of Muskhelishvili (8). In

principle this would make the right-hand side of (4.1.2a) undetermi-

ned. This difficulty is solved by interpreting the integrand as fol-

lows (6):
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p
V (k,v ;v) = <|>(v) + A(v )<5(v-v ) (A. 1.3)

P v v "p p
vp

where:

ik£o Up<j>(v) := 2. _£ 3 f (v) (4.1.4)
q N V

The constant A has to be determined such that (4.1.2a) is satisfied,

leading to:

ike u2 , P
A(v ) := - [1 - -£ 3 F(v)dv] (4.1.5)

P q N J v-v
^ P

In these expressions is u the plasma velocity defined by:

u =o) /k (4.1.6)
P Pe

P indicates that a Cauchy principal value has to be taken when inte-

grating and A(v-v ) is the Dirac-delta function {6-8). They are to be

interpreted as generalized functions defined as follows:

- £ +W oo f ( v )

f * f f I W

f(v) dv = lira [ + ] dv (e,w £ Re) (4.1.7a)

J v-w J J v-w
-oo -oo £+W
oo

ff(v)6(v-w)dv = f(w) (4.1.7b)
-oo

Following Van Katnpen we define the Hilbert transform:

1 t°° P
f°(w) := - f(v) dv (4.1.8a)[

IT •" V - W
-oo

and the positive and negative Hilbert transform:

f*(w) := I -dv (4.1.8b)
2iri

-oo

The + and - sign refer to the following prescription:

7 f(v) 7 f ( v )

J ~ dv = lim dv, (4.1.9)
-oo v-w~ e+0 J v-(w±ie)

OO

in accordance with the PlemelJ formulae that can be written symbolical-
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ly:

I P
= + iff6(v-w) (4.1.10)

v-w v-w

The functions f, f and f~ are connected by the relations:

f(w) = f+(w) + f"(w) (4.1.11a)

f°(w) = -i[f+(w) - f"(w)] (4,1.11b)

and consequently:

(f°)° = -f (4.1.11c)

I

For the proof of this consequence we refer to appendix A.

With these definitions we rewrite (4.1.5):

ike
Hv p) = + in|>0(vp) (4.1.12)

4.1.2. Initial value problem according to Van Kampen.(14,IS)

We want to establish the time evolution of the distribution function

f(k,t;v), starting from an initial disturbance of the equilibrium dis-

tribution function:

g(k,v) = ̂ (k,0;v) (4.1.13)

We can think of f(k,t;v) as being composed of a spectrum:

£(k,t;v) = k ff(k,v ;v)e"lkvptdv (4.1.14)
J p P

Hence:

g(k,v) = k [f(k,vp;v)dvp (4.1.15)

and, from the definition of the Van Kampen mode (4.1.2c) we obtain:

g(k,v) = k JKL(k,vp;v)E(k,vp)dvp (4.1.16)
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The program ahead of us runs as follows: From(4.1.l6) we must find

E(k,v ). Having found E we know f(k,v ;v) through (4.1.2c). Transfor-

ming back to the time domain through (4.1.14) we have the required ti-

me evolution. To that end we apply both the positive and the negative

Hilbert transform (4.1.18b) to (4.1.16). After some manipulation the

result reads:

. ik2e . .
g (k,w) = - e (k,w)E (k.w) (4.1.17)

q

We inserted the dispersion functions e (k,w), defined by:

u^ f 3 / ( v ) q
E±(k,w) = 1 - -2- - L _ _ d v = 1 T 2Tri<|> (w) (4.1.18)

N J v-w~ ike
o

according to (1.2.34), provided k > 0. It can be rewritten with the
\

definitions of \ and <j>, yielding:

+ q
e-(k,w) = [X(w) ? iir())(w)] (4.1.19)

We also made use of:

1 e±(k,w) ike
K*(k,v ;w) = ± — ° (4.1.20)

2wi w-v q

Having determined E and E from (4.1.17), we obtain E itself from

(4.1.11a):

1 q r g (k,w) g (k,w) -i
E(k,w) = — + (4.1.21)

k ikeo
L e (k.w) e (k,w) J

Finally inserting this in (4.1.2c) leaves us with f(k,v ;v) and

through (4.1.14) we get f(k,t;v). Of course E(k,t) is obtained in a

similar way.

4.1.3. Case's theory.

4.1.3.0. Introduction.

With the aid of the definition (4.1.4) of <j>, the system (4.1.1) can be

rewritten as:
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q f
1 = IC(k,v:v)dv (4.1.22a)

(v-vp)KL(k,vp;v) = <J>(v) (4.1.22b)

From this set we get the "eigenvalue equation":

q r
vK.(k ,v ;v) <j)(v) KT(k,v ; v ' ) d v ' = v IC (k ,v ;v) (4 .1 .23)

P jijp J L P P " P
o

This can be written in an operator notation:

A(v,v')KL(k,v ;v') = v K^k.v ;v) (4.1.24)

where:
f q

,v') = [v'6(v-v') 4>(v)] dv' (4.1.25)
J ike

A(v,

For reasons that will become clear later on we also define an adjoint

operator:

+ r q

AT(v,v') = [v<5(v-v') <)>(v')] dv' (4.1.26)
J i k e o

leading to an adjoint eigenvalue equation and adjoint Van Kcanpen modes

(rase modes) KT (k,v ;v ) :h p

' V ^ = v
p
KL(k'Vp5V) (4'K27)

It can also be written as:

- q f -
vK^(k,v ;v) <j>(v')^(k5v_;v')dv' = vJ- (k,v ;v)
T. P i k e J T. P P T. P

0 (4.1.28)

We may normalize K^ in an appropriate way. We use this freedom of

choice to write the set of equations adjoint to (4.1.22) in the follo-

wing form: |
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q f
<i><v ) = U(v)IC(k,v ;v)dv (4.1.29a)

p i te J p

Vpjv) = <J>(vp) (4.1.29b)

The counterpart of (4.1.3) reads:

P
KL(k,vp;v) = <J>(vp) + X(vp)6(v-vp) (4.1.30)

P
We observe that the following rule holds:

,v^;v)dv = Q(vp)S(vp-vp) (4.1.31)

where:

Q(vp) =iT
2<J>2(vp) + X

2(vp) (4.1.32)

The proof of this rule is contained in appendix B.

Equation (4.1.31) expresses the bi-orthogonality.

Bi-orthogonality can also be proved for an eigenvalue equation and its

adjoint in a general way, viz.:

Starting from (4.1.25-27) it is clear that:

KL(k,vp;v)A(vJv')KL(k,vp;v)dv = vpJKL(k,vp;v)KL(k,vp;v)dv

= jKL(k,vp;v)A
+(v,v')KL(k,vp;v)dv =

Hence:

This implies:

(vp = vp) U ( JKL(k,v^;v)KL(k,vp;v)dv = 0 )

and this is consistent with:
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KL(k,vp;v)KL(k,v^;v)dv = Q(vp)S(vp-vp)

The reason for the introduction of the adjoint Van Kampen modes is now

clear: We shall need the property of bi-orthogonality to derive the

property that every "good" function of v can be uniquely decomposed

into Van Kampen modes of the type given by (4.1.3) or, to put it dif-

ferently, the adjoint Van Kampen modes are necessary to prove the com-

pleteness of the set of Van Kampen modes. It will be demonstrated how-

ever, that in the case of an instability a discrete set of Van Kampen

modes characterized by complex fre>- encies is required in addition to

the "conventional" Van Kampen modes which are connected to a continu-

ous spectrum of real frequencies.

We see from the definition (4.1.32) that Q(v ) is zero if and only if

•j(v ) = 0 and X(v ) = 0. This condition is equivalent to the Penvose-

3'i>itevicfn for marginal stability (23). If we consider the motion of

the electrons only, the dispersion relation for longitudinal waves:

e+(k,vp) = 0 (4.1.33)

is given by (1.2.34).

If we assume k > 0 i t can be written as :

2

1 -J± ULSLdv = 0 (4.1.34)
Ne J v - V p

If we insert (4.1.10) in the integrand the condition for a real v

reads:

8 F = 0 i.e. (f)(v ) = 0 (4.1.35a)

<• u (• P
1 = -E- 13 F dv = 0 i.e. X(v ) = 0 (4.1.35b)

N J v v-v

1 P

P
'P

(4.1.35ab) form the condition for the existence of Case's class Ic-mo-

des (11) and these are - in contrast to the lb-mode - necessary to

deal with when Landau instability is possible.
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4.1.3.1. Discussion of instability.

We proceed with the discussion of instable Case modes, they are called

class 2-modes (11,12). These modes turn out to be indispensable for

the description of instable modes such as appear in beam-plasma sys-

tems and in the bump-on-tail instability (24,25). A simple example is

a hot plasma with a cold beam characterized by the velocity u. (cf.

fig. 4.1a). The polar plot of:
r <

dv

fig.4.1.
Bump-in-tail instabili-
ty (cold beam),
a.Distribution funation.
b.Polar diagram,
o.Those velocity vs.

wavenurrber.

is given in fig. 4.1b as a superposition

of two polar plots of the type given in

fig. 1.24. There F is a single Maxwelli-

an. The contribution of the cold beam is

read off from the intersections of the

real axis at P. and P_. These points are

related to the points 1 and 2 in fig.

4.1a. Only in these points condition

(4.1.35) is fulfilled but, as we requi-

re that the wave is not evanescent, i.e.

k > 0, only Pj applies (fig. 4.1c). Al-

though the precise shape of Rev (k)-

plots depends on the undisturbed distri-

bution function, in general only a dis-

crete set of instable solutions is con-

nected with a definite k-value. Only a

few k-values are connected with soluti-

ons with Y = 0, i.e. <j> = X = O and con-

sequently Q = 0. (cf. 4.1.35).

Now the description of the marginally

stable modes can go either way:

a_. Starting from the stable solution

where Q(v ) ̂  0 and considering the case

Q(v ) = 0 as a principal value problem

in the same way as we did when defining

the Van Kampen modes:

1 P

v-v
A6(v-v

P
(4.1.36)

V-v
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p
(4.1.37)

(X undetermined).

b_. Starting from the instable_case and taking the limit k+k(P.). To

start with we use method a. When we proceed to method b we have to

extend our definition of Van Kampen modes.

4.1.3.2. Purely stable solutions.

Let us first consider the case when Q(v ) has no zeros. This may

happen depending on the functional form of (j)(v), and thus on the pro-

perties of F(v).

Let g(k,v) be some continuous function of v. Then we can say, provided

Vk,v ;v) is a complete set of functions:
P

g(k,v) = [ C(k,vp) ̂ (k.Vp^dvp (4.1.36)

where C is the spectral coefficient, that follows from:

| g(k,v)KL(k,vp;v)dv = j C(k,vp)

Hence, with (4.1.31):

C(k,v) = f g(k,v) L(k,v ;v)dv/Q(v ) (4.1.38)
P j L P P

C(k,v ) is uniquely determined. Would there exist another spectral

coefficient, say D(k,v ), that satisfies (4.1.36) then:

0 = f [C(k,v ) - D(k,v )] lC(k,v ;v)dv (4.1.39)
J P P " P P

Multiplying this on both sides by Kj(k,v';v) and integrating with

respect to v, leads to:

[C(k,vp) - D(k,vp)] Q(vp) = 0 (4.1.40)

Hence C(k,v ) and D(k,v ) are identical provided Q(v ) £ 0.

Q(v ) = 0 will be studied in the sequal of this chapter.

Multiplying both sides of (4.1.38) with VL. (k,v ;v) and integrating
p

with respect to v , leads to:
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KL(k,vp;v')KI|(k,vp;v)
dv = 8(v-v') (4.1.41)

J Q(vp> P

where we made use of (A.1.36).

4.1.3.3. Marginally stable solutions.

As we can see from fig. 4.1c we note that not every k-value leads to

marginally stable modes. It is a rather highly special case as both

<j>(v ) and X(v ) have to be zero simultaneously. The structure of Q

(4.1.32) shows a sum of two quadratic expressions that demonstrates

the special choices of k and v to be made in order to obtain a zero Q.

In all other cases Q > 0.

At these "special" v -values we have to redefine the Van Kampen modes

and their adjoints. We indicate them by ICu(k,v ;v) and so on. The

"normal" (i.e. class la) Van Kampen modes are indicated by !CV(k,v ;v)
u p v

We start from a definition of VL that is consistent with that of 1C ,

as given by (4.1.26). Because of the fact that <J>(u) = 0 (where u is

such a special v -value) we note:

K^Ck.ujv) = » ( v ^ ( u ) = K^k.ujv) = Kjk.ujv) (4.1.42)

Then we conclude that there is no singularity at v = u and *-je can use

the original definition of the Van Kampen modes.

K. (k,v ;v) S(v -u)dv = K_u(k,u;v) (4.J.43a)
J L p p P L

A Taylor expansion makes clear that:

J K^k.ujv) S(v-u)dv = dj> (4.1.43b)

On the other hand we also need an adjoint Van Kampen mode. It is not

given by definition (4.1.30) because K. (k,u;v) = 0. But another solu-

tion of the set of equations (4.1.29) i.e. the set that defines iL is

found to be K. (k,u;v) = X6(v-u)

We will take:

K.u(k,u;v) - 6(v-u) 6(v -u) (4.1.44)
Li P
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that sa t i s f ies :

;,v ;v) K_u(k,u;v)dv = 9 <J> 6(v -u) = Qu(v ) (4.1.45)
p X u p p

We return to expression (4.1.36) but now with a v -value that makes

Q = 0, i.e. v = u.
v

We multiply by K, (k,v ,v) and perform the integration with respect to
L p

v, and subsequently with respect to v . In this way we obtain:

Cv(k,v ) = f g(k,v) K v(k,v ;v)dv/Qv(v ) (4.1.46)
P J L P P

This expression is not correct for v = u. Then Q (v ) has a double

zero (because it is quadratic in $ and X) and 1C has a single zero.

We can define, however, in a rather arbitrary way:

gv(k,v) := [ P f g(k,v')KL
v(k,v ;v')dv'KL(k,v ;v)dv

Q (v )
P
(4.1.47)

and hence:

Cv(k,vp) := y
 F j gv(k,v) ^(k .VpjvJdv (4.1.48)

and:

gv(k,v) = f Cv(k,v ) IC(k,v ;v)dv (4.1.49)

J P L P P

Now we go on by defining:

gu(k,v) := g(k,v) - gV(k,v), (4.1.50)

inserting this in (4.1.36), defining gv by (4.1.49) and multiplying

by K_ (k,u;v). We integrate with respect to v and v in this order.

We realize that:

CV(k,vp) 6(vp-u) = 0 (4.1.51)

and make use of the well-known property:

I 6(x) g(x) = 0 (4.1.52)
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A straightforward calculation leaves us with:

J gu(k,v) KL
u(k,vp;v)dv = j C

u(k,v)3u<}>6(v-u)dv (4.1.53)

and consequently:

Cu(k,u) * g <k'u) 6(v -u) (4.1.54)

uv v

If there is more than one value of u where Q(u) = 0 (what is rather

exceptional) we must sum over the different contributions from the

zeroes of Q. The right-hand side of (4.1.54) is well-known and so is

C (k,u). We can write in our own notation:

,v) = f tCu(k,v ) + Cv(k,v )] IC(k,v ;v)dvn (4.1.55)
J P P L P P

g(k

Of course an additional condition for the validity of this theory is:

8 <j> ̂  0 for all Uj. This condition is equivalent to:

3̂ F jt 0 (4.1.56)

4.1.3.4. Quasi-Van Kampen modes.
p

Case refers to quantities like —-— or 6(v-v ) Of course these are

not really. P Nevertheless they obey the ortho-

gonality relations (they are self-adjoint in Case's sense).

f P P
T d v =TT

2<$(v -v') (4.1.57)
J v-v v-v p p

I 6(v-v ) 6(v-v')dv = 6(v -v') (4.1.58)
J P P P P

The first of these relations is the well-known lemma by Poinaare and

Bertrand. The structure of Q(v ) is related to these expressions, cf.

(4.1.32).

4.1.3.5. Initial value problem according to Case.

In fact we now have at our disposal all the material to solve the

initial value problem.

Let us -for the sake of simplicity- only use such an F that Q ^ 0 for
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all k (e.g. a Maxwellian distribution function). Then we can write

the solution of the initial value problem, cf. (4.1.46) in the follo-

wing farm:

[ g(k,v)*L(k,v ;v)dv
E(k,v ) = J - E (4.1.59)

P k Q(vp)

The evolution in time of the distribution function follows again from

(4.1.26) and (4.1.1.14).

4.1.3.6. Relation between Van Kampen's and Case's treatment.

We have to show that (4.1.59) is tantamount to (4.1.21). From the

definitions (4.1.32) and (4.1.19) we eliminate and :

/ike v 2
Q(v ) =( °) e (k,v ) s~(k,v ) (4.1.60)

P v q / P P

From (4.1.17) we obtain with the aid of (4.1.5) and the definition of

the Hilbert transform (4.1.8a):
r ike

g ( k , v ) ^ (k,v ;v)dv = —-£ g(k,v ) + TT{<J>0(V ) g(k,v )-*(v ) g°(k,v )}
J ^ P H P P P P P
or, using (4.1.11) and (4.1.18):

C ike

J g(k,v)KL(k,vp;v)dv = -£•£ {g (k,vp)e~(k,vp)+g-(k,vp)e (k,v )}

(4.1.61)

Finally (4.1.60-61) inserted in (4.1.59) leads to (4.1.21). Hence

(4.1.21) and (4.1.59) are iden t ica l .

4.1.4. Case's description of unstable modes.

4.1.4.0. Introduction

If we have to do with instable solutions, i.e. certain Q(v ) = 0, the
P

continuum of Van Kampen modes with real frequencies is no longer a

complete set of eigenfunctions for the problem at hand. We will at

first show that the initial value problem has to be treated different-

ly. This treatment shows the necessity of the extension of the set of

Case's modes to complex ones apart from the real continuum.

4.1.4.1. Unstable solutions.

When: f(k,t;v) = O(e^I J°r t I °° } a 6 Re) for t + -«>J
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the theory of complex Fourier transformation {26) states that:

e ~ l k v P t
dv?(k,t;v) = k { [ f+(k,v ;v)e~lkvPt

-°o+iB
oo-ig

+ f f"(k,v ;v)e~ikV dv }, (4.1.62)
J P P

if it is understood that & > a, g £ Re.

When a < 0 we can take 6 = 0 just as in the stable case.

When, however, a > 0, we have to take the integration contour in the

complex plane. This contour is different for the inverse transforma-

tions of f and f respectively.

I w :

f

fig. 4.2.

Deformation of the path of

integration in an instable

case.

We know from the conventional Landau analysis (1~) that f (k,v ;v) has

in general a finite number of singularities v = w. in the upper or

lower half plane (to be denoted by I ) respectively. When we carry out

the inverse transformation of f we get a spectrum of complex Van

Kampen modes, but it is not possible to obtain the spectral coeffi-

cients. Hg. 4.2 illustrates the shift of the integration path to the

real axis. Now we can express f(k,t;v) in terms of real and complex

Van Kampen modes, which form a complete set and have a bi-orthogonal

adjoint set of Van Kampen modes. For f we find a similar picture, but

complex conjungate. Ultimately we find the full continuous spectrum

and in addition the unstable Landau modes.

4.1.4.2. Complex Case modes.

From the discussion in the preceding subsection we can conclude that

the continuous Van Kampen spectrum (4.1.6) is not a complete set if
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the equilibrium distribution function F gives rise to unstable solu-

tions. We can, however, extend the concept of Van Kampen modes to

complex Van Kampen or Case modes, that exist only if there are unsta-

ble solutions. There exists only a discrete set of them, corresponding

to only a few modes. It turns out that the continuous Van Kampen

spectrum, together with this set of complex modes, consitutes a com-

plete set of functions that satisfies the property of bi-orthogonality.

These modes can be derived, starting from a modified version of set

(4.1.22), viz.:

1 = ij|- | K j k . w ^ d v (A.I .63a)
0 (w € C)

(v-w) K^k.wjv) = <J>(v) (4.1.63b)

Solutions of this set are uniquely determined, because there is no

singularity on the path of integration. This means that (4.1.63)

gives rise to a dispersion relation and, in addition, exact express-

ions for the complex Van Kampen modes. These expressions are:

(4.1.64b)

The complex Case modes are related to the Landau poles:

e±(k,w) = 0 with w £ I* (4.1.65)

In stable cases there are no such solutions, because then the solu-

tions of e (k,w) = 0 satisfie: w E I*

As we can see from fig. 4.1c, instability will accur -if present at

all- within a well-defined k-range. In general there is an even number

of complex Case-modes for every k-value within this range, namely
•!• + —• mm

solutions of e (k,w) = 0 in I and of e (k,v) = 0 in I . They are

pairwise complex conjugates.

The adjoint complex Van Kampen modes are (cf. 4.1.30):

(4.1.66)
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4.1.4.3. Orthogonality relations.

In order to gather the material that is required for the solution of

the initial value problem in an arbitrary case we have discussed three

types of Van Kampen modes, namely:

1. a continuum of real Van Kampen modes: K, (k,v ;v)
L P

2. (sometimes) marginally stable modes : K. (k,u.;v)

3. (sometimes) complex modes : K.(k,w.;v)

These modes satisfy certain orthogonality relations. Of course the

integration of the product of a Case mode and an adjoint Case mode of

an other type always leads to zero as can easily be proved.

We can also calculate the orthogonality properties of the complex

modes:[ K, (k,w. ;v)L (k,w. ;v)dv = ̂ f (*&! - *&- )dv
J L ' 1* ' X J W.-W. J \VW. V-W. /

provided i j6 j. When we take, e.g. w., w. £ I+ with e (k,w. .) = 0, we

are left with: ^ ^
j (j KL(ksw.;v)KL(k,wj;v)dv = v ^ * {cj> (w.) - <). (Wj)}

and by use of (4.1.18) we end up with zero.

When, in contrast, i = j we do not decompose into partial fractions

but apply partial integration, leading finally to:

.w^v) KL(k,wj;v)dv * Q.6^ (4.1.67)

Here 6.. is the Kronecker-6. In general:

Q£ - + 2iTi<j, (Wi) 3w ^ ( v ) , (4.1.68)

where the sign depends on the condition: w. € I .

4.1.4.4. Initial value problem.

Because of the orthogonality relations just derived, we can solve the

initial value problem by putting:

g(k,v) = [ E(k,v )1C (k,v ;v)dv +][E(k,w.)K̂  (k,w. ;v) (4.1.69)
J P ^ P P i L i

There may occur marginally stable modes. Thus we decompose E(k,v ),

according to (4.1.55) in:
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E(k,v ) = EV(k,v ) + Eu(k,v ) (A.1.70)

Of course in most of the unstable cases, Eu = 0 as can be read off

from fig. 4.1c. Both coefficients, Eu and Ev, can be calculated by ap-

plying the orthogonality relations. Another way to obtain them is

through the application of Van Kampen's method (cf. 4.1.3.2).

We determine E(k,w.) by multiplying both sides of (4.1.69) by

K_(k,w. ;v) and integrating with respect to v. We suppose: di(w-) and

3 $ (v) J6 0, consequently Q. t 0. We find:
wi L

g (k,w.)
E(k,w.) = — when w. £ I1 (4.1.71)

1 \*±(-v)

This can be written in a more familiar notation, using (4.1.21):

q g±(k,w.)
E"(k,w.) = + 2fri --= w. € I (4.1.72)

ike 3 e (k,v) x

o w.
l

Up to now we have given a review of standard methods for the treatment

of the initial value problem in the linear theory of longitudinal

plasma waves. We used a formalism that enables us to extend the calcu-

lations to include ion motion. From a physical point of view the oc-

currence of marginally Stable (class lc) and complex (class 2) modes

is clearified. By an appropriate choice of the definition of the Van

Kampen modes it is no longer necessary to introduce class lb-modes.

A further advantage of our description is that it provides a frame-

work to interpret the multiple-waterbag model.

4.2. LINEAR VAN KAMPEN THEORY FOR LONGITUDINAL PLASMA-OSCILLATIONS,

ION MOTION INCLUDED.

4.2.0. Introduction.

We extend the Van Kampen-Case method to longitudinal plasma oscillati-

ons, the motion of both electrons and ions included. It will be clear

that this case is more complicated, for the same initial field can be

caused by different disturbances in the distribution functions of the

distinct charged particle species. The evolution in time depends on

the way how this initial field value is composed. The first to make a

calculation on this subject is Best (.10). We will do it in an alterna-
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Cive way.

4.2,1. Definition of partial Van Kampen modes.

Our basic philosophy is that the time evolution of the distribution

functions in our system is completely determined by the initial dis-

turbances g (k,v) of the partial distribution functions.

At first we establish the counterpart of the Vlasov-Poisson system

(4.1.2), viz. :

q t
1 = I —~ K(k,vn;v)dv (4.2.1a)

s ike J s p

% W v )
Kg(k,v ;v) S. JL! (4.2.1b)

p ikm v - v

s p

In these equations, K is the -partial Van Kampen mode that can be

written as:

Ks(k,vp;v) := ̂ (v) + As(vp)6(v-vp) (4.2.2)

P

where:

ikE L
N̂ VW (4.2.3)

However, A (v ) is in this case not determined by equations (4.2.1).

They only give rise to the property:

5" — A (v
s ike s **

o

• = 1 - 7
s

_!»

ike
o

J<iB(v)
b

P
dv

v-v
p

(4-2>4)

In the sequel we will develop a method to remove this ambiguity.

4.2.2. Initial value problem according to Van Kampen/Best.

The X depend on the initial values, in contrast to the simple pictu

re with only electron motion included. In analogy with (4.1.16) we

decompose g (k,v) in a spectrum of (yet undetermined) partial Van
s

Kampen modes:

g (k,v) = k |K (k,v ;v)E(k,v )dv (4.2.5)
S J S p P P
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Although the X 's are not known yet, we can still go ahead and calcu-
s i

late the field. To that end we perform a Hilbert -transform:

1 E*(k,v ;w) ike
K*(k,v:w) - * 2 E_ ° (4.2.6)
S p 2iri v - w q

with the partial dielectric coefficient:

e*(k,v_;w) = —- [A.CvJ ? 2iri^(w) - m|>°(v )] (4.2.7)
s p i k £ s p s s p

o

We note that when v = w, we can use (4.I.II) and this leads to:

e*(k,w;w) 2. [X (w) + iff* (w)] (4.2.8)
lkeo

an equation like (4.1.19). The e have the property:
s

I e*(k,vp;w) = e±(k,w) (4.2.9)
s

as is proved with the aid of (4.2.4).

Keeping in mind all these relations, we transform (4.2.5) into:

q. L j f s ^
n J v — u

= ± -2 ^ — E(k,v )dv (4.2.10)

o

g:<k,w) ± ^ E(k,v )dv
ike 2iri J v - w P P

o p

Of course e is yet unknown but a summation over s and subsequently
s

integration with respect to v leads to an expression of E(k,v ) in

well-known quantities:

1 q g*(k.v ) g"(k,v )
E ( k , v D ) - - X — 2 . [-2 E_ + _S E_] (4.2.11)

v k s ik Q e (k,vp) s (k,vp)

and in the right-hand side we meet well-known quantities only. This

illustrates the fact that E was of course a well-determined quantity

without the ambiguity from which the distribution function suffer.

A difficulty arises when we try to obtain:

f (k,v ;v) = K (k,v ;v)E(k,v ) , (4.2.12)
s p s p p

as the values of the different X 's are still unknown. However, it is
s

now possible to determine these values in the following way. We insert

E from (4.2.11) and Kg from (4.2.2) in (4.2.5) and obtain:
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g (k,v) = -k$ (v) |E(k,v ) dv + k |X (v )E(k,v )6(v -v)dv ,
s s J P „_„ P J s P P P PV-v

p
from which we find at once:

g (k,v) - kTT<|> (v)E°(k,v)
Xs(v)= — - (4.2.13)

kE(k,v)

In the case of plasma waves with electron motion only we could return

to (4.1.5), the expression for X, by writing g in terms of E and t,

and applying (4.1.19). Zeroes of e (k,v) in (4.2.13) do not give rise

to singularities, but we see that for all s:

X(v) = ±iir<|> (v), if e±(k,v) = 0. (4.2.14)
s s

4.2.3. Initial value problem according to Case.

In order to treat according to Case the waves with ion motion we have

to define' a complete set of Van Kampen modes and this set can be found

by defining the aolleotive Van Kampen modes, namely:

Kco(k,v ;v) := \ — ^ Ks(k,v ;v) (4.2.15)
s ike v

o

It i s uniquely determined by given equilibrium distribution functions

and can be written as:

P
K (k,v ;v) = <f> (v) + A (v )6(v-v ) (4.2.16)

CO p CO CO p P
v vp

where:

4>co(v> = I —=• <t-s(v) (4.2.17a)

Aco (V = ' " f*co(v) d v (4.2.17b)
v-v

P
As before, we define an adjoint collective Van Kampen mode:

KcQ(k,v ;v) = • (v ) — + X <v )6(v-v ) (4.2.18)
V

p

For the collective modes the expression for bi-orthogonality, (4.1.31),
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also holds. Of course, in stead of the definition for Q, (4.1.32), its

collective counterpart has to be understood.

We now apply these results to the initial value problem (4.2.5). Every

function of v can be written as a spectrum of K (k,v ;v) and so
co p

K (k,v ;v) has also this property. Hence we rewrite (4.2.5) as:

gs(k,v) = k Jcg (k,vp)Kco(k,vp;v)dvp (4.2.19)

s

where:

/g (k,v)K (k,v ;v)dv

C (k.v ) = — - £2 2 (4.2.20)
8s p kQ (v )

Now we must keep in mind that in general C (k,v )K (k,v ;v) is not

equal to f (k,v ;v). This is irrelevant for obtaining the electric
s p

field E(k,v ) because that field can be found from Poisson's law

through summation:

> V * r t ^ S s s c o ( k , v ;v)dv
,v ) "I C (v ) = - I E

r s ike 5s r k s ike Q (v )
0 o co p (4.2.21)

With the aid of (4.2.18) we can rewrite this expression in a similar

form as (4.2.11).

The physical meaning of — - C (k,v ) is that of an electric field
ike 8s p

o
that is caused by an initial disturbance of g alone. This is easily

s

verified by supposing an initial disturbance of the distribution func-

tion of only one of the particle species. When time goes on this dis-

turbance also excites disturbances in distribution functions of other

species, which in turn contribute to the field. Of course, we can cal-

culate the real f (k,v ;v) in the same way as has been done in the

s p
preceding subsection.

4.3. LINEAR VAN KAMPEN THEORY FOR TRANSVERSE WAVES.

4.3.1. Definition of transverse Van Kampen modes.

It is possible to treat transverse waves according to Van Kampen's and

Case's methods. The first to tackle this problem was Felderhof (6,9).

We will do it in a somewhat different way, that gives a certain uni-
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fication in treatment with respect to the treatment of longitudinal

modes from subsection 4.1. We restrict ourselves to an isotropic equi-

librium distribution function and we consider transverse waves, hence

k.E = 0. From the Maxwell-Vlasov system (1.1.8) we obtain:

q E.8 F
f(k,w;v) "••""•• (4.3.1a)

im k.y-oj

v 1

E *~rh — i (4.3.1b)
v -c ike
P o

with the current density:

j = q jv f(k,u;v)dv (4.3.2)

We note that (4.3.1a) is only true for an isotropic distribution func-

tion. We define an orthogonal coordinate system with unit vectors e_,
—&

e and e. in the direction of E, B and k respectively. From (4.3.1b)

with (4.3.2) we obtain:
v q r

22 - V-'V-^-
-c ik£ * p

% = 2 2 I 2 Ml<»Y...;y)dv (4.3.3)
v -c ik£p o

where K_, the transverse Van Kampen mode, is defined with (4 .3 . l a ) :

1 £*
im k.v-U)

(4.3.4)

We are after the Van Kampen current density, Iv, i.e. the response of

the current density to a transverse unit field, integrated with res-

pect to the v-components along the E- and B-axes:

IR(k,vp;v) := q jjv KT(k,vp;v)dvEdvB, (4.3.5)

where v. is abbreviated to v.

Application of (4.3.4) to (4.3.5) leads to an expression for I , viz.:

—K

P
I (k,v ;v) = U(v) + T(v )«<v-v )]e_ (4.3.6)

v-v p p

p
where the expression for $(v) is:
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2
u

$(v) := ikEQ -g-F(v) (4.3.7)

hence:

3v$(v) = q<f>(v), cf. (4.1.4) (4.3.8)

t(v ) can be uniquely determined with the help of (4.3.3):

v 2- 2

T(V ) - ike -* + TT*W(V ) (4.3.9)
P ° \ v

p •' P

4.3.2. Initial value problem according to Felderhof.

Proceeding along the same as in subsection 4.2.1, we solve the initial

value problem for transverse waves. Instead of starting from an

initial disturbance of the (one dimensional) distribution function it-

self, we start from a current density, given by

J(k,v) = | v gCk.yJdy^, (4.3.10a)

where y, indicates the two components of v_ that are perpendicular to k_.

That we have to do so is evident from equation (4.3.1b) that replaces

Poisson's equation in comparison with the longitudinal case. In

addition we define the counterparts of f(k,v ;v) in this calculation:

i(k,vp;v) = j v ffk.Vp^dv^i(k,vp;v) = j v ffk.Vp^dv^ (4.3.10b)

We remember that f(k,v :v) as used in the longitudinal calculation
P

means in fact:

f(k,vp;v) = f ftt.v^vjdv^ (4.3.10c)

It turns out that J^k,v) does not uniquely determine the time evolu-

tion of the field. It is well-known that -even in vacuum- the confi-

guration is only determined when (transverse) electromagnetic fields

are included. In our calculation this requirement will appear straight-

forwardly. Let us define:

T(k,t;v) = k J i(k,vp;v)e"
ikvPt dvp (4.3.11a)
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Here the functions have already been integrated with respect to vc

and v_.

For the initial value of the current density we obtain by putting t=0:

Jtfc.v) - k [ i(k,v ;v)dv (4.3.11b)

The definition of KT, (4.3.5), leads to:

i(k,v :v) = I (k,v:v) E(k,v ) (4.3.12)

— p K. p — p

Finally we find:

J(k,v) = k f I (k,v ;v) E(k,v )dv (4.3.13)
— J K p — P p

In a similar way as has been done in subsection 4.1.2 we now derive:

^ (e*Ckvsw) ^ ) iks (4.3.14)

where, E,p(k,v ;w) is telated to E™(k,v ) (1.2.35) with v = v , buti p J. p p
here:

eT
±(k,v ;v) = 1 + ̂  j^- ^(v) (4.3.15)

p o

e can be also expressed in terms containing $ and T. They are defined

according to (4.3.7,9). Using the definition of T, and the decomposi-

tion rules (4.1.11b) we obtain:

(eT*(k,vp;vp) - ̂ ) = ̂ - [T<vp) * i ^ ^ ) ] (4.3.16)
vp ° p

Let us take the (positive and negative) Hilbert transforms of both

sides of (4.3.13) and use the results obtained above. This leads to:
2

IK f V / I x
J-(k,w) - ± k ̂ -J2 —*-Z (ET"(k,v ;w) - Z-% jB(k,v)dv (4.3.17)

J v —w * v
p p

where:

B(k,v ) = E(k,v )/v , from (1.1.8c) (4.3.18)
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In order to be able to evaluate the integral in (4.3.17) we can use

the following expressions for a kind of moment integrals of a function

h(v), viz.:

d v = * 27rih±<w) (4.3.19a)

f i h ( y l d y _ f h ( v ) d v ± 2Triwh±(w) (4.3.19b)
J v-w" *

v-w~

f v h ^ v ) dv = [ vh(v)dv + w f h(v)dv ± 27riw2h±(w) (4.3.19c)

Application of these formulae leads at once to:

^ g ^ - = {k[w2eT
±(kf«)-c2]B±(k,w)±

o

± 2^1 tweT
±(k,w) B(k) + E(k)]}e£ (4.3.20)

Here B(k) and E(k) are the initial values of the magnetic and the

electric fields respectively. They can be written as:

B(k) j B(k,vp)dvp; E(k) = k J vp B(k,vp)dvp (4.3.21)

As we have pointed out already, the (well-known) initial values

j(k,w), E(k) and B(k) determine the time evolution of the field in the

transverse initial value problem. It is also possible to introduce a

longitudinal component provided it is propagating in the same direc-

tion, because it is not coupled to the transverse wave and evolves in-

dependently. We will, however, not discuss this problem here. From

(4.3.20) we will express B (k,w) in known quantities. Once B (k,w) is

evaluated, the spectral coefficients of the electric field and the

current density distribution follow from (4.3.18) and (4.3.12). For

B~(k,w) we are left with:

J^k.iO/ake ) T l/(2iri)[weT
±(k,w)B(k)+E(k)]

B (k,w) 2 _ ^ i (4.3.22)
ktwZeT

±(k,w) - c ]

From this and (4.1.11a) we find B(k,v ) and with the definition

(4.3.12) we can also give ĵ (k,tjv) (cf. 4.3.10). The initial value

problem for this simple transverse case thus has been solved.
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4.3.3. Transverse Case theory for stable waves.

As we have derived the solution of the transverse initial value

problem according to Van Kampen, we proceed by outlining a method of

solution that is related to Cases's method as treated in subsection

4.1.3.

We want to obtain the eigenvalue equations that are tantamount to

(4.1.23). Our starting point is the Maxwell-Vlasov set that we use

instead of (4.1.22):

2 2
v -c

IK(k,vp;v)dv (4.3.23a)
v ike I 'Kv~' p
p o J r

(v-v ) I (k,v:v) = »(v) (4.3.23b)
p K. p

From this set, the "eigenvalue equation" turns out to be:

v

v -c o ,. . o /v
p (4.3.24)

The adjoint equation i s :

vIK(k,vp;v) r~2 IkT" | *(v')IK(k»vp;v')dv1=vpIK(k,vp;v)
vp " c ° (4.3.25)

From (4.3.23b) we find for the adjoint Van Kampen current density

(cf. 4.3.6):

IK(k,vp;v) = {$(vp) ^ j - + T(vp)(5(v-vp)}eE (4.3.26)

Subsequently we obtain the bi-orthogonality relations. They read as a

matter of fact:

IK(k,vp;v) ^(k.Vp
1 jv)dv = QT(vp) «(vp-v^) (4.3.27)

with:

QT(vp) = T r V ( v p ) + X
2(vp) (cf. 4.1.32) (4.3.28)

In the same way as in the longitudinal case, we have the. tool for

solving the initial value problem. The first to solve the problem in
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this way was Zelazny {13), but this author did not account for the

necessity of E(k) and B(k) in addition to j(k;v) as essential part of

the initial conditions.

If we solve the problem along the same lines as has been done in sub-

section 4.1.3.5., but without accounting for instable modes, we find:

f J(k,v) I (k,v ?v)dv
E(k,v ) =J - 2 (4.2.29)

P k Q(vp)

and similarly B(k,v ) with the aid of (4.3.18).

4.3.4. Relation between Felderhof's and Case's method.

We must show the identity of results obtained by Van Kampen's method,

as it was first treated by Felderhof {6,9) and Case's method as it is

at first done by Zelazny {13).

Following closely the trace that has been given in subsection 4.1.3.6.,

we derive in the same way as we obtained (4.1.60):

v ,' tvp "T V"'V P "T W V " J (4.3.30)

With the aid of (4.3.27) we get:

J(k,v) IK(k,vp;v)dv =

[J+(k,vp)[vp
2eT~(k,vp)-c

2]+j"(k,vp)[vp
2eT

+(k,vp)-c
2]][J(k,vp)[vpeT(k,vp)c]+j(k,vp)[vpeT(k,vp)

p (4.3.31)

When we insert (4.3.30,31) in (4.3.29) we get:

v J+Ck.v ) J"(k,v )
E ( k ' V = i Ik!" { 2 • 2 + 2 - ? 2} (4'3'32)

P k lk£o v pV<^v p)-c
2 vp

2eT (k,vp)-c
2

This expression shows an analogy with respect to (4.1.21). The princi-

pal difference lies in the fact that in general the denominators in

(4.3.32) have real zeroes, as has been pointed out by Felderhof.
2 + 9 +

Felderhof showed that, v £„ (k,v )-c = 0 at v = U ~, with

JU | > c and, if an isotropic equilibrium distribution function is

supposed: u = -u .

If we want to integrate E(k,v ) with respect to v , and that is neces-

sary in order to evaluate the time evolution of the electric field,
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we must know the behaviour of the integrand in the neighbourhood of

the singularity. In the same way as has been done to define this beha-

viour in the definition formula of the Van Kampen mode and also to e-

valuate the Case spectrum when marginal instability occurs, we split

into Cauchy principal values, and add to the right-hand side of

(4.3.32) terms containing Dirac-delta functions with undetermined co-

efficients, viz.:

cr+<5(v -u+) + a"6(v -u~) (4.3.33)
p o p o

To evaluate the time behaviour of 3(k,v ) , we have to proceed in a si-

milar way. From (4.3.22) we then find:

a a~
— 6(v -u ) + — 6(v -u~) (4.3.34)+ p o — p ou y u r

o o

We perform the integration with respect to v in order to obtain E(k)

and B(k), that are known quantities. This enables us to calculate a

and a . We can work out the integrals by taking the principal values,

but in a physically realistic situation we have to include the fact

that f(v) = 0 for |v| > c. We did not use the relativistic Vlasov e-

quation, thus making the theory a hybrid one. But, if we account for

this assumption, we can replace the Cauchy principal value integrals

by definite integrals with the path of integration from -c to c, and

because of |u | > c, we do not encounter the singularities. However,

the contributions (4.3.33) or (4.3.34) need to be maintained. Because
of u = ~u = u , we arrive at:o o o

1 % J+(k,v ) J~(k.v . ,+ - 1., - I P r P p) n dva + a = E(k) -£- [-z-7 - ,+ -Tj ^—,] p
It 1Kb V fc._AK,V I C V tjp^KjV 1 C

"C c °
 P T

 +
 P p T _ p (4.3.35a)

o+ -a' = u K(k) - - & - [ 2 + '^ 2* 2 -) '^ 2
] %

^ ^ (4.3.35b)
Now we return to (4.3.22) and derive from it B(k) and E(k) with the

aid of (4.3.21). Our intention is to demonstrate that it leads to the

same results as (4.3.32) does. Let us introduce at the zeroes of the

denominator the same extra terms as before, namely (4.3.33) or

(4.3.34). We get, after some algebra:
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d v _

1 t- -r T /1. __ \ T (•%. -. \I f " J ^KtV J J I K.« V JI n n D

k * ike v e-_(ksv )-c v em(k»v )-c-c o p T p p T p

-2irî (k) [ (V
2-C2)[-5-T 7 --= r] dv (4.3,36)

J vpeT(k,vp)-c vpeT(k,vp)-c
 v

The third term on the right-hand side of this expression is zero, for:

e*(k,vp) - e^*(k,vp) - ej*(k,-vp) (4.3.37)

whenever F is symmetric in v. Then (4.3.36) looks same as (4.3.35a)

and the same can be said

In conclusion we observe:

and the same can be said for the a - a -expression.

E(k,vp) = vp + i # 0 0 - [ vp<rdvp][6(v -uQ) + 6(vp+uo)]

- c
CJ[u %(k)- u Jdv ][6(v -u ) - 6(v +u ) ] (4.3.38a)o J o p P " P ^

-c
c

B(k,v ) = J + J[B(k) - Jdv ][6(v -u ) + 6(v +u )]
P J P P o P o

- 6(vp+00)]

~c (4.3.38b)

with:

1 1 J+(k,v ) j"(k,v )
j . [ _ _ E _ _ _ + _ E _ _ ] (4.3.39)

k ikeo VT^'V"0
 V T ^ ' V " 0

Let us summarize:

We have solved the initial value problem for the transverse waves in

two ways and have seen that all the features of it follow straightfor-

wardly from the calculation. We have included a requirement from rela-

tivity, namely, that the velocity of the particles does not exceed the

velocity of light in vacuum. This is not an essential condition for

doing the calculation. When we include this condition in our conside-

rations, we can study the similarities with the occurrence of marginal-

ly stable solutions in the longitudinal case. There Q(v ) had to be ze-

ro, resulting in simultaneous zeroes for <j>(v ) and X(v ). Here Q(v )
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has to be zero. As can be seen from its definition, (4.3.28), this is

the case when <J>(v ) and T(V ) are zero simultaneously. From (A.3.7) it
P P

is clear that $(v) • 0 for |v | >c, i.e. within a whole domain, and

not just for a collection of discrete points. It is evident that the

only condition for a vanishing Q is: T(V ) = 0 with |v | >c. Such so-

lution occur for any k and not just for special values of k. There are'

two such solutions. These - in fact - are the counterparts of the mar-

ginally stable solutions in the longitudinal case. In this way another

unification of the theory is obtained.

4.4. NON LINEAR LONGITUDINAL VAN KAMPEN THEORY.

4.4.0. Introduction.

We restrict ourselves to weak interaction of longitudinal unidirectio-

nal waves. The first to work out this case was Best (14,15). The re-

sult of his calculation turned out to be essentially different from

that obtained by conventional means (2,3). Recently, Trocheris (1?)

rediscovered the same extra poles as Best did, by including the free-

streaming portions of the distribution functions. The free-streaming

terms give rise to extra resonance conditions. To obtain this result,

no such term can be neglected.

Unfortunately, already in such a simple case as the unidirectional ca-

se, both methods involve very elaborate algebra that does not adjust

itself easily to further generalization. It is the aim of this section

to reduce the amount of algebraic manipulation. A first attempt has

already been given in (27), here we will work out a more comprehensive

presentation. To start with, a study of the rules for the manipulation

of products of generalized functions is indispensible. We give a sur-

vey of it in appendix A.

We start here with the interaction of three isolated Van Kampen modes

and proceed to the calculation of the complete initial value problem

where per wavenumber a complete spectrum of Van Kampen modes appears.

4.4.1. Interaction between three isolated Van Kampen modes.

For the sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves to the case of neu-

tralizing continuous positive background and consider three Van Kampen

modes, fulfilling the resonance conditions exactly:
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k = k' + k" (4.4.1a)

kv = k'v' + k"v" (4.4.1b)
P P P

A calculation of the interaction between these modes is a basis for

further work. We take the Vlasov-Poisson system, that governs the os-

cillations. We expand in the usual way with respect to the field am-

plitudes and retain terms up to second order. This way (4.1.1) leads

to:

ik(v-v )f = -(q/m)(E3vF + E'3^" + E'^f) (4.4.2a)

ikeQE = q jfdv (4.4.2b)

E and f refer to quantities that are related to an isolated Van Kam-

pen mode; the prime and double prime indices refer to the waves with

k'v' and k"v" respectively. In the same way as before (cf. 4.I.15) we

have:

f = KE + LE'E" (4.4.3)

The symbol L denotes the second order Van Kampen model

q 3 (K'+K")
L(k\k";v^v£;k,vp;v) := (4.4.4)

ikm v - v
P

Application of (4.4.2b) and use of (4.1.2a) shows that:

(ikeQ/q - |lCdv)E = E'E" Ldv (4.4.5)

hence:

|Ldv = 0 (4.4.6)

This way the behaviour at the singularity v = v is determined, viz.

P
L = <F(v) - ITY°(V )6(V-V ) (4.4.7)

v-v p

P
In the expression f is defined as follows:
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q
K v ) = 3 (K1 + K") (cf. 4.1.3-4) (4.4.8)

ikm v

4.4.2. Interaction between Van Kampen spectra.

It is an essential property of Van Kampen modes that they can not be

excited individually. Initial value problems give rise to Van Kampen

spectra. The calculation is more complicated in this realistic case,

but it is based on the same formalism.

Let us fix k, k1 and k" and suppose that they are exactly matched ac-

cording to (4.4.1a). Instead of f we work with f(k,v ;v) and so on,

and obtain:

f = KE + k1 JLE'E'Mv1 (4.4.9)

J P

In this expression, L is given again by (4.4.7) with (4.4.8) for wa-

ves that satisfy the condition (4.4.1b).

4.4.3. Second-order Van Kampen modes.

With the aid of calculation rules for generalized functions (see ap-

pendix A), and the definition of the Van Kampen nodes (4.1.3) we get

the following operational rule. It may be interpreted as the Hilbert

transform of both the left-hand and the right-hand sides of the kjv1-

counterpart of (4.1.3):

f P P 2
K1 dv = -X(v ) + IT <f>(v )<S(v -v1) (4.4.10)
•I v-v P v-v P P P

P P

The reader may convince him/herself that theorem (4.I.lie) holds.

Subsequently we can perform a partial integration, according to:

, P f P
3vK'dv = 3 K'dv, (4.4.11)

•I v-v vp"' v-v
p p

and so on. The satisfaction of obvious boundary conditions at + is

understood. In this way we get:

L+(w) = (cf. appendix C). (4.4.12)
v -w
P
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4.4.4, The initial value problem according to Best.

We follow a method of calculation that stems from the first-order Van

Kampen calculation of the initial value problem, as has been presen-

ted in subsection 4.1.2. Because of (4.1.14) we get from (4.4.9) the

expression that is symmetric in k',v' and k",v":

g(k,v) = k |KEdv + k'k" [fLE'E'Mv'dv" (4.4.13)

J P JJ P P
In order to eliminate the first-order contribution, we decompose E

into E... and E,,s> where the

determined by (4.1.16), viz.:

into E-.. and E,,s> where the (first-order-) electric field E,jv is

g(k,v) = k JKE(])dvp (4.4.14)

Hence, for the second-order field the relation:

k | n(2) d vp " -

holds up to second order. In the same way as in subsection 4.1.2 we

take the positive and negative Hilbert transform of both sides of

(4.4.15) in order to solve this integral equation. We devide both si-

des of (4.4.15) by v-w and integrate with respect to v.

We make use of the following expressions:

1 eo 1 /k'e (k'.w) k"e (k",w),: (K ,WM

mr S. _ 3 I + _ j (4.4.16)
2iri km vp-w ^ vp-w vp'~w '

These are also derived in appendix C. The l.h.s. of (4.4.15) can be

transformed in a way similar to (4.1.17). This leads to:

1 1 k'k"q cfEl.E" . /k'e
±(k,w) k ' ^ W . w K

E- = ± _ _ _ u ; y> 3 — + — ) dv'dv"
K ' 2-wi e (k,w) ik m JJ v -w v v'-w~ v"-w / P P

P P P

(4.4.17)

The integration with respect to v1 and v" respectively must be per-

formed along the real v'- and v"-axes. In order to do these integra-

tions we have to find a way to close the paths of integration. For

better understanding we include a short discussion concerning contour
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integrals.

4.A.5. Contour integrals.

Let us suppose E(v ) is an analytic function in the whole of the com-

plex v-plane, with the exception of a denumerably infinite set of

simple poles that may be present in the upper half plane (I ) as well

as in the lower half plane (I ). We assume that:

E(t)
2ir

(4.4.18)

J
and u.. The residues are indicated by E. and E.

exists, if integrated along the real axis (stable case). According to

a theorem due to Titchmarsh (26) we can decompose E(v) uniquely in

analytic functions in I and I respectively, denoted by E (v) and

E (v). E (v) and E (v) have poles only in I and I respectively, at

the values v

respectively.

In order to perform the reverse transformation given by (4.4.18), we

have to close the path of integration along ABCD (cf. fig. 4.3) when

t > 0 and along AB'C'D when t < 0.

Following the classical Landau calcula-

tion we find:

c
—D-

•w
B

Rt

B

E(t) = -i

E(t)

(t > 0) (4.4.19a)

E+. e ~ i u j t ( t < 0)
J

(4.4.19b)

fig. 4.3.
Reverse transformation

of E+(v)/(v-w+).

We make use of the fact that the con-

tribution of paths like AB disappear if

the contour is blown up. The functions

involved should satisfie a Holder con-

dition. We consider./" E(v)dv as a limited quantity.

In expressions like (4.4.15) we deal, however, with integrals like:

/•B

E+(w) dv
2iri

We decompose E(v) according to Titchmarsh and obtain:
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1 fE(v) B'rE(v)
E (w) = — - [ A — - dv + - dv] =

2iri ^v-w riV-w
AB'C'D L

E*. B'fE"(v)
- E (w) + E (w) + l -^~ + - dv

j Uj-w ciV-w

Hence we see:

E+. CVE~(v)
E~(w) - l —L- + dv (4.4.20)

If we assume:

VE~(v)
lim dv = 0, (4.4.21)

U VIS (.V

im I
tav*» , v-w

D

we obtain an expression of E (w) in terms of residues. If we combine

this expression with its E -counterpart, we arrive at:

E±(w) = I -Jr- (4.4.22)

This is the same approximation as has been made by Best (25). If this

approximation is valid, it does not matter whether we close the path

of integration along AB'C'D or along ABCD.

A similar argument can be made for expressions like:

t E(v)
dv

•(v-b*)

and a calculation can be made straightforwardly.

From linear Landau theory we know we can express the residues in

well-known quantities, namely:

g±(k,u^) 1 1
ET. = T2iri -J— (4.4.23)
J 3 Te (k,v) k ikeu « o

This can be derived from expressions like (4.1.21) in combination

with (4.4.22).

4.4.6. Further treatment of the initial value problem.

Let us return to (4.4.17) and let us write out there v in terms of

v' and Vp, as a preparation for the integrations on the right-hand
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side. We get:

Will = t _-lll&n (4.4.24,
v -w* k1 v'-(kw -k"v")/k'

Two substantially different possibilities arise.namely:

4.4.6.1. sgn k - sgn k' - sgn k" (say, k > 0).

For the calculation of £,„} we see that in the negative v'-half plane

the poles of El... and in the negative half plane the poles of E',\. do

appear exclusively, cf. (4.4.22). Of course it is possible (cf. fig.

4.3) to close the contour, along ABCD and we obtain:

.w) k " W \ w ) | \

!"-w+) k"(uV"-w+)J/

2TT k'k" q / E!~K'.'~
E
 2)= -T7-T2- - 111, ,-' I- k A

fc. \K,W^ ft. m J j IK. U. T K U K.W fc ,_ , _ ,
J J J

(4.4.25)

4.4.6.2. sgn k = sgn k' ̂  sgn k" (say, k > 0).

This calculation is performed in appendix D and requires some more ca-

re. The complication is due to the asymmetry caused by the change in

sign of k". As a result we obtain:
2TT k'k" qf / E\~E':~ fk l l2e+(k",w) k"2e+(k",w)l\

E
+ ly y | 3 3 g + J _
< 2 ) e+(k,w) k2 mjj'j"\k'u'."+k"uV"-kw+ w[k'(u!~-w+) k"(uV"-w+) Jj

i E\~E'!+ rk'2e+(k1,w)-kIl2e+(k",w)l\]

• H"U'-+kV'+-kw+a4 k' ( u'- -w + )— J/j
U j U j U j W (4.4.26)

The expressions (4.4.25,26) can be cast in other forms. By the use of

the definition of e, (cf. 4.1.18), we obtain;

k2[e*(k,w)-l] - k'2[e±(k',w)-l] - k"2[e±(k",w)-l] (4.4.27)

In addition, we apply the matching conditions (4.4.1), thus we have:

1 1 k'u!+k"u'.'-kw
J J (4.4.28)

k'(u!-w) k"(u'.'-w) k'k"(u!-w) (u'.'-w)
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4.4.7. Reverse transformation.

Once having E,2s in the form (4.4.25,26) and noting that the algebra

is not very repulsive, we proceed by evaluating E,2\(k,t) according to:

fem(k,t) = — f[E* <k,w) + E~ <k,w)] e"ikwt dw (4.4.29)
u; 27r j w u;

In the same way as was explained in the discussion of fig. 4.3 we can

use for the calculation, with t > 0, still assuming k > 0:

E . , . ( k , t ) = — <|>E* >.(k,w) e ~ l k w t dw (4.4.30)

The outcome of the calculation consists of the contributions of the

poles in the lower half w-plane. When there are poles of E._. in the

upper half w-plane we have to deform the path of integration according

to fig. 4.2 and we meet Landau instability. This prescription for the

integration contour is included in the expressions (4.4.25,26) by the

notation w . Let us study at first the properties of single poles.

In the_case_of_(4.4i25) we can write out:

k'V(k',w) k"2E
+(k",w)

k'(u! -w+) k"(uV"-w+)

k'u7f:+(k',w) + k"u!e+(k",w) - wtk'e+(k',w) + k"e+(k",w)]

J J (4.4.31)
(uf-w) (u-f-w)

As, from (4.4.27):

e+(k',u'r) = 1 - k"2/k'2 (4.4.32)

and so on, it is seen that poles at w = u! , w = uV do not exist.

Poles are manifest at:

e+(k,w) = 0 or w = uT = ljT/k (4.4.33a)

kw = k 'u ! " + k"uV~ or w = 0/J "+I/>")/k (4.4.33b)

where ty is the natural frequency.

As we have restricted ourselves to a uniform positive background, our
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theory is only relevant for electron waves. If the equilibrium distri-

bution function is Maxwellian, there are no instabilities and, moreo-

ver : ij; = + u i iy (y < 0). Then the poles can be written as:

w = +10 e/k + iy/k (A.4.34a)

w i 2 u /I + i(Y+Y)/k

(4.4.35b)

w S ±(3/2)(k'-k")ve + i(Y'+Y")/k

Evidently all these poles are in the lower half w-plane. Consequently

contributions due to these single poles are all Landau damped.

In the case of (4.4.26) we find poles at:

or w = uT = ty /k (4.4.35a)

or w = (iJj'~+iJj"+)/k (4.4.35b)

or w = 0|>'~+iJ>"~)/k (4.4.35c)

or w = ^'"/k1 (4.4.35d)

or w = Y"~/k" (4.4.35e)

e

kw

kw

w :

w :

(k,w)

= k1

= k'

j

J

= 0

u!~+k

u!~+k
J

"uV"

Uj

The symbol ij)~ refers to solutions for e^k.ijj) = 0. ^ = u - iY (Y > 0)

if the wave is Landau damped. For electron waves we can specify these

poles as follows:

w = ± (o + iy/k (4.4.36a)
pe

w = ± 2o) /k + i(Y'-Y")/kpe
(4.4.36b)

w = ± (3/2)(k'-k")v + i(Y'-Y")/ke

w = ± 2u /k + i(Y'+Y")/kpe
(4.4.36c)

w S ± (3/2)(k'-k")ve + i(Y
f+Y")/k
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w = ± u /k1 + iy'/k' (4.4.36d)
pe

w s ± (o /k» + iy'Vk" (4.4.36e)
pe

All these poles lie in the lower half w-plane. Only those related to

(4.4.36b) need some discussion. Because |k"| < |k'|, |Y"| will be

smaller than |y'| for electron waves, and these poles will be in the

lower half plane too. There is a discrepancy here with Best's results.

He does not find poles of this nature. The discrepancy is as yet unex-

plained.

4.4.8. Multiple poles.

As can be seen from (4.4.25,26), multiple poles are also possible.

They give rise to secular solutions. In our case these solutions have

coefficients proportional to an entire power of time. Let us write out

E(2) as> e<8':

E_M
(4.4.37)

and suppose that all poles are in the lower half w-plane.

Subsequently we apply the inverse transformation (4.4.30) and obtain:

&,„- i IE. e-ikzjC + kt IE. e ^ V - ikV \E e ^ V
(2) H l J h 1 L m

J 1 m

+ i ^3w(E1)e~ l k zl t + (4.4.38)

As we see from (4.4.26), multiple poles arise if certain resonance con-

ditions are met, e.g., such a multiple pole arises if e (k,w) and the

first denominator on the right have common zeroes, etc. Then we have

in addition to the resonance conditions obtained from conventional

theory a number of extra possibilities for resonance. We will call

these - to distinguish them from the conventional ones - the Best re-

sonance conditions and the associated modes the Best modes. When such

a Best condition is fully or nearly fulfilled, the ordering breaks

down too.

Let us look at the two cases separately, and study the confluence of

poles.
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2 _ ! £ £ i 2 5 ) we note from (4.4.33) that the only possibili-

ty is a conventional resonance, namely:

ip = i|)» + i(-", (4.4.39)

but this is impossible in the case of electron waves. Even the near-

resonance cannot be achieved with proper adjustments. The theory can

be made to apply for ion waves. Then the possibility may be realistic.

In_the_case_of ,(4i4126) the situation is far more complicated. The po-

les w = u! and w = uV play a role, but although w • u! is a double
— p

pole, this is not the case with respect to w = u'.1 . This is caused by

the fact that e (k",w) by definition has a simple zero for w = u? .

If we consider w = u! , we get as a principal term, i.e. the term that

contributes to the part of the expression for E... that is proportio-

nal to t:

2TT k"2 q E\ E".
- --, - I e (k",uV ) _
e (k,u! )k2 m j" ' [uY -n>.

(4.4.39)

Keeping in mind (4.4.32) it can also be written as:

q k(k"-k1) r^r*?" E:~E'!+'>

m k"(k+k') j"|uV -uj
(4.4.40)

u-r-u!
J J

We note that, using (4.4.23) implies: £".'

We write out (4.4.40) into:

ik'k"q 1
2TT - kk1- El

J
m k +k*

9 9 9 A 9

(k1 -k" )u> e+k' V

£".' in lowest order.
J

J J

pe

(4.4.41)

If k'-k" is a first-order quantity, the damping terms in the denomina-

tors become important quantities. Of course other terms must be added

to (4.4.41), especially the contribution from: uV a

If (k'-k")/k' is a zoroth-order quantity, we write:

(-wpe+iY")/k".

q kk' E\
-2ir -1

k'3k" 2IY"

m k+k' u) k2(k'-k")2 ft)
pe pe

\'+ + £".'"] (4.4.42)

A Taylor expansion of E" around E" leads to some other simplificati-

ons. Because u'.1 is at a distance of 2iY" in the complex plane away
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from u1.1 , it is evident that a factor 2iy" will arise.

It is clear that there is a lot of room for further careful analysis

before a complete picture of all the resonances and their relative im-

portance is obtained. There is, however, a first attempt in that di-

rection (16). It is our belief that our formalism will facilitate such

a study.

4.5. CONCLUSION.

It turns out to be possible to apply the Van Kampen formalism to both

linear and non linear problems in which longitudinal as well as trans-

vers" waves may occur. Only a few besic techniques are required. If

the directions of propagation of the waves to be discussed are paral-

lel, the algebra of generalized functions that is required for the

discussion of the non linear phenomena is quite straightforward. If we

would consider, however, a non-unidirectional problem, the existing

theory of generalized functions fails.

The formalisms due to Van Kampen and Case turn out to be closely rela-

ted. This can also be said of the Felderhof-formalism and the modified

2elazny-formalism. Moreover, Van Kampen's and Felderhof's formalisms

are also closely related. Both Van Kampen's and Case's formalisms are

succesfully applied to waves with ion motion included. This is of

course necessary when we consider interactions that also involve ion

waves.

By studying meticulously the mathematical framework of the second-or-

der calculations, we are able to reduce the algebra of Best's treat-

ment of the second-order problem considerably. Consequently Best's

calculations can now be formulated in an accessible way that is fitted

for further study and generalization.

We conclude by the remark that also Case's formalism is relevant for

this second-order calculation. For cases stable in the sense of Penro-

se's criterion this formalism even does not make use of the complex

plane outside the real axis.

In the results of both calculations the new poles due to Best reappear.
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APP§NDIX=A PRODyCT|=gF=PRINCIPAL=VALUES.

Let f(v) be a good function according in the Lighthill's sense (7).

For further use we need a definition of a product of Cauchy principal

values:

(A.I)

P P

We define it in conformity with Plemelj's formulae, viz:

f p p f p r i 1 1
f(v)dv := j ++ _ f(v)dv (A.2)

J v-v v-v1 •'v-v I v-v' v-v1 I
p p p L p p J

(cf. 4.1.10). The left-hand side of this equality cannot be decomposed

in partial fractions prematurely, because the significance of the co-

efficient that would arise, (v -v1) , is still undetermined. This, in
+ — 1 — —1

contrast with the coefficients: (v -v' ) and (v -v' ) , that a-
P P P P

rise when decomposing both terms in the right-hand side of (A.2). They
are unambigeously determined. The right-hand side of (A.2) then reads:

if +ff J f(v)dv + [[ r ] f(v)dv )
\ v -v* •• Lv-v v-v' J v-v' M V - V v-v1 J /

\ p p p p p p p P J /

Decomposition of the terms with vT± according to (4.1.10) and some ma-

nipulation leaves us with:
p p F r p r p 1 2

f(v)dv = f(v)dv - f (v)dv +ir $(VD)6(V -v')
V V—V' V"~V' I V—V V—V' I *

p p p "• p p J

(A. 3)
This theorem can be written symbolically as the decomposition theorem
for produats of Cauahy principal values as follows:

-v')6(v-v ) (A.4)
I I I I p p p

~V I V""V TTW1T • I • * *

P p t p
In integrands this expression acts as an operator operating on good

functions. When we give this interpretation to the products of princi-

pal values we can always use (4.1.10). Symbolically we can decompose:

v-v v-v
p p

(A.5a)
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i7r6(v-v ) = H - r| (A. 5b)

1 p p"

We can change without ambiguities the order of the integration when we

need to do so.

We demonstrate this "property while proving:

(f°)° = -f (cf. 4.1.11c),

or: ' r p r p

~2 f(v)dvdv = -f(v') (A. 6)
p p p

The left-hand side can be written:

1 r r p p
f(v)——dvdv

7T JV -V V-VP P P

We decompose the product of principal values according to (A.4), and

keeping in mind that, e.g.:

dv = 0,

P

we are left with:

- |f(v) f<S(vp-vp)6(v-vp)dvdvp = -f(v^)

As a side result we have proved Poineari-Bertrand 's lemma:

r P P

•'v -v v -v'

p p p

dv = ir 6(v-v') (A. 7)

In the literature Poinaax'S-Bertrand's theorem appears (11,14,15). In

its proof the second term on the right of (A.4) is ignored.

Our definitions provide a useful tool with simple and obvious rules of

manipulation.
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AggINDIX_B PgOOF_OF=BI-ORTHOGgNALITT=gF_VAN=KAM|EN=MODE|.

In the left-hand side of (4.1.31) we insert the definition formulae of

the Van Kampen modes (4.1.3) and (4.1.30) and obtain:

JKL(k,vp;v)KL(k,vp;v)dv =

rr p ir p 1
s M)(v) + X(v )6(v-v )||<t>(v') + Mv')S(v-v') dv

JI v-v p p J L p v-v' p p J
P P (B.I)

We manipulate as if dealing with common functions and find that the
right-hand side equals:

P P P P
dv + A(v

P P t P P t

p p p p

(B.2)

The first term of (B.2) can be worked out with (A.3) and, with

(4.1.12), we end up with:

JKL(k,vp;v)KL(k,vp;v)dv = [iT
2<j)2(vp) + X

2 (vp) ] 6 <vp-V) (B.3)

because the other terms cancel.

(B.3) is in accordance with (4.1.31,32). a
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APPENDIX C HILBERT TRANSFORMS OF L.
==as==s==a=:s s=sssss=ss3=s:ss=sss=s=

We start with definition (4.4.7) of L and note:

pi ff(v) P 1 Y(v )
L+(w) = dv E- (C.I)

2TT1 ^V-W V-V 2i v -w

We decompose the first term on the right in partial fractions and ob-

tain:

1 1 fr P r^(v) 1 1 T?°(vJrr P f n v ) i l if (v
? *<v> dv - J — - dv -

2TII v -w LJ v-v Jv-w J 2i v -w

P P P
With the use of the definition of the Hilbert transform (4.1.8a) most

of the terms cancel and we are left with:

L+(w) = (C.2)
v -w
P

¥ (w) can be determined by insertion of its definition and performing

a partial integration:

V (w) = J — dv + ( «•» ) =
ikm 27ri •'v-w

I fK'(v,v')

-\\—r^
r i J ir^u

q i
dv + ( *•*

ikm 2iri w J v-wT

q .
= 8 K' (v,v') + ( « - • ) .

ikm p

The symbol ( «»• ) denotes an expression of the same form as the one

preceding it, but with primed and double primed quantities interchan-

ged.

From the expression for K , (4.1.20), we readily derive (4.4.16).
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APggNDIX_D CALCULATION=OP=^i4i261,.

We s t a r t from (4 .4 .17) and work out the two terms s e p a r a t e l y .

1. The first term includes the integration:

k'e+(k\w)r r E'E" k'eT(k\w) I
_ 8 _ dv'dv"

J J V -W v ' - W J ^ V

P

+ .kk' r re (k'.w)!,- E"
OE'3 4 dv"dv' =

k" J WL v^-w+J/v"-[(kw+-k'v')/k"]" p p

kk1 r E'E"+ re+(k',w)1
= 2iTi I ®— 3 — dv' =

k" j " JuV -(kw -k 'v ') /k" wlv" - w J P

J P P

f E'E"t+ re+(k\w)i
= 2?rik I » 3 l j — dv

= - (2ui)2kk' I I L—~ Z\- ^ - | (D.I)
j ' j " k'ur+k"uV -kw L u!-w J

2. The second term includes the integration:

E'E" rk"e+(k",w)-

+ -w| „ + J d v
P

d v p =

v -w I v"-w -I v v

p p
kk" , re+(k",w)1 r E'kk" r f£ (k",w)ir E'

= dtE"3 — 6 dv'dv
k' } wl v"-w J.Jv'-[(kw -k"v")/k ']+ p p

P P

d d v
w J.Jv'-[(kw -k"v")/k ']+ p p

P I P P

kk" r E'~E" re+(k",w)]
= -2-ni I 6 9 — - dv" «

k ' j l J u ! ~ - ( k w - k " v " ) / k ' WL v"-w J p

J P P

f £"~E" fiE+(k",W)l
= - 2Trik I d> a r — dv"

j ' J v " - ( k w + - k ' u ! " ) / k " w I v"-w+ J p

I P J P
There are poles at v" = u'.'~ and at v" = (kw-k'u!~)/k".

P J P 3
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2.1. Foles_at_v"_=_u'.r.
Their contribution i s :

E'~E"~ re(k",w)1
k" I I = ^—j 3 = - 5 -

j ' j " k'u! +k"uV -kw L uV -w J

. E E ( , )
(2*i)2 kk" I I = ^—j 3 = - 5 - (D.2)

L J

2.2. Pole at v" = (kw-k'uO/k".
p __ 3

Contribution of E" :
, kk"2 j? '>1 + rc+(k",w)T

(27ri)2 I I = 8 z-j- ( D < 3 )

k1 j ' j " k 'u! +k"u1.1 -kw L u! -w J
J J J

Contribution of E" :

„ kk"2

k' j ' j " k'u! +k"u'.' -kw wl u! -w

Putting together these terms and multiplying by:

1 1 k'k" q

- x
2iri e (k,w) ik m

leads to (4.4.26).
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SAMENVATTING.

In dit proefschrift wordt een overzicht gegeven van lineaire en zwak-

niet-lineaire theorie van plasmagolven in een zeer eenvoudige konfi-

guratie, te weten een oneindig uitgestrekt, homogeen, isotroop plasma

dat niet beïnvloed wordt door externe velden en waarbij het deeltjes-

karakter van het plasma verwaarloosd is.

De lineaire theorie wordt uitgewerkt voor een samengesteld plasma,

waarbij met de mogelijkheid van een geordende beweging van de ionen

ten opzichte van de elektronen rekening wordt gehouden.

Teneinde de verschijnselen die optreden in een turbulent plasma te

kunnen begrijpen, worden de koherente 3-golf interaktiemechanismen

geklassificeerd en onderling vergeleken. Er wordt een overzicht gege-

ven van de mogelijkheden die zich voordoen bij de gewone drie-golf-

interaktie, waarbij de amplitudes van de golven van dezelfde orde van

grootte zijn. Door instabiliteit kan zo'n geval overgaan in het -

veel eenvoudiger te beschrijven - parametrische geval, waarbij een

pompgolf te onderscheiden is met een veel grotere amplitude dan de

andere wisselwerkende golven. In dit geval is een algemene theorie

voor de drempelwaarden van de amplituden van de pompgolf voor insta-

biliteit afgeleid, waarbij een kleine komplekse afwijking van de re-

sonantievoorwaarden is toegestaan. Verder is een aanzet gegeven voor

een beschrijving van een systeem met een gedempte pompgolf. Het ver-

loop van de amplitude kan dan worden uitgedrukt in termen van Bessel-

funkties. Voor de wisselwerking tussen de drie soorten oscillaties

die wij beschouwen (ionengolven, elektronengolven en elektromagnetis-

che golven) in willekeurige voortplantingsrichtingen, zijn koppelings-

koëfficiënten berekend.

Al dit werk vormt een inleiding op de beschrijving van het begin-

waardenprobleem volgens de formalismen van Van Kampen en Case. Deze

formalismen zijn verder verfijnd en vereenvoudigd, waartoe ook een

korte beschouwing over de algebra van produkten van gegeneraliseerde

funkties is opgenomen. Het beginwaardeprobleem is vervolgens uitge-

werkt voor longitudinale en transversale golven, waarbij ook de be-
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tekenis van instabiele oplossingen in aanmerking is genomen. Het for-

malisme volgens Case kon aanmerkelijk vereenvoudigd worden. Het bleek

ook toepasbaar op plasma's waarbij de ionenbeweging werd meegenomen in

de beschouwing. In de zwak-niet-lineaire theorie kon een aanzienlijke

vereenvoudiging worden bewerkstelligd, vergeleken met de berekeningen

van Best. De resultaten lenen zich voor verdere veralgemenisering.

De nadere uitwerking van deze resultaten biedt nog een boeiend werk-

terrein.
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SUMMARY.

Ir this thesis we present a review of linear and weakly non-linear

theory of electron waves, ion waves and electromagnetic waves in plas-

mas.

We restrict ourselves to a simplified configuration: an infinitely ex-

tensed, homogeneous and isotropic plasma that is not affected by ex-

ternal fields and that; can be described by Vlasov's and Maxwell's e-

quations. This implies that the discrete character of the plasma is

also neglected. Moreover, the amplitude of the fields that are present

in the plasma are small enough for making a linearization of the pro-

blem sensible. Relative motion of electrons with respect to ions, the

drift, is included in a discussion of the linearized theory. A graphi-

cal method has been developed that provides us with a tool for gathe-

ring insight in the influence of the drift on stability of simple and

composite plasmas.

In order to understand phenomena in weakly turbulent plasmas, we have

to include the interaction between waves. We restrict ourselves to

terms up to second order in the amplitude. As a starting point cohe-

rent 3-wave interaction is discussed extensively. The different inter-

action mechanisms are classified, subsequently the related coupling

coefficients are calculated, without restrictions with respect to di-

rections of propagation. Three-wave interaction is also studied in a

more abstract sense. The equations that govern the evolution of the

waves can be rewritten as Manley-Rowe relations, which open the possi-

bility to make phase portraits. These are a useful tool for stability

analysis. Near-resonant coupling often gives rise to instable soluti-

ons, that may result in waves with an amplitude well above noise le-

vel. Then 3-wave configurations may occur characterized by a pump wave

that interacts with two other waves present in the noise (parametric

case). When the pump wave can be considered as undamped, we get harmo-

nic solutions. Conditions for a threshold of the amplitude of the pump

wave, that must be exceeded in order to generate parametric instabili-

ty are calculated. The rather unrealistic condition of exact real mat-
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ching, as unnecessarily presupposed in most of the previous published

work, has been relaxed. Moreover, the time evolution of a configura-

tion with a damped pump wave has been studied. The calculation of the

amplitudes of the interacting waves leads to expressions in terms of

Bessel functions.

The preceding work serves as a prelude to the description of the ini-

tial value problem according to Van Kampen's and Case's formalisms.

These formalisms have been refined and simplified. A short discussion

on the algebraic manipulation of products of generalized functions

has been included. The initial value problem for longitudinal and

transverse waves has been worked out. The significance of instable so-

lutions, and also the influence of ion motion, has been regarded.

Case's formalism has been simplified considerably. It turns out to be

also applicable to plasmas with ion motion included.

A far less complicated version of the weakly non-linear theory as de-

veloped by Best has been presented. The results lend themselves to

further generalization. Further analysis still provides many interes-

ting topics to be studied.
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STELLINGEN

Behorende bij het proef-

schrift van A.J.D.Lambert
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1. Bij berekeningen volgens het zogenaamde Case-formalisme vereist

de definiëring van produkten van Cauchy-hoofdwaarden bijzondere

aandacht. Alleen een definiëring die in overeenstemming met de

formules van Plemelj is, en daardoor verwisseling van integra-

tievolgorde toelaat, leidt tot juiste resultaten.

- Mushkelishvili M.I., Singular Integral equations,

(Noordhoff, Groningen, 1953), blz. 57

- Case K.M., Ann.Phys. 2(1959), blz. 356

- Best R.W.B., Physica 54(1973), blz. 400

- Dit proefschrift, appendix A.

2. In hoofdstuk 4 van dit proefschrift wordt een bepaalde definitie

van een Van Kaïnpen-mode gebruikt. Deze definitie maakt invoering

van één der door Case aangeduide soorten toegevoegde Van Kampen-

modes overbodig. Zij verdient mede daarom de voorkeur.

- Case K.M., Ann.Phys. 2(1959), blz. 356

3. Het is mogelijk om een diskreet analogon te vinden voor uit-

drukkingen waarin Cauchy-hoofdwaarden en Dirac-deltafunkties

voorkomen. Dit analogon heeft voordelen bij de studie van het

"multiple-waterbag"-formalisme en soortgelijke numerieke metho-

den.

- Bertrand P., Gros M. en Baumann G.,

Phys.Fluids 19_( 1976) ,1183

4. Het is van nut om het werk van Sjölund en Stenflo aan te pas-

sen aan het meer korrekte model voor de MHD-beschrijving van

Langmuir-golven, zoals dat is gepresenteerd in een overzichts-

artikel van Bernstein en Trehan.

- Sjölund A. en Stenflo L., Physica £5(1967),499

- Bernstein I.B. en Trehan S.K., Nucl.Fusion 1(1960),14



5. Een asymptotische ontwikkeling wordt gewoonlijk opgevat als een

divergente reeks, waarvan slechts een eindig aantal termen wordt

gebruikt. Een dergelijke opvatting die in overeenstemming is met

de definitie van Poincaré, leidt tot de eis van bestaanbaarheid

van termen die men niet nodig heeft. Een dergelijke eis is voor

de oplossing van een praktisch probleem overbodig.

- Jeffreys H. en Swirless B., Methods of Mathematical

Physics (University Press, Cambridge, 1956)

6. De studie van eigenschappen van niet-Debye-plasma's kan geschie-

den met behulp van uitstervende cascade-boogplasma's van atmos-

ferische druk.

7. Bij veel bepalingen van spektroskopische grootheden, zoals over-

gangswaarschijnlijkheden, verlaging van de ionisatie-energie,

Stark-parameters e.d., wordt ten onrechte uitgegaan van het be-

staan van lokaal thermodynamisch evenwicht. Zelfs voor argon is

dit in veel gevallen onjuist. Een nauwkeurige herziening van re-

sultaten van dit soort bepalingen in het licht van de door Le-

clair gevonden relatie tussen de elektronendichtheid en de elek-

tronentemperatuur, is noodzakelijk.

- Leclair J. en Schram D.C., Proc. 13th ICPIG,

(Berlin, 1977),blz 483

- Rosado R., Leclair J. en Schram D.C., j.dem, blz. 573

8. Het verdient hoge prioriteit om de moderne mikro-elektronika

("chips") te benutten voor het ontsluiten van grote hoeveelheden

informatie (zoals die in boeken, tijdschriften, rapporten en ar-

chieven ligt opgeslagen) ten dienste van de bevolking. Dit ver-

schaft werkgelegenheid van hoge kwaliteit en kan - mits goed bege-

leid - de verbreiding van kuituur en wetenschap onder de bevolking

aanzienlijk bevorderen.

9. Het is van groot belang om meer struktuur te brengen in en aan-

dacht te besteden aan het archeologisch onderzoek in de provin-

cie Noord-Brabant, gezien het tempo waarmee landschaps- en bo-

demstrukturen in deze provincie worden aangetast.



10. "De instorting van het percentage van studenten dat lid wordt

van een studentenvereniging" is geenszins "een ramp" "voor de

studenten uit minder bevoorrechte milieus". Het afwijzen van

de betreffende vorm van vermaak duidt op een bewuste keuze

voor een eigen waardenpatroon boven dat van "het bedrijfsle-

ven dat nu de vorming tot maatschappelijk gedrag (sicl) goed-

deels moet overnemen". De kans is dus klein dat deze mensen

"onnodig kwetsbaar het bedrijfsleven binnenstappen".

- Koumans W.A., Stelling bij het symposium "Werk voor

Ingenieurs, Ingenieurs voor Werk (Inter-TH en K1VI,

1978)

11. Vanuit het oogpunt van de geestelijke volksgezondheid verdient

het aanbeveling, het optreden van de talrijke kwasi-religieuze

en fundamentalistische sekten nauwlettend te volgen, aangezien

dit optreden schade Kan berokkenen aan de geestelijke gezond-

heid van bepaalde groepen kwetsbare mensen.

12. De neiging om gebruikmaking van het recht op vrije meningsui-

ting onbehoorlijk te vinden en te belemmeren, is schadelijk

voor de uitoefening van dit recht en ondermijnt dus onze grond-

wet.

- Nederlandse Staatswetten (Tjeenk Willink,Zwolle, 1977),

1-1, art. 7.

13. Bij de voorlichting die men aan een groot publiek geeft omtrent

wetenschappelijke werkzaamheden in een organisatie, vervalt men

vaak, hetzij in de keuze van uitsluitend simpele onderwerpen,

hetzij in tot mystifikatie leidende grootspraak. Voor een studie

van deze foutieve voorlichtingswijzen strekt lezing van de TH-

knipselkrant of een bezoek aan het Evoluon,tot aanbeveling.


